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POLICY AND DISCLAIMERS

Policy Statement: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Academy strongly 
supports academic freedom and a researcher’s right to publish; therefore, the 
Federal Aviation Administration Academy as an institution does not endorse the 
viewpoint or guarantee the technical correctness of any of the articles in this 
journal. 

Disclaimer of Liability: With respect to articles available in this journal, neither 
the United States Government nor the Federal Aviation Administration Academy 
nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, including 
the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness 
of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that 
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 

Disclaimer of Endorsement: Reference herein to any specific commercial prod-
ucts, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, 
does not constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or the Federal Aviation Administration Academy. The 
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not state or reflect those of 
the United States Government or the Federal Aviation Administration, and shall 
not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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PHILOSOPHY STATEMENT

Cornelius Lanczos, a mathematician working in the field of applied analysis, 
expressed the history of mathematics in three phases:

1) A given physical situation is translated into the realm of numbers,
2) By purely formal operations with these numbers certain mathematical 
results are obtained, [and]
3) These results are translated back into the world of physical reality  (1988, 
p. 1). 1

Formal papers, in subjects related to aviation, roughly follow the same 
course.  However, there appears to be a weakness in aviation research, that 
being the omission of the third phase.

It is not good enough that conclusions are drawn, if those conclusions 
fail to improve the system observed.  Clearly, the observed have a say in 
implementing the conclusions of research, but their failure to implement the 
conclusions drawn by the researcher may be more indicative of a lack of 
understanding than a lack of desire.  Researchers tend to peer into com-
plex systems as through a soda straw, forming formal opinions on the finite 
without understanding the complete system.  Industry, ever mindful of the 
complete system, may find research irrelevant, because it makes much to 
do about nothing.

The editorial staff, to include those listed as consulting editors, is commit-
ted to the improvement of all individuals within the aviation community.  We 
seek to enhance existing systems bearing in mind that small improvements 
must not upset the delicate balance between too little and too much help.  
We also seek to promote safety, not by lip service, but by demonstration in 
how we execute our studies and how we report our findings.

We feel that the best way to translate results back to the physical world is to 
incorporate the viewpoints of people around the globe.  Without the influ-
ence of a worldwide community, we deny the significance of diversity, and 
ignore the perspectives of gifted scientists from different countries.  It is our 
hope that each reader will feel the same.

 

1Lanczos, C. (1988).  Applied Analysis.  Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, Inc.
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EDITOR’S NOTES
Papers

Our lead article by Amy L. Hoover investigates the Long Term Effect of Con-
current Task Management Training on Pilot Task Prioritization Performance. Avia-
tion students who had previously participated in an experiment to investigate short-
term effects of concurrent task management training were retested eight months 
later. These students showed negligible change in task prioritization performance 
after eight months. Students who previously exhibited a positive short-term training 
effect had task prioritization performance similar to the control group after eight 
months. 

Jonathan B. Bricker’s study examines hypothesized demographic differences 
in the three components of the Air Travel Stress Scale in Who Has Air Travel 
Stress? Demographic Differences in Air Travel Stress. Results showed significant 
indicators among passengers related to gender, income, flights flown, whether 
leisure or business, and international flight experience. Implications for under-
standing and intervening on air travel stress are discussed.

In Using Probability and Set Theory to Examine Illustrations of Situation Aware-
ness, Todd P. Hubbard notes why there are misunderstandings of the construct of 
situation awareness. This article analyzes popular models of situation awareness 
and transforms them into five rules of probability and the general propositions of 
set theory. Suggestions are presented for the classroom as well as insights on how 
to observe and study situation awareness during simulator training.

Raymond E. King, David J. Schroeder, Carol A. Manning, Paul D. Retzlaff, and 
Clara Williams assess the viability of using of the Minnesota Multiphasic Person-
ality Inventory-2 in lieu of the 16 Personality Factor in Screening Air Traffic Control 
Specialist (ATCS) Applicants for Psychopathology. A sample of 1,014 ATCSs com-
pleted the MMPI-2 as part of the research program, after being cleared with the 16 
PF. The gathered data are used to estimate the number of future candidates that 
would be referred for follow-up psychological evaluations, given varying MMPI-2 
scale cut scores

Analysis of the Drift Cues from a Tactile Belt to Augment Standard Helicopter 
Instruments showed significant improvement of drift control during takeoff and 
reduced drift error during hover.  The Ian P. Curry, Arthur Estrada, Catherine M. 
Grandizio, and Bradley S. Erickson study also found that fatigued pilots reported a 
significant reduction in visual and physical workload with the belt. Results indicate 
that the belt significantly improved pilot perception of drift and situation awareness 
and reduced mental stress. 

Stephen M. Casner’s study of General Aviation Pilots’ Attitudes toward 
Advanced Cockpit Systems surveyed 134 general aviation pilots. The results 
showed that general aviation pilots have usually  positive attitudes about advanced 
cockpit systems and exhibit a strong preference for using them. Pilots recognized 
potential pitfalls associated with advanced cockpit systems but were more likely to 
ascribe the problems to other pilots than they were to themselves.

Go to Table of Contents
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Emergencies and off-nominal situations will challenge the safe and efficient 
operation of NextGen.  Barbara K. Burian’s article Perturbing the System: Emer-
gency and Off-Nominal Situations under NextGen focuses on three issues: 1) 
defining “emergency” and “off-nominal,” 2) identifying the full-range of emergency 
and off-nominal situations and their effects on human operators, technologies, 
procedures, and NextGen operations, and 3) determining performance capabili-
ties, limitations and external pressures affecting human response to these situa-
tions.

Does strategic team training at an air traffic control task increase long-term 
performance? In Performance Assessment of Strategic Team Training in Simu-
lated Air Traffic Control, Christopher P. Barlett, Christopher L. Vowels, John D. 
Raacke, and James Shanteau compared teams receiving strategic team training 
with teams receiving factual training. Results suggest that the strategic training 
method produced positive long-term effects on performance in the dynamic deci-
sion environment.

The Significance of Demographic Characteristics in Airport Driver Training 
Programs is the second in a series by William B. Rankin. This article examines 
the problem of runway incursions at OEP-35 airports. The study examined if 
demographic characteristics are a significant factor in the airport driver training 
that employees receive at OEP-35 airports. The data suggested that demographic 
characteristics are significant factors in airport driver training and vary by geo-
graphic region.

Arlynn McMahon’s research studied Pilot Perceptions on Using a Ballistic 
Parachute System. Results from a survey of 1,003 respondents showed pilots felt 
that an aircraft equipped with a parachute was safer than one without; however, 
flight experience affected pilot opinions. The study also revealed that pilots made 
decisions differently when considering flights in a parachute equipped aircraft 
during four scenarios.  

Book Reviews

Critical Incident Stress Management in Aviation edited by Jörg Leonhard and 
Joachim Vogt.   Review by Todd P. Hubbard

Aviation English Course Books  Review by Graham Elliott and Theresa 
White

Aviation English for ICAO Compliance by Henry Emery and Andy Roberts 
with Ruth Goodman and Louis Harrison.

Cleared for Takeoff: English for Pilots, Books 1 & 2 by Liz Mariner

English for Aviation by Sue Ellis and Terence Gerighty

KC
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Long Term Effect of Concurrent Task Management Training 
on Pilot Task Prioritization Performance

Amy L. Hoover

Department of Aviation
Central Washington University

400 E University Way
Ellensburg, WA  98926

hoovera@cwu.edu

Abstract

Seventeen university aviation students who had previously participated in an experiment 
to investigate short-term effects of concurrent task management training were retested 
eight months later. Pilots flew simulated flights on a Frasca 141 FTD. Nineteen task pri-
oritization challenges were embedded within each flight scenario. Pilots from the previous 
study’s control group showed negligible change in task prioritization performance after 
eight months. Pilots from the previous study’s experimental group who previously exhib-
ited a positive short-term training effect had task prioritization performance similar to the 
control group after eight months. These results indicate the short-term effect of training 
did not persist. Total flight time logged during the eight-month interval between trials was 
moderately correlated with reduction in task prioritization errors. 

 

A pilot’s ability to prioritize tasks for attention effectively is an important flying 
skill and is a primary component of concurrent task management (CTM) as 
defined by Funk (1991) and Funk et al. (2003). CTM is the process by which pilots 
selectively manage concurrent tasks by assessing and prioritizing them, allo-
cating resources in order of priority, and continuously updating their prioritization 
scheme to complete the flight mission safely and effectively (Funk et al., 2003). A 
task prioritization error occurs when a pilot gives preferential attention to a lower 
priority task rather than to a task that should take higher priority with regards to 
flight safety (e.g., it is more critical, more urgent, or not being performed satisfac-
torily) (Funk, 1991; Funk et al., 2003). Although pilots generally practice effective 
task management, there are many instances in which failure to prioritize tasks 
properly has led to a potentially dangerous incident or even a fatal accident (Chou, 
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Madhaven, & Funk, 1996; Damos, 1997; Dismukes, Loukopoulos, & Jobe, 2001; 
Latorella, 1996; Raby & Wickens, 1994; Rogers, 1996; Schutte & Trujillo, 1996). 
Funk et al. (2003) suggested that CTM performance might be improved through 
training. 

Background and Objective
Previous experimental analysis (Hoover and Russ-Eft, 2005) showed that 

pilots who participated in a short term training course (experimental group) had a 
54% decrease in task management errors over a two week period of time com-
pared to pilots who did not participate in the training (control group). However, 
long-term effects of that training were not analyzed. 

 
The objective of this study was to determine the long-term training effect on 

single pilot task prioritization performance in simulated flight. 

Method
Pilots who had participated in the previous study (Hoover and Russ-Eft, 2005) 

comprised the group for this study. Of the twenty-seven original participants, sev-
enteen were available and were retested eight months later. Pilots flew a one hour 
simulated instrument flight on a Frasca 141 flight-training device (FTD). Task pri-
oritization challenges and associated errors were defined based on CTM theory 
developed by Funk et al. (2003) and on procedures established by Hoover and 
Russ-Eft, (2005).

Participants
Hoover and Russ-Eft (2005) tested twenty-seven pilots from the Central Wash-

ington University (CWU) Aviation Department enrolled in the intermediate or higher 
stage of instrument training and who comprised a relatively homogeneous group 
with respect to their task prioritization performance. Eight months later, seventeen 
of those pilots were retested for this study. The seventeen pilots were not selected 
based on any specific criteria; rather they were the pilots still available for testing 
after eight months.  Of those pilots retested, eight were from the previous study’s 
control group and nine from the experimental group. All pilots had logged previous 
instrument time on the Frasca 141 FTD used in the experiment. Each pilot reported 
his or her flight experience, training, and FTD time during the eight-month interval 
since the previous experiment.  

Flight Training Device
Simulated flights were flown on a Frasca 141 FTD configured as a normally 

aspirated single-engine fixed-gear aircraft using the same performance parame-
ters that participants were accustomed to in airplanes and FTDs during their normal 
training. The avionics package included a Bendix/King stack with dual KY196 
Communication radios, dual KN53 navigation radios, KDI 572 DME, KR 87 ADF, 
KT76A transponder, KMA 24 audio panel with marker beacons, and GNS430 IFR 
enroute and approach certified GPS. The FTD recorded all primary flight data 
including aircraft heading, altitude, airspeed, power settings, and position.

Long Term Effects of CTM Trainning
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Procedure
Pilots flew simulated flights as per the CWU Standard Operating Procedures 

manual; all checklists, flow checks, and callouts were the same used in their 
normal flight training. Simulated flights were conducted in a line oriented flight 
training (LOFT) format. Because comparison of pretest and posttest error data 
from the previous study (Hoover and Russ-Eft, 2005) indicated no practice effect 
due to repeating the same LOFT scenario over a two-week period, this study 
used the same LOFT scenario eight months later. The scenario placed pilots in a 
high workload environment in Seattle Class B airspace and included radar vec-
tors as well as pilot navigation, two precision instrument approaches, a multistage 
missed approach, and a holding procedure. For each flight, a Certified Flight 
Instrument Instructor (CFII) operated the FTD and acted as Air Traffic Control 
(ATC). The LOFT scenario was scripted with respect to ATC communications and 
procedures. Flights were observed and coded by a live observer who then veri-
fied error scores with the FTDs flight data records.   

Prioritization Scheme
The task prioritization scheme defined by Hoover and Russ-Eft (2005) was 

used:  
• Aviate task:  Included all primary aircraft control inputs (pitch, power, yaw, 

and roll), operation of lift and drag devices (flaps), and operation of other 
primary aircraft systems that affected airspeed, altitude, climb or descent 
rate, and changes in lift, thrust, and drag.

• Navigate task: Included items related to the current and future position of 
the aircraft, including vectors, course intercepting and tracking, identifica-
tion of intersections and waypoints, and programming and operating the 
GPS and other navigation radios.

• Communicate task:  Included communications with ATC. 

Definition of Task Prioritization Errors
Using the same procedure as the previous experiment, opportunities for 19 

potential task prioritization errors were embedded at 13 challenge points 
throughout the one hour simulated flights. At each challenge point, the pilot was 
given an opportunity to divert his/her attention from a more important or more 
urgent task to a less urgent or less important task and had to decide which task 
was most critical to perform first. Types of prioritization errors included ignoring an 
aviate (flight control) task in order to navigate, classified as an aviate/navigate 
(A/N) error (n=7). If a pilot ignored an aviate task to perform a less important com-
munication task it was classified as an aviate/communicate (A/C) error (n=7). The 
third type of error involved putting a less critical communicate task ahead of a 
more important navigate task, which defined a navigate/communicate (N/C) error 
(n=5).

 
Several prioritization challenges were embedded at a point in the flight where 

a pilot might make a task prioritization error, for example fixating on one task to 
the exclusion of another, and thus did not require any intervention. Others required 
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the CFII to act as ATC and call the pilot with information or instructions just before 
the pilot was leveling off or about to intercept course, or to cause a failure to a 
navigational facility or an aircraft system.  

 
Performance criteria for determining if an error occurred was based on FAA-S-

8081-4C Instrument Rating Practical Test Standards with respect to altitude, air-
speed, heading, intercepting and tracking course, use of checklists, procedures, 
and ATC communications.

Results
Task prioritization error data were recorded as a frequency distribution of raw 

scores and converted to a ratio score (number of errors: total number possible). 
Pilots from the previous study’s control group showed negligible change in their 
task prioritization performance after eight months. Pilots from the previous study’s 
experimental group, although having shown a reduction in errors after participating 
in the short term training course, had task prioritization performance similar to the 
control group after eight months (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Change in total task prioritization error scores for experimental and 
control group pilots expressed as a percent of total possible errors. Pretest and 
posttest data from the previous study reflects scores before and after a two week 
time period in which experimental group pilots received training and control group 
pilots did not.

Figure 2 shows that the distribution of errors for pilots in the control group was 
within 5% of their scores from the previous study. Pilots in this group showed a 
slight decrease in A/N errors, which ranged from 19% to 22% in the previous study 
to 17% in this study.  A/C errors showed a 5% decrease in this study from the pre-

Long Term Effects of CTM Trainning
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vious study, and N/C errors showed a 2% to 5% increase from the previous study. 
Figure 3 shows that A/N errors for the experimental group pilots varied only 3% 
from their scores in the previous study. Although these pilots had a significant 
decrease (47%) in A/C errors after participating in the previous study’s two week 
training course, eight months later they had A/C error scores within 1% of their 
original (pretest) scores. Error rates for N/C errors, which showed a 78% decrease 
after training in the previous study, were within 3% of their original (pretest) scores 
after eight months.

Figure 2. Variation in each type of task prioritization error for pilots in the previ-
ous study’s control group. Pretest and posttest data from the previous study 
reflects scores before and after a two-week period in which experimental group 
pilots received training and control group pilots did not.
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Figure 3. Variation in each type of task prioritization error for pilots in the previous 
study’s experimental group. Pretest and posttest data from the previous study 
reflects scores before and after a two week period in which experimental group 
pilots received training and control group pilots did not.

The bivariate coefficient of determination interpretation of Newton and Rud-
estam (1999) was used to compare each pilot’s total error score with the amount 
of total flight time, instrument time, time in all FTDs, and time in the Frasca 141 
FTD they had logged during the eight month interval between the previous study 
and this study (Table 1). There was little to no correlation between the amount of 
instrument time or Frasca 141 FTD time logged during the eight month interval and 
pilots’ error scores. Correlation between total time in all FTDs and error scores was 
low for the same period. Pilots’ total time in flight logged during the eight month 
interval between studies showed a moderate correlation (R2 = 0.424; Table 1). 

Table 1
The coefficients of determination showed moderate correlation for total flight time 
logged indicating accrued flight time may be related to task prioritization perfor-
mance.

Coefficient of determination for time logged during 8 month interval and task 
prioritization error scores

Total 
Flight Tme

Instrument
Time

Total FTD
Time

Frasca 141
Time

Pilot Error 
Scores R2 = 0.424 R2 = 0.084 R2 = 0.197 R2 = 0.010

Long Term Effects of CTM Trainning
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Discussion
In the previous study (Hoover and Russ-Eft, 2005) pilots in the experimental 

group, who received task prioritization training, showed a large decrease in total 
task prioritization errors between pretest and posttest flights compared to the 
control group, who did not receive training. Over the eight-month period, control 
group pilots’ error scores were fairly constant with a mean ranging from 24-27%. 
After eight months, experimental group pilots’ scores regressed toward a similar 
mean of 21-22%. In the previous study, these experimental group pilots showed 
a reduction in both A/C and N/C errors after short-term training, but after eight 
months, their error scores were similar to their original pretest scores. Thus, any 
training effect that previously occurred did not persist over the eight months 
between trials.  

 
Learning is defined as a persisting change in behavior resulting from experi-

ence (Schunck, 2004) and entails codifying concepts from the short-term, or 
working, memory into long-term memory. In order to transfer information to long-
term memory an individual must relate incoming information to concepts and 
ideas already in memory. The loss of the short-term training effect over time indi-
cated by this study suggests that transfer did not occur for these pilots. Thus, the 
positive training effect demonstrated by Hoover and Russ-Eft’s (2005) experi-
ments could be attributed to a sensitization effect; experimental group pilots were 
focused on reducing their task prioritization errors during the short (two week) 
training session and did not actually retain the concepts in their long term 
memory. 

Limitations
There was no control for extraneous variables over the eight-month period 

between the previous experiments and this study; variability in pilot training was 
not evaluated. Future studies are needed to ascertain the effect of variability in 
flight training on task prioritization performance.

 
Participants were selected for the previous study because they comprised a 

relatively homogeneous group with respect to their training and experience, and 
those tested in this study were a result of attrition of the previous group. There-
fore, it is unknown whether results from this study can be generalized to a more 
variable group of general aviation pilots.

Recommendations
Several recommendations for future research are suggested based on the 

limitations just discussed. A time-series experimental design using one or more 
pilots could be used to evaluate longer term training effects. Experiments could 
be conducted with a different group of pilots and with a training course taught 
over a longer period. External validity issues could be addressed by comparing 
results between pilots who have different training backgrounds. A less homoge-
neous group of pilots might also be used to investigate whether pilots with varying 
levels of experience showed different training effects and if there were some spe-
cific level of experience at which pilots showed the greatest effect.  
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Conclusions
The positive training effect previously exhibited for these pilots did not persist 

over the longer term. Instrument time and time in FTDs during the eight-month 
interval did not seem to have an effect on any pilot’s performance, but total flight 
time logged between trials was positively correlated with a reduction in task priori-
tization errors. These results beg the question as to whether or not an effective 
training course can be designed to facilitate learning over a longer period.  More 
follow-up studies are needed to design and test longer term training courses and 
to evaluate the effects of that training.
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Who Has Air Travel Stress?
Demographic Differences in Air Travel Stress

Jonathan B. Bricker

University of Washington

Abstract

To learn who experiences air travel stress, this study examined hypothesized demographic 
differences in the three components of the Air Travel Stress Scale: Air Travel Anxiety, Air 
Travel Anger, and Airline/Airport Trust. In two samples (N= 925; N = 2382) of air trav-
elers, results showed that statistically significant indicators of higher Air Travel Anxiety 
were being a woman, being under age 54, having a gross annual household income of 
less than $60,000 US dollars, being a leisure traveler, and having eight or fewer domestic 
roundtrip flights in the past year. Indicators of higher Air Travel Anger were being a man, 
having a gross annual household income of at least $60,000, and being an international 
traveler. Finally, indicators of lower Airline/Airport Trust were being a man, being age 54 
or younger, an income of at least $60,000, being a business traveler, and being an inter-
national traveler. Implications for understanding and intervening on air travel stress are 
discussed.

There were over 2.1 billion passengers boarding the world’s scheduled air-
lines in 2006 (IATA, 2007). Despite the large and growing number of air travelers 
around the globe, many of whom fly out of necessity, little research has been 
conducted on the stress associated with taking a flight. For a number of years, 
and increasingly since the September 11, 2001 terrorist hijacking of US airliners, 
hundreds of media reports worldwide have anecdotally described the stresses of 
air travel, ranging from the hassles of long airport security lines to threats of air-
line hijackings or bombings. Moreover, media reports have suggested that air 
travel stressors such as airport crowds, flight delays, and cancellations have 
important consequences: they may lead some people to experience work-related 
stress or avoid flying altogether (see, for example, “Crowded skies,” 2004; Rayner, 
1998; Sharkey, 2000; Trucco, 2003; Zoglin & Donnelly, 2002). 
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The unique nature of air travel suggests that an empirically-tested measure of 
stress specific to air travel is needed. Recently, Bricker (2005) reported on the first 
known measure of air travel stress, the Air Travel Stress Scale (ATSS). He showed 
that the ATSS measures three components: (a) Air Travel Anxiety: anxious reac-
tions to adverse air travel events, (b) Air Travel Anger: angry reactions to other 
passengers, and an antecedent of air travel stress, and (c) Airline/Airport Trust: the 
lack of trust that the airlines/airports will ensure one’s comfort and safety. Each 
component showed good internal reliability and test-retest reliability over a 6 to 7 
week interval. In addition, each component showed good evidence for discriminant 
and convergent validity when each was correlated with measures of stress, coping, 
and personality traits. The current study follows up on the Bricker (2005) study by 
examining demographic differences in scores on the three dimensions of the 
ATSS.

The Value of Examining Demographic Differences in Air Travel Stress 
Examining demographic differences in air travel stress is important for a 

number of scientific reasons: first, such study could lead to a better understanding 
of the kinds of individuals who are most likely to experience this stress; second, 
findings from this inquiry can help generate testable hypotheses about why certain 
groups of people experience air travel stress more than others; third, such an 
investigation could also provide further evidence for the construct validity of the 
ATSS by showing that specific dimensions of air travel stress are related to specific 
demographic factors in conceptually meaningful ways. 

Studying demographic differences in air travel stress is also relevant for prac-
ticing psychologists. For example, psychologists who specialize in treating indi-
viduals with work stress (Portello & Long, 2001), flying phobias (Bor, Parker, & 
Papadopoulos, 2001; Bor & van Gerwen, 2003), driving anger (Deffenbacher et 
al., 2000), and a variety of other life stresses are all pertinent psychologists who 
could develop a specialty in assessing and intervening on air travel stress since 
these problem areas are conceptually and empirically related to air travel stress 
(Bricker, 2005). Information on demographic differences could help these psychol-
ogists in their interventions. For example, in a clinical setting, psychologists could 
communicate this information to clients who belong to high-scoring demographic 
groups in order to help normalize their air travel stress and stimulate the identifica-
tion of specific strategies for coping with this stress. In a worksite setting, psy-
chologists could use this information to readily-identify traveling employees who 
may be susceptible to developing air travel stress in the future. An intervention to 
prevent air travel stress might then be specifically tailored to the needs of these 
subgroups.  

Hypothesized Demographic Differences in Air Travel Stress
Gender. A number of demographics factors may be associated with air travel 

stress in theoretically meaningful ways. One demographic factor may be gender. 
Feingold (1994) in a meta-analysis found that males scored higher than females 
on anger whereas females scored notably higher than males on anxiety and trust. 
Based on this prior empirical evidence (Feingold, 1994), it is hypothesized that 
women would report higher levels of Air Travel Anxiety and Airline/Airport Trust 
whereas men would report higher levels of Air Travel Anger. 

 

Demographics of Air Travel Stress
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Age. There is empirical evidence that younger people score higher on anxiety 
measures than older people (Twenge, 2000). It is therefore hypothesized that 
younger travelers are more likely to experience Air Travel Anxiety than older trav-
elers. In contrast, little attention has been given to age differences in the expres-
sion of anger, with one study suggesting that older people express less anger 
than younger people do (Thomas, 2002). Consistent with the hypothesis that 
older people have less intense anger or learn to manage it more constructively 
with age and experience (Thomas, 2002), it is expected that older travelers will 
express less Air Travel Anger than younger travelers. Finally, little attention has 
been given to age differences in trust, with one study showing that older people 
show more trust than younger people (Ho, 2005). Older people are hypothesized 
to have more Airline/Airport Trust than younger people.  

   
Income. Considerable evidence has shown that lower socioeconomic status 

(SES), assessed with measures of educational attainment, income, and occupa-
tional status, tends to be associated with a higher prevalence of psychiatric disor-
ders among children, adolescents, and adults (e.g., Kessler, Foster, Saunders, & 
Stang, 1995). Although air travel stress is not a psychiatric illness, this associa-
tion is relevant because air travel stress is conceptualized as a psychologically 
distressing experience. In the context of air travel stress, it is likely that people 
with higher levels of income will report lower levels of Air Travel Anxiety and Air 
Travel Anger. Finally, those higher incomes may have greater expectations of the 
airlines and airports to ensure their comfort and safety. They may be more easily 
disappointed when airlines and airports do not meet their expectations. 

 
Business vs. leisure traveler. Several demographic factors describing an indi-

vidual’s air travel patterns may be related to air travel stress. Because no prior 
studies have explored the relationship between these factors and any kind of 
stress, much less air travel stress, several speculations can be made. One of 
these travel pattern factors includes whether a person is primarily a business or a 
leisure traveler. First, a business traveler has more at stake when he/she flies. A 
cancelled flight may mean missing an important meeting and perhaps a lost busi-
ness opportunity. Therefore, business travelers probably learn more quickly than 
leisure travelers about ways to anticipate and solve these kinds of problems. 
Business travelers are probably less likely to experience Air Travel Anxiety. For 
instance, business travelers may be more likely than other travelers to cope with 
flight delays by re-booking themselves on another flight. On the other hand, busi-
ness travelers would probably have more difficulty trying to change other pas-
sengers’  behavior. Thus, if business travelers have a tendency to try to fix even 
those situations they cannot fix (e.g., other passengers’ rude behavior) then they 
may be more likely to experience Air Travel Anger. Regarding Airport/Airline Trust, 
a business traveler probably would expect more from the airports and airlines. A 
business traveler depends on them for his/her livelihood. Thus, minor failures by 
the airlines and airports (e.g., news of baggage screeners allowing potentially 
harmful objects to pass through security) would probably quickly erode trust in 
their ability to ensure service and safety. Therefore, being a business traveler is 
probably a marker of low Airport/Airline Trust.  
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Domestic travel. More frequent domestic air travel in the past year should 
probably be a marker of lower Air Travel Anxiety, Air Travel Anger, and Airline/Air-
port Trust. By virtue of their more frequent exposure to air travel environments, 
these travelers probably have learned ways to manage their anxious reactions to 
adverse air travel events and their annoyance with behavior of other passengers. 

International travel. Data show that airports and airlines in Western Europe 
and parts of Asia are perceived by travelers to have higher security and service 
standards than airports and airlines in the United States (IATA, 2007). Thus, by 
comparing usual experience with airlines and airports in the US with those in these 
countries, the US-based international traveler would probably have less trust in the 
US airlines/airports’ abilities to ensure his/her comfort and safety.  

In summary, this study hypothesizes the following about demographic differ-
ences in ATSS components:

Gender:  Women will report higher levels of Air Travel Anxiety and Airline/Air-
port Trust whereas men will report higher levels of Air Travel Anger. 

Age: Compared to younger travelers, older travelers will report less Air Travel 
Anxiety, Air Travel Anger, and more Airline/Airport Trust.

Income: Travelers with higher income will report lower levels of Air Travel Anx-
iety, Air Travel Anger, and Airline/Airport Trust.

Business vs. leisure travel: Compared to those who fly mainly for leisure trips, 
those who fly mainly for business will report lower levels of Air Travel Anxiety and 
Airline/Airport Trust but higher levels of Air Travel Anger. 

Domestic air travel frequency: More frequent domestic air travelers will report 
lower levels of Air Travel Anxiety, Air Travel Anger, and Airline/Airport Trust.    

International air travel: International travelers will report lower levels of Airline/
Airport Trust, Air Travel Anxiety, and Air Travel Anger.

All of these hypotheses will be tested in this study with two independent sam-
ples of air travelers. 

Method
Participants

Participants for the first sample were 925 (72.3% recruitment rate; 925/1280) 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport travelers (herein referred to as “Sample A”) 
who were surveyed in January/February 2002 via an anonymous paper and pencil 
self-report survey packet. The demographic characteristics of this sample were 
54.3% male, average age of 41, 56.0% had a gross annual household income of 
at least $60,000, 50.8% flew for business at least half time, their median number 
of domestic roundtrips within the past 12 months was three, and 46.7% had taken 
at least one international roundtrip in the past 12 months. 

Demographics of Air Travel Stress
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Because of the potential that results from one sample may not replicate in 
another sample, the analyses were repeated with a separate sample of air trav-
elers. Participants for this second analysis were a nationwide sample of 2382 
(recruitment rate incalculable) self-identified air travelers who completed demo-
graphic measures at baseline (April 2002) and the ATSS six to seven weeks later. 
For simplicity, this sample will be herein referred to as “Sample B.” The demo-
graphic characteristics of this sample were 38.2% male, average age of 39, 59.1% 
had a gross annual household income of at least $60,000, 47.0% flew for busi-
ness at least half time, their median number domestic roundtrips within the past 
12 months was four, and 39.4% had taken at least one international roundtrip in 
the past 12 months. Compared to the Sample A, Sample B included: (a) 16.1% 
fewer male participants, (b) participants who were 2 years younger on average, 
(c) 3.1% more participants with an income of at least $60,000, (d) 3.8% fewer 
business travelers, (e) participants with one less median number of domestic 
roundtrips, and (f) 7.3% fewer percent of participants who had taken an interna-
tional roundtrip within the past 12 months. 

Measures 
Demographics. Self-report survey of participants’ gender, age, gross house-

hold yearly income, usual purpose of flying within the past 12 months (i.e., busi-
ness versus pleasure), number of domestic (within the US) roundtrips within the 
past 12 months, and number of international  roundtrips within the past 12 months. 
The average of the Pearson correlations between each of these demographic 
variables was .16 in Sample A and .21 in Sample B.

Air Travel Stress Scale. The directions for the survey are: “A number of state-
ments which people have used to describe their experiences of air travel are 
given below. Please select the rating that BEST indicates the extent to which you 
agree with the following statements. There are no right or wrong responses.” 
Respondents rate the extent to which each item is true for him/her on a response 
scale ranging from 0 (“completely disagree”) to 5 (“completely agree”). Sample 
items from each of the three scales are as follows: “I fear that I will miss a con-
necting flight” (Air Travel Anxiety), “I would feel resentful if I had to sit near loud/
talkative passengers” (Air Travel Anger), and “I trust the airlines” (Airline/Airport 
Trust). The scale was labeled “Air Travel Experiences Scale” in order to help pre-
vent revealing the intent of the survey and thereby reduce response bias. For 
Sample A, the means, standard deviations, and alpha reliabilities, respectively, 
were 1.89, .88, and .79 for Air Travel Anxiety, 2.10, .90, and .71 for Air Travel 
Anger, and 3.20, .80, and .82 for Airline/Airport Trust. For Sample B, the means, 
standard deviations, and alpha reliabilities, respectively, were 2.13, .93, and .83 
for Air Travel Anxiety, 2.48, .87, and .73 for Air Travel Anger, and 2.57, .96, and 
.88 for Airline/Airport Trust. The correlation between Air Travel Anxiety and Air 
Travel Anger was .49 (p < .001) in Sample A and .45 (p < .001) in Sample B, Air 
Travel Anxiety and Airline/Airport Trust was -.27 (p < .001) in Sample A and -.32 
(p < .001) in Sample B, and the correlation between Air Travel Anger and Airline/
Airport Trust was -.21 (p < .001) in Sample A and -.30 (p < .001) in Sample B.
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Procedure 
For Sample A, data were collected by trained data collectors that solicited air 

travelers’ participation by verbal request. Potential participants were approached 
sequentially (one-by-one) where they were seated at a random sample of gate 
departure lounges, baggage claim areas, and airport concessions (e.g., restau-
rants and massage service). Although these methods of approaching potential 
participants were intended to result in a representative sample of those who were 
in the airport on the occasions of data collection, there is a reasonable potential for 
selection bias.  

When a traveler agreed to participate in the 15-20 minute survey while at the 
airport, the data collectors gave the participant an informed consent form and the 
survey packet. When a participant completed the survey packet, a data collector 
took the packet and thanked the participant for being in the study. Participants 
were not compensated. The 105 individuals who elected to complete the survey 
later were given a self–addressed–stamped envelope to mail in their survey. Forty-
three percent of these individuals actually mailed in their survey. There was no 
evidence that these participants significantly differed (p > .05) from the rest of the 
sample on demographic characteristics.

For Sample B, data were collected via a website. In response to a University 
of Washington press release describing the data collection website, the following 
media sources wrote articles about the study that invited potential participants: 
Atlanta Journal Constitution, Frequent Flyer Magazine, and MSNBC. Data collec-
tion occurred over a period of two weeks.

The website was secured by 128-bit encryption. Participants provided their 
e-mail addresses so that they could participate in a brief follow-up survey for the 
test-retest reliability analysis. The e-mail address was not linked to their survey 
data. Anyone entering the website address was allowed to participate in the study. 
After agreeing to an online Information Statement at the beginning of the website, 
participants completed the demographics survey. All participants were entered in a 
drawing for one of ten $50 cash prizes. Participants who completed the survey 
multiple times were detected by the recording of the IP address of the computer 
that submitted the responses. All of the survey responses provided by these 28 
participants were deleted. Participants for this sample provided their e-mail 
address. Because one purpose of this sample was to determine the test-retest reli-
ability of the ATSS (reported in Bricker, 2005), six weeks after the completion of 
their initial data collection, a follow-up recruitment message was sent to the e-mail 
address the participants provided. To maximize the follow-up rate (72.0%), this 
e-mail was sent two times, seven days apart. Thus, the interval of time between 
completing the demographic survey at baseline and the ATSS at follow-up was six 
to seven weeks.

When participants logged into the website, they entered their e-mail address 
and the personalized password they created during the baseline survey. After they 
entered their password, they completed the ATSS. Several demographic ques-
tions were also asked to double-check the matching of their baseline and follow-up 
survey. (Follow-up surveys from nine participants whose surveys could not be 
matched were deleted.) Participants completing this follow-up survey were entered 
in a separate drawing for one of ten $100 cash prizes. All the data collection pro-
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cedures were approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Review 
Committee. 

Statistical analysis. In both samples, six Multivariate Analyses of Variance 
(MANOVA) were calculated to test differences in the three ATSS scales’ scores 
for each of the six demographic measures. For the first analysis, the comparison 
variable was gender. For the second analysis, the comparison variable was age. 
Specifically, four identical 15-year interval age groups (10-24, 25-39, 40-54, 
55-69) were created in order to make the analyses of both samples readily com-
parable. For the third analysis, the comparison was whether the participants’ 
gross household incomes were above the sample median of $60,000. For the 
fourth analysis, the comparison was whether the participants flew at least half 
time for business within the past 12 months. For the fifth analysis, the comparison 
variable was the participants’ frequency of roundtrip domestic flights within the 
past 12 months. The domestic flight frequencies were divided into four quartiles 
(0-2, 3-4, 5-8, 9+ roundtrips). In order to make the analyses readily comparable, 
these four quartiles were the same in both samples. For the sixth analysis, the 
comparison variable was whether the participants had flown at least one round-
trip international flight within the past 12 months.  

The outcome variables were the three components of the ATSS: Air Travel 
Anxiety, Air Travel Anger, and Airline/Airport Trust. Effect sizes were calculated 
with the η2, which is interpreted as the percentage of the outcome variable’s vari-
ance that is explained by the comparison variable (Pedhazur, 1997). Post hoc 
comparisons were conducted using the Bonferonni procedure (Edwards, 1985), 
in which the alpha level of each pairwise comparison is divided by the total number 
of comparisons. These post hoc comparisons were conducted for the age group 
analysis and domestic flight frequency analysis because they included more than 
two groups. Consistent with Perneger (1998), all Bonferonni comparisons con-
ducted with the Sample A were then confirmed in Sample B. 

Results
Table 1 revealed a significant multivariate effect for gender in both Sample A 

(F(4, 920) = 19.24, partial η2 = .06, p< .001) and Sample B (F(4, 2377) = 51.78, 
partial η2 = .10, p<.001). In both samples, women reported higher levels of Air 
Travel Anxiety, lower levels of Air Travel Anger, and higher levels of Airline/Airport 
Trust. Note that for all the results, the scale scores ranged from 0 to 5, with higher 
mean scores reflecting higher levels of the given construct.
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Table 1  
ATSS Components by Gender

Measure

Men Women

F M SD  M SD
Air Travel Anxiety 

   Sample A 1.78 .87 2.02  .87  15.75***

          Sample B 1.87 .89 2.30  .90 101.28***

Airline Travel Anger

   Sample A 2.32 .93 2.13  .94  8.04**

   Sample B 2.62 .99 2.43  1.01  14.90***

Airline/Airport Trust

Sample A 3.23 .89 3.38  .78  6.30*

           Sample B 2.50 .97 2.62  .95  6.08*

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table 2 revealed a significant multivariate effect for the four age groups in both 
Sample A (F(4, 920) = 10.62, partial η2 = .04, p<.001) and Sample B (F(4, 2377) = 
12.44, partial η2 = .03, p<.001). In both samples, Bonferonni post hoc tests revealed 
that participants aged 55-69 reported significantly less Air Travel Anxiety than all of 
the younger age groups (p<.01). In both samples there were no significant differ-
ences in Air Travel Anger scores among the four age groups. Also in both samples, 
55-69 year-olds reported higher levels of Airline/Airport Trust than all of the younger 
age groups (p<.05). 

Table 2
 ATSS Components by Age

Measure

Age 10-24 Age 25-39 Age 40-54 Age 55-69 F

 M  SD  M  SD  M  SD  M  SD

Air Travel
Anxiety 

Sample A 2.08  .89  1.93  .80 1.92  .92 1.65  .87 5.88*

Sample B 2.17  .93  2.21  .94 2.10  .90 1.89  .89  7.64*

Airline Travel
Anger

Sample A 2.21  .95  2.25  .92 2.26  .92 2.19  .92  .27

Sample B 2.39  1.06  2.48  1.03 2.54  .98 2.54  .97  1.54
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Airline/Airport
Trust

Sample A 3.28  .78  3.17  .85 3.29  .84 3.56  .78  7.22*

Sample B 2.51  .94  2.47  .98 2.54  .92 2.74  .95  11.52*

 *p < .001.

Table 3 revealed a significant multivariate effect for the two income groups in 
both Sample A (F(4, 920) = 6.68, partial η2 = .02, p<.001) and Sample B (F(4, 
2377) = 21.91, partial η2 = .05, p<.001). In both samples, participants reporting 
gross annual household incomes of at least $60,000 reported significantly lower 
levels of Air Travel Anxiety and Airline/Airport Trust as well as significantly higher 
levels of Air Travel Anger than participants reporting household incomes of less 
than $60,000. 

Table 3
ATSS Components by Income

Measure
  Under 60K
M               SD

    Over 60K
M                   SD F

Air Travel Anxiety 

   Sample A 1.93 .89 1.83 .86   3.85*

          Sample B 2.21 .93 2.06 .91 12.22***

Airline Travel Anger

   Sample A 2.15 .92 2.31 .94   6.11**

   Sample B 2.37 2.58 .99 18.02***

Airline/Airport Trust

    Sample A 3.33 .81 3.25 .86   1.99*

           Sample B 2.73 .95 2.48 .95 30.20***

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table 4 revealed a significant multivariate effect for whether some flew for 
business or pleasure in both Sample A (F(4, 917) = 3.67, partial η2 = .02, p<.05) 
and Sample B (F(4, 2370) = 24.00, partial η2 = .06, p<.001). In both samples, 
business travelers scored significantly lower on Air Travel Anxiety and Airline/
Airport Trust. Business travelers scored significantly higher on Air Travel Anger in 
Sample B whereas this same comparison was not significant in Sample A.
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Table 4
ATSS Components by Type of Travel (Pleasure vs. Business)

Measure
Pleasure

M             SD
Business

M               SD
F

Air Travel Anxiety 

   Sample A 1.93   .89 1.80 .88   3.84*

          Sample B 2.22   .93 1.97 .92 23.41**

Airline Travel Anger

   Sample A 2.24   .93 2.23 .93     .249

   Sample B 2.42 1.01 2.60 .99 10.61**

Airline/Airport Trust

    Sample A 3.35   .83 3.21 .88   4.27*

           Sample B 2.68   .97 2.45 .97 19.88**

*p < .05, **p < .001.

Table 5 revealed a significant multivariate effect for the four domestic flight 
frequency groups in both Sample A (F(4, 918) = 7.67, partial η2 = .03, p<.001) and 
Sample B (F(4, 2372) = 43.99, partial η2 = .09, p<.001). In both samples, more 
frequent domestic travelers reported significantly lower Air Travel Anxiety. Bonfer-
onni tests revealed that, in both samples, participants who took at least 9 round-
trips in the past 12 months scored significantly lower on Air Travel Anxiety than the 
three other, less frequent domestic traveler groups (p<.01). Only in Sample B did 
more frequent travelers score significantly higher on Air Travel Anger and signifi-
cantly lower on Airline/Airport Trust. For Sample B, participants who took at least 9 
roundtrips in the past 12 months scored significantly higher on both Air Travel 
Anger and Airline/Airport Trust than the three other, less frequent domestic traveler 
groups (p<.01).  

Table 5
ATSS Components by Number of Domestic Roundtrips in the Past Year 

Measure
0-2

M        SD
3-4 

  M       SD
5-8 

  M      SD
9+ 

  M       SD
F

Air Travel Anxiety 

Sample A 1.99 .88 1.86 .90 1.88 .85 1.71 .88   4.27*

Sample B 2.33 .88 2.21 .91 2.10 .94 1.88 .90 20.54**

Airline Travel Anger

Sample A 2.22 .93 2.21 .91 2.34 .93 2.22 .94     .57
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Sample B 2.42 1.02 2.45 .98 2.47 1.01 2.67 1.00 6.22**

Airline/Airport Trust

Sample A 3.35 .83 3.34 .77 3.35 .81 3.18 .95 1.46

Sample B 2.62 .99 2.64 .94 2.63 .97 2.40 .94 6.45**

*p < .01, **p < .001.

Table 6 revealed a significant multivariate effect for whether someone flew 
internationally in the past 12 months in both Sample A (F(4, 920) = 3.65, partial η2 
= .01, p<.05) and Sample B (F(4, 2373) = 19.96, partial η2 = .04, p<.001). In both 
samples, international travelers scored significantly higher on Air Travel Anger 
and significantly lower on Airline/Airport Trust. However, international travelers 
scored significantly lower on Air Travel Anxiety in Sample A whereas this same 
comparison was not statistically significant in Sample B. 

Table 6
ATSS Components by International Roundtrip Travel in the Past Year

Measure No Roundtrips
     M              SD

1 or More Roundtrips
   M                  SD F

Air Travel Anxiety 

Sample A 1.86   .89 1.92   .86     .97

Sample B 2.22   .94 1.99   .89 27.84***

Airline Travel Anger

Sample A 2.19   .96 2.29   .90   3.82*

Sample B 2.44 1.00 2.59 1.02   9.49**

Airline/Airport Trust

Sample A 3.38   .83 3.20   .86   9.97**

Sample B 2.62   .95 2.50   .98   6.88*

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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Discussion

Summary of Results
This study showed a number of significant demographic differences in air 

travel stress that were consistent across both samples. Specifically, demographic 
indicators of higher Air Travel Anxiety were being a women, being age 54 or 
younger, having a gross annual household income of less than $60,000 USD, 
being a primarily a leisure traveler, and having eight or fewer domestic roundtrip 
flights in the past year. Consistent demographic indicators of higher Air Travel 
Anger were being a man, having a gross annual household income of at least 
$60,000, and being an international traveler. Finally, demographic indicators of 
lower Airline/Airport Trust were being a man, being age 54 or younger, income of 
at least $60,000, being a business traveler, and being an international traveler.  

Evaluation of Study Hypotheses
As hypothesized, the results from both samples showed that women reported 

higher levels of Air Travel Anxiety, lower levels of Air Travel Anger, and higher 
levels of Airline/Airport Trust. These results were consistent with the sociocultural 
model of gender, which suggests that appropriate roles for women include more 
free expression of anxiety and trust; whereas, a more appropriate role for men is 
to express anger more freely (Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Wood, 1991). The results are 
also consistent with the possibility, articulated by Feingold (1994), that it is more 
socially desirable for women to express more anxiety and trust and less anger. 

The results from both samples also showed that participants aged 55-69 
reported significantly less Air Travel Anxiety and higher levels of Airline/Airport 
Trust than all of the younger age groups. The stress of air travel appears to be less 
of a problem for older people than younger people perhaps because older people 
are more experienced and accepting of the challenges of air travel. Also consistent 
with Twenge’s (2002) hypothesis that younger people experience more anxiety 
than older people, this study suggests that younger travelers experience more air 
travel anxiety than older travelers. Future research should test that hypothesis, 
perhaps with other forms of anger and contexts for expressing anger. Finally, the 
results support the hypothesis that older people have more Airline/Airport Trust 
than younger people. One interpretation of this result is that older people have the 
wisdom of experience that gives them more realistic expectations of the airlines 
and airports. 

  
Regarding income, participants in both samples who reported gross house-

hold incomes of at least $60,000 appeared to have lower levels of Air Travel Anx-
iety. Contrary to what was hypothesized, those with incomes of at least $60,000 
reported higher levels of Air Travel Anger than participants reporting household 
incomes of less than $60,000. Finally, there was support for the hypothesis that 
those with higher incomes would report lower Airline/Airport Trust. This result sug-
gests that those with higher incomes also have greater expectations of the airlines 
and airport to ensure their comfort and safety. 

 
Several demographic factors pertaining to individuals’ air travel patterns were 

associated with air travel stress. In both samples, business travelers scored sig-
nificantly lower on Air Travel Anxiety, a result that is consistent with the interpreta-
tion that business travelers may have more resources to respond to adverse air 
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travel events. Compared to leisure travelers, business travelers may know more 
effective ways to cope with the particulars of the air travel system (e.g., how to 
quickly re-book an airline ticket) or may be more able to afford access to services 
to help them travel more effectively (e.g., airline airport lounge club member-
ships). Business travelers also scored significantly lower on Airline/Airport Trust, 
a result that is consistent with the explanation that business travelers probably 
expect more from the airports and airlines because they depend on them for their 
livelihood. Minor failures of the airlines and airports to ensure a passenger’s com-
fort and safety may erode business travelers’ trust in the airlines and airports. 
Finally, there was no support for the hypothesized differences in business vs. 
leisure travelers’ Air Travel Anger. Consistent with what was hypothesized, par-
ticipants who took at least nine roundtrips in the past 12 months scored signifi-
cantly lower on Air Travel Anxiety than the three other, less frequent domestic 
traveler groups. Perhaps because of their more recent and frequent exposure to 
air travel environments, these travelers have learned ways to deal with the situa-
tions that lead to Air Travel Anxiety. The results also suggest that eight or less 
yearly roundtrip domestic flights could be used as a rough marker of those will 
tend to experience higher levels of Air Travel Anxiety. In contrast, there was no 
support for the hypotheses about the role of frequent domestic travel in Air Travel 
Anger and Airline/Airport Trust.  

A final demographic characteristic explored in this study was whether the 
participant flew internationally within the past 12 months. There was no consis-
tent evidence to support the hypothesis that international travelers had less Air 
Travel Anxiety. Contrary to what was hypothesized, international travelers scored 
significantly higher on Air Travel Anger. As can be further explored in future 
research, international travelers may actually become more bothered by other 
passengers’ rude behaviors. International travelers also scored significantly lower 
on Airline/Airport Trust. This finding is consistent with the data that airports and 
airlines in Western Europe and parts of Asia are perceived by travelers as having 
higher security and service standards than airports and airlines in the United 
States (IATA, 2007). Thus, by comparing usual experience with airlines and air-
ports in the US with those in these countries, an international traveler may view 
the domestic airports and airlines as less capable of ensuring comfort and 
safety.

 
Finally, the results of Sample A and B were largely similar. The consistent 

results between the two samples provide for more robust conclusions because 
the methods of sample selection were different. In addition, the few instances in 
which the results were not consistent can be explained by the differences in 
sample selection.  

 
In addition to the future research suggested already, other directions for future 

research include exploring (1) longitudinal changes in air travel stress using the 
ATSS, and (2) how these changes may be associated with longitudinal changes 
in the services provided by airlines/airports and their employees. Also valuable 
would be to explore the extent to which air travel stress may differ according the 
specific airlines or airports an individuals tends to use while traveling. 
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Limitations
The demographic differences in air travel stress had small to moderate effect 

sizes. These findings are nonetheless valuable because so little is known about 
demographic differences in air travel stress. A second limitation of this study is that 
all of the data were cross-sectional or had only a short-term (i.e., six to seven 
week) follow-up, thus preventing any causal interpretations from being drawn. For 
example, it is conceivable that air travel stress leads one to fly less or that flying 
less leads one to be more vulnerable to experience air travel stress. Third, because 
all of the data were self-report there was no external validation of the ATSS. Future 
research should consider further validating the ATSS by correlating it with physio-
logical measures of stress (e.g., cortisol), similar to what has been recently done 
in the context of research on train commuting stress (Evans & Wener, 2006). 
Finally, people may misreport their anxiety, anger, and trust––perhaps to present 
themselves in a socially desirable way. This possibility was not too likely because 
the correlation between the ATSS and social desirability was low (Bricker, 2005).

Finally, the Internet-based Sample B may limit the generalizability of the find-
ings. First, it was not possible to determine the response rate of these samples. 
Besides the self-selection that may have occurred in the samples for any number 
of reasons, participants in the Internet-based Sample B might have been highly 
self-selected. Internet access is greater among several demographic groups, 
especially younger people and those with higher incomes (Dillman, 2000). How-
ever, survey data indicates that 56% of the US population was using the Internet 
(Victory & Cooper, 2001)—a figure that is rising every year. More pertinent, Internet 
usage among air travelers is high: 85% of air travelers surveyed at the Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport in Sample A reported that they used the World Wide 
Web within the past 30 days. To the extent that air travelers were able to participate 
in this study because they had access to the Internet, this paper’s Internet-based 
sample may generalize to most air travelers.  

Implications for Worksite-based Psychologists and 
Airport/Airline-Based Interventions

A psychologist in a worksite setting could use this information to help target 
specific components of air travel stress management skills interventions to the 
needs of certain demographic groups. For example, an intervention focused on 
managing Air Travel Anger could be tailored to men, those with higher incomes, 
and international travelers. In contrast, an intervention focused on Air Travel Anx-
iety could be tailored to women, those who are age 54 or younger, those with lower 
incomes, leisure air travelers, and infrequent domestic air travelers. Each targeted 
subgroup can be taught specific skills for how to cope with the particular compo-
nent of air travel stress they experience. 

The results of this research might also be valuable in public health interven-
tions. For example, brief videos played at airport lounges or on commercial air-
planes can be developed that illustrate the stresses of air travel and simple ways 
to cope with them better. These videos might better address the specific compo-
nents of air travel stress by being tailored to the needs of demographic groups, 
which tended to score higher on those specific components.  
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Abstract

To some degree many collegiate aviation students have been misinformed on the nature 
of situation awareness (Dekker, 2005). Situation awareness was a construct developed 
by cognitive psychologists to help further examine the interior workings of the processes 
at play. However, if one were to study situation awareness with Endsley (2000), or Pew 
(2000), or Dennehy and Deighton (1997), the student might come away with misunder-
standings of how this construct works: not because these scientists are misinformed, but 
because their illustrations must be presented with warning labels. Not all illustrations are 
accurate. This is particularly true when a Venn diagram or set theory has been used to 
illustrate situation awareness. This paper examined several of the more popular models 
of situation awareness and transformed them into five rules of probability and the general 
propositions of set theory. Useful tips on how to properly present situation awareness in 
the classroom were added, as well as thoughts on how to observe and study situation 
awareness during simulator training.

Based on the interactionist model of situation awareness, where Person and 
Environment (P-E) exist together in operational space, the Person (pilot) is 
described in terms of the subjective (Ps) and the objective self (Po), and the Envi-
ronment (flight environment) is described as being both subjective (Es) and objec-
tive (Eo) (Dennehy & Deighton, 1997). Combinations of Person and Environment 
reveal two views of actual events. One can view pilot performance and behavior 
in terms of what he or she actually did in the flight environment, or by what the 
pilot could have done, given his or her capacity to perform or behave differently in 
a flight environment. The interactionist approach is embraced by or at least 
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applauded by Pew (2000), Uhlarik and Comerford (2002), and Endsley and Rod-
gers (1997). 

Given the theory’s preoccupation with the subjective and objective self, Dekker 
(2005) cannot agree with the interactionist model when it is used to explain pilot 
behavior in actual events, such as aircraft accidents (Hollnagel, Kaarstad, & Lee, 
1999). To suggest that the pilot’s objective self—that which is derived from past 
flights, simulator sessions, tests, or general knowledge evaluations—is an indi-
cator of a pilot’s potential, might be relevant when deciding to upgrade the pilot to 
the Captain’s chair, but potential ability becomes meaningless in actual events. 
Even superior pilots, those who have the most potential to perform flawlessly, can 
be caught off guard or miss vital cues that lead to poor decisions and an unfortu-
nate end of the flight (Dismukes, Berman, & Loukopoulos, 2007). 

Illustrations showing the interaction between capacity (objective self) and 
actual displays of skill and knowledge (subjective self) have provided some insight 
into how the subjective interacts with the objective in both Person and Environ-
ment. Those presenting the illustrations, such as Dennehy and Deighton (1997), 
Harris (1997), and Pew (2000), have strained to make the connection between the 
subjective and objective. These illustrations have encouraged many to conclude 
that the proper appraisal of causation is performed after the fact, when details 
about pilot capacity are made known. Perhaps the most damaging way these illus-
trations have been used, is in depicting the construct situation awareness (SA) 
(see Figure 2). 

Pew (2000) shows how ideal, achievable, and actual situation awareness 
events can be construed as being overlapping, intersecting, or separate and dis-
tinct. Although conceptual modeling, like that illustrated by Pew, helps one under-
stand the interaction of person with environment, there is something fundamentally 
not helpful about the illustration. And this fundamental flaw is not exposed so well 
as by set theory and the visually intuitive Venn diagram. 

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to use set theory and Venn diagrams to examine 

illustrations of SA and to shed light on better ways to explain the concept. Three 
illustrations of SA (Dennehy & Deighton, 1997; Pew, 2000), two based on an inter-
actionist model and one based on information processing theory, were examined 
to see if they could be conformed to or transformed by the rules of set theory and 
statistical probability (see Appendices A & B). Figures, approximating these illus-
trations, are shown in this paper after the reference list, for two reasons: (1) the 
visual sequence helps the reader process the illustrations in a logical way, and (2) 
they do not litter the narrative and draw attention away from technical arguments 
that require more concentration. After explanations of some of the logical-mathe-
matic expressions, the reader will find a practical example of how set theory and 
Venn diagrams can be used to examine NTSB findings as to proximate cause after 
an aircraft accident has been investigated. Toward the end of the paper the reader 
will find useful tips for classroom instructors, on how better to illustrate situation 
awareness, and how to incorporate the manifestations of SA in classroom and 
simulator sessions.
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How Should Situation Awareness be Modeled?
Beneficial models of situation awareness do not have within them any refer-

ence to SA, because scientifically speaking SA does not exist. Endsley’s (2000) 
three-level model (perception, comprehension, and projection) is such an 
example, where SA is not used to define itself. One can see in Endsley’s dynamic 
model of SA interactions between the levels and among the cognitive sub-ele-
ments. These fairly represent how a pilot might perceive him or herself in space-
time at the present and perceive him or herself at another location in space-time 
in the future (Durso et al., 1999). 

Endsley and Rodgers (1994; 1997), like Dennehy and Deighton (1997), Pew 
(2000), and Harris (1997), were all influenced by Neisser’s perceptual cycle, an 
idea made popular in the early 1970s. Neisser found evidence of interactions 
between Person and Environment, which according to him affected the Person’s 
perception of his or her place in space and time (Uhlarik & Comerford, 2002). 

Early work with U.S. military pilots (Bell & Lyon, 2000; Endsley & Rodgers, 
1994) created a ground swell of interest in situation awareness, which led to 
widespread use of the term to describe all sorts of events, from getting lost to 
being “behind the aircraft,” (a breakdown caused by a lack of anticipation). By the 
late 1990s, cognitive psychologists were successful in gaining control over how 
SA would be studied and described, but not everyone accepted the more accu-
rate cognitive explanations. Military pilots continued misusing the term, even 
though new evidence was available. In the classroom, those professors with spe-
cial abilities in cognitive psychology or those instructors having formal training in 
cognitive learning theory altered their lesson plans to accommodate fresh per-
spectives of situation awareness. No other aviation course was more influential 
on how pilots perceived situation awareness than crew resource management 
(CRM). In CRM courses an instructor has the benefit of presenting the theory 
behind SA and soon afterwards observing the gaining of or losing of SA in the 
simulator. Not all CRM instructors were aware of the multifaceted view of SA, and 
hundreds of students graduated without ever knowing the complexity in the con-
cept. 

Cognitive psychology is still relatively new, compared to other sciences, 
having gained a foothold in the 1970s and having unseated behavioral psychology 
as the dominant view, but even though cognitive psychologists are just getting 
started, the subject of situation awareness has taken center stage at many con-
ferences and symposia. Despite the subject’s popularity, little new has been dis-
covered since the 1990s. There have been comments made on the subject, but 
actual studies that examine the sub-elements of SA are fewer in number. This 
makes the 22-item list of situation awareness characteristics by Dennehy and 
Deighton (1997) even more important (Table 1). Having achieved a 35% agree-
ment on the 22 items or events that characterize situation awareness, one can be 
relatively sure that these items are indeed part of the larger construct of situation 
awareness. However, those conducting research in SA cannot declare victory just 
yet. Thirty-five percent is a good start.
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Table 1
Sub-elements of SA (adapted from Dennehy & Deighton, p. 286)

1. Memory 12. Overall Awareness

2. Decision making ability 13. Perception

3. Awareness of the environment 14. Safe flying

4. Present-state knowledge 15. Knowledge of procedures

5. Knowledge of goals 16. Air-performance awareness

6. Knowledge of aircraft systems 17. Attention

7. Spatial awareness 18. Mental picture

8. Workload 19. Course training

9. Stress 20. Future-state knowledge

10. Time perception 21. Information processing

11. Cockpit resource management 22. Aircrew attitude

These items are indirectly confirmed by Endsley (2000) in her three-level 
model and they were valued by Uhlarik and Comerford (2002) in their critique of 
the various definitions and descriptions of situation awareness. Having the stamp 
of approval from Endsley, and Uhlarik and Comerford is important, because these 
researchers have been commissioned to perform studies for the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) in conjunction with human factors researchers from the Civil 
Aerospace Medical Institute on the Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center campus in 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. This collaboration with the FAA has benefited the avia-
tion community by exposing situation awareness theory and practice on the inter-
national stage.

As depicted in Figures 2-4, Pew’s Venn diagram of situation awareness dis-
plays three views of SA: the ideal, the achievable, and the actual (2000). Pew 
confirmed that his depiction was an intersecting Venn diagram, and not just an 
illustration of a theoretical point. If one then assumes that the Venn diagram Pew 
used conforms to the logic of set theory and statistical probability, then by these 
rules one should be able to create intersections and unions of the ellipses shown. 
However, Pew’s Venn illustration fails on several levels, even though the narrative 
before and after Pew’s diagram (2000, p. 36) presents a logical argument for situ-
ation awareness. 

Straight away, one can dismiss the diagram on the basis of falsifiability (more 
on falsifiability later). Each event in a Venn diagram must be falsifiable, and since 
situation awareness is a construct and is not falsifiable, then it does not fit within 
the rules of set theory nor can it be logically argued. 

After a second look, the diagram reveals the interactionist relationship between 
the objective and subjective, with the terms ideal, achievable, and actual. Even 
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though Pew did not use the term interactionist when he labeled his Venn diagram, 
he did use terms that are quite interactionist, such as achievable and actual. 
Achievable SA is what the objective self could do under different circumstances. 
Actual SA is what the subjective self did. Beside these interactionist tags one also 
sees Ideal SA. As will be discussed, the ideal is unhelpful for hypothesis testing 
and for determining causal factors in aircraft accidents (Dekker, 2005; Dismukes 
et al., 2007). 

Ideal SA could be of some benefit to scientists, if one could be sure that all 
the elements of SA were included in that ideal. Since scientists are limited in per-
spective by their own human ability and the combined abilities of all other humans, 
no one could be sure that the ideal was achieved. Scientific method does not 
require that we find facts, only indications that we are on the right path. This meth-
odology has been in operation since the early 17th century, being expressed and 
bounded by Descartes, Pascal, and Newton (Kasser, 2006; Kreeft, 2004). There-
fore, the ideal must remain just that, the ideal, and not connected to Achievable 
and Actual SA. Pew’s depiction of the ideal is nothing more than theoretical con-
jecture, much like a statistician saying that for all sets in Space S there must be 
at least one null set. One must agree that the ideal is out there in the universe, but 
while studying situation awareness in pilots, the ideal remains hidden. 

Before moving on, falsifiability must be better defined. As with all constructs, 
each resists being falsified. A hypothesis cannot be created with an indivisible 
construct of terms, the overall construct can be changed by any of its constituent 
parts. If a term can be sub-divided into its constituent parts, then one must 
examine how the sub-parts interact before declaring how the construct has 
changed. Given the list of 22 elements (Table 1) from Dennehy and Deighton 
(1997), to properly test a hypothesis on situation awareness, perhaps as many as 
22 alternative hypotheses would have to listed; thus, realizing at the same time 
that changes to any one hypothesis could alter all the other outcomes. 

Here are a few thoughts shared by Kasser and Hall on the topic of falsifi-
ability. Kasser (2006), Professor of Philosophy at North Carolina State University, 
and Hall (2005a; 2005b), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy from the University of 
Richmond, both agree that the dividing line between science and pseudo-science 
is drawn on the boundary between empiricism and meta-physics. Both professors 
pointed to Popper’s work on falsification in the 1950s as a means to understand 
the benefits of logical positivism, which for this paper is a theory made relevant 
and observable through set theory and logical syllogisms. One cannot test a 
hypothesis unless the hypothesis presents an element which can be observed 
and measured and ultimately declared to be true or false. The scientist, at the end 
of a period of observation and study, must be able to say whether the hypothesis 
is true or the hypothesis is not true. One cannot scientifically approach the subject 
of SA unless situation awareness can be observed, tested, and falsified. Situation 
awareness, in the form presented by Pew, cannot be observed and tested. In fact, 
what Pew presents are outcomes of the interaction of the constituent elements of 
SA, not the action of SA. 
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Set Theory and Probability as Criteria for an Examination
Statistics and Philosophy are in the same family of academic inquiry, particu-

larly when it comes to logical arguments concerning probability theory (Hays, 
1994). Both statisticians and logicians use Venn diagrams to visually represent the 
relationships between events and the space (S) within which these relationships 
operate (Figure 1). These technicians do this because visual illustrations of set 
theory can show at what point two events form an intersection, a union, or even if 
two elements operate within a third event, such as Pew’s ill-fitting illustration (Figure 
2) of SA (Pew, 2000). 

If a Venn diagram were to be written out in mathematical notation (see Appendix 
A) in the absence of the visual illustration, the intuitive nature of relating elements 
and events might be lost to the viewer, unless abstract mathematical ideation suits 
you (see Appendix B). However, if both the illustration and the mathematical nota-
tion were presented together, the intuitive logic of the Venn diagram and the math-
ematical description would form a matching association which could be easily 
translated into instructional and testing strategies in the classroom (see Appendix 
B). A practical guide will be introduced later.

Identifying Events within Space S
Venn diagrams, named after J. Venn, have provided us with a visual picture of 

probability (Hays, 1994). You will need to refer to Figures 1-4 in order to under-
stand what the following logical notation means. Space S, seen in Figures 2-4 is 
equal to 1. Space S cannot equal greater than 1, therefore, all that resides within 
Space S must be less than 1, unless, of course, all the sets within Space S are 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, and there is no intersection of two or more sets 
or union of two or more sets (see Hays’ probability rule 5 in Appendix B). If Space 
S can represent all that is knowable, then events A and B (A or B≠Ø), which are not 
mutually exclusive, must be part of what is knowable. In other words, events A and 
B do not exist unless they can be observed. Therefore, as depicted in Pew’s 
example of SA (Figure 2), if one proposes, as Pew does, that ideal, achievable, or 
actual represents three observable events, then it must be possible to examine 
each event empirically. However, because Pew uses a construct (situation aware-
ness) instead of an observable phenomenon, these events cannot be analyzed or 
measured in their present state, so any Venn reference to SA states cannot be 
made. Pew’s illustration might make some sense if explained using another 
method, but as Dekker (2005) pointed out, any Venn illustration of SA that uses the 
term SA as the event name is really not a Venn diagram, because all the properties 
of set theory and probability are violated at the same time. If, however, one were 
to describe SA in terms that could be observed, say the 22 items provided by Den-
nehy and Deighton (1997), then it is very possible to create a constellation of 
events within Space S that either intersect, form a union, or are mutually exclu-
sive.  

To see how Dennehy and Deighton’s 22 items (events) interact, at least one 
view of that interaction, observe how in Figure 5, the interacting items are super-
imposed around a central core or intersection in a Venn diagram. Following the 
protocols of set theory and probability, one can say that each event intersects with 
all the other events in the one Space S that all share. Thus Memory ∩ Perception, 
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Mental Picture ∩ Attention, Time perception ∩ Stress, Workload ∩ Spatial aware-
ness, and every other combination of events where one or more events intersect 
(∩) with one or more other events shows just how complex SA can be and how 
incomplete and wanting Pew’s Venn depiction can be when trying to understand 
relationships and interactions. If all 22 items were given a number (see Table 1) 
to represent each, then one could say that 1∩2, 1∩2∩3, 1∩2∩3∩4, and 
1∩2∩3∩5….∩22 are all possible combinations. If relationships were based on a 
union between events, then 1∪2, 1∪2∪3, 1∪2∪3∪4, 1∪2∪3∪4∪5, 1∪2∪3∪4∪5….∪22 
would express varied relationships of union. 

Situation Awareness as Probability Statements. Referring now to Appendix B 
and Table 1, it is possible to reinterpret Endsley’s (2000) dynamic model as prob-
ability statements. 

Endsley’s dynamic decision making model prominently features situation aware-
ness as three levels, named earlier in this paper. After examining the model and 
looking for similarities between the 22-item list of Dennehy and Deighton and the 
Endsley model, the following items appear in both places.

Table 2
Compatible Sub-elements from Endsley (2000) and Dennehy and Deighton 
(1997)

Stress Memory Perception

Workload Training Attention

Information processing Knowledge of aircraft systems Knowledge of goals

Mental picture Knowledge of goals Awareness of environment

Decision making ability Knowledge of procedures

Starting with Probability Rule 1 (Appendix B, Hays, 1994), one can claim that 
p(Memory∪~Memory) [read: probability of Memory “or” “not” Memory] can be 
rationally explained as p(~Memory) = 1—p(Memory). Within Space S there must 
exist both Memory and “not” (~) Memory. Simply put, one can differentiate between 
Memory and any other item on the shorter list. Thus, Memory, Stress, Training, 
Perception, and the other 10 items exist by themselves and are not dependent on 
other events for their existence. This gives scientists the opportunity to study only 
one sub-element of situation awareness, without studying all the others. How-
ever, one must bear in mind that studies focusing on one sub-element of SA do 
not also insinuate that this one sub-element operates in isolation to all the other 
sub-elements of SA. This understanding is of great importance when pilots review 
an NTSB accident report.

Dekker (2005) used a variation of Probability Rule 1 in his explanation for 
how human error is perceived among stakeholders in flight operations. As Equa-

Space S (S = 1.00)
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tion 1 shows, human error is thought to be what is left when mechanical error has 
been eliminated as a cause for an incident or accident. This formula is not fully 
supported, and in some corners of psychology it is utterly useless (Hollnagel, 
Kaarstad, & Lee, 1999).

Human Error or p(~mechanical error)= ƒ(1 - mechanical error)(1)

Probability Rule 2 says that for any event within Space S, only positive num-
bers are within probability range (Hays, 1994, p. 23). This means that all sets 
within Space S are positive. So, for example, p(Attention) is within Space S because 
its measure is stated in terms of positive numbers. Any sub-element can be inserted 
in the place of attention. Therefore, to be recognizable and probable, all situation 
awareness sub-elements must exist within Space S. Whereas Probability Rule 1 
suggested that each sub-element could be studied apart from the others; Proba-
bility Rule 2 establishes the limits of any measure.  

Probability Rule 3 states that p(Ø) = 0. If p(S) + p(~S) = 1, and ~S = Ø, then 
p(Ø) = 0. Regarding situation awareness, the probability that SA is explained as a 
null set is zero. This finding suggests that some sub-element of situation aware-
ness is always in operation, either in the Person or the Environment (Dennehy & 
Deighton, 1997). Therefore, no sub-element of SA can be put in null hypothesis 
format and be found to be true. For example, consider the following null hypoth-
esis.

[HØ: Working memory has no affect on overall situation awareness]

The sub-elements on the short list (Table 2) must occur or the notion of situa-
tion awareness is rendered incomplete, vacant in regard to logic. Any of the sub-
elements can replace working memory to complete a new null hypothesis. 

Now, while it is true that the null hypothesis will be found to be false when 
examining the presence of any sub-element of SA, the degree to which any sub-
element influences SA can be measured and hypotheses made regarding these 
influences. Airplane pilots are most interested in the interaction between sub-ele-
ments and their influence on SA. They like the idea so much that they construct 
simulator scenarios to examine and reexamine these influences; and, after anal-
ysis of many simulator sessions, they try to mitigate any negative influence that 
each sub-element might have on aircrew SA (see discussion of Line Oriented 
Flight Training [LOFT] in Helmreich & Foushee, 1993).

Probability Rule 4, in conjunction with Rule 1, states that any sub-element of 
SA can be depicted as being in the same Space S as other sub-elements, but that 
these sub-elements can be observed in isolation, rather than intersection (Hays, 
1994). Therefore, if P=Perception, and A=Attention, then:

 p(PυA) = p(P) + p(A) – (PA) (2)

A researcher could set up a study of perception and attention, but by choice 
not make any connections between the two. Instead, after manipulating the exper-
imental variables, he or she could record changes in either sub-element. Although 
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in the actual dynamic scenario sub-elements interact naturally, in the laboratory it 
is sometimes useful to measure each sub-element separately. Once the sub-
elements have been teased apart, and after each element has been examined to 
better appreciate its contribution to SA, any laboratory notes on the elements can 
be used in the classroom.

Using field notes to supplement lesson plans on SA should come with a 
warning label, and classroom instructors should pay attention to it. There is a dif-
ference between affect and effect in the written findings of research, and under-
standing the difference between these explanations is absolutely crucial. If an 
experimenter wishes to pull apart the greater situation awareness model, each 
sub-element extracted from the dynamic process has an affect and effect tag 
associated with the element. For example, based on the SA models created or 
commented on by Endsley and Rodgers (1994), Dennehy and Deighton (1997), 
Uhlarik and Comerford (2002), and Pew (2000), all processes start with sensory 
or cognitive stimulation or input. The brain organizes this input based on pattern 
recognition and schema associations from long-term memory. The result is called 
perception; and because perception involves a person’s long-term memory, every 
person will have a slightly different perception of the event, even though the sen-
sory or cognitive stimulation is the same. Perception has a dramatic influence on 
attention, workload management, and stress. Therefore, one could say that sen-
sory input has an affect on perception, which in turn affects all the other elements 
in the situation awareness chain. 

Viewed from a different perspective, one could also say that perception is the 
result or effect of sensory stimulation. This would also follow when examining 
attention. Attention is affected by perception, but the effect of perception on atten-
tion is measured in how attentive the pilot is. Therefore, if the effect of any pre-
ceding element on any other element, but particularly the next in line in Neisser’s 
perceptual cycle can be measured, then both the researcher in the laboratory and 
the instructor in the classroom can examine effects of each element. 

In the classroom, the instructor could create objectives for each of the sub-
elements, and thoroughly examine each of them. In the lab, the same instructor 
could advise the students to look only at one element at a time; and then following 
close examination of each element in SA, draw the students’ attention to how 
each element is an effect of the preceding element’s affect. Probability Rule 4 
shows how individual examination of an element can be performed apart from the 
dynamic process. Thus individual examination of elements is represented by p(P) 
+ p(A), subtracting how P and A intersect (P⋂A) in the dynamic event. 

Probability Rule 5 states that when events within Space S are mutually exclu-
sive, if they occupy all of Space S all partitions equal 1, or the entirety of Space S 
(Hays, 1994). Here again, one sees sub-elements of SA existing independently 
from other sub-elements, and acting separately. Each sub-element is mutually 
exclusive of any other sub-element (see Figure 6). Although mutual exclusivity in 
situation awareness can occur in theory, none of the scientists mentioned in this 
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paper would agree that all the sub-elements of SA have no intersections. Proba-
bility Rule 5 is a display of unions between elements and can be displayed like 
this.

p(Aυ.....υL) = p(A) + ....p(L) = 1.00  (3)

Set Theory, Venn Diagrams, Situation Awareness
Notwithstanding what has already been shown to be possible through proba-

bility statements, in regard to the sub-elements of the construct situation aware-
ness, set theory offers more opportunities for intersection and overlapping of sub-
elements within situation awareness than the simple five rules of probability.

If one ignores the rules of probability and set theory, then Pew’s (2000) Venn 
illustration of his three views of situation awareness would elicit a response free of 
rules and boundaries. Visual depictions can be deceiving if they are drawn to depict 
a concrete relationship. If a student is held harmless from accepting faulty logic, 
then any illustration would be acceptable. However, when Pew created his illustra-
tion, he disregarded the obvious connections of his illustration with the boundaries 
of set theory and probability. Indiscriminate students and some faculty might sup-
port Pew’s illustration and some faculty might explain situation awareness as it 
appears in the illustration. However, Pew, the indiscriminate student and faculty 
member would be wrong, and perhaps only Pew would know the difference. One 
of the purposes of this paper is to expose faulty logic and unhelpful illustrations. 

Thus, Ideal SA is in some way the all-encompassing depiction of situation 
awareness, with Achievable and Actual SA being sub-sets of the ideal. In set theory 
notation, let AchievableSA=AchSA, and ActualSA=ActSA and IdealSA =IdSA, so 
that (AchSA⊂IdealSA) and (ActSA⊂AchSA⋂IdSA) are theoretically feasible, except 
for the recurring problem that situation awareness is not a measurable entity itself, 
but a made up term to explain how a number of events that operate together 
change a person’s perception enough for the individual to make decisions that will 
influence his or her future. This point has been made earlier in the paper, so instead 
of using Pew’s three levels, I shall use set theory to properly associate sets and 
their subsets from illustrations used by Dennehy and Deighton (1997) and Endsley 
(2000). 

In Table 1, you will find the 22-item listing of sub-elements of situation aware-
ness, and in Table 2 the list of compatible sub-elements of SA. Dennehy and 
Deighton (1997) use their items to illustrate the subjective and objective nature of 
the Person in the loop, somehow fitted within the subjective and objective Environ-
ment. In set theory, the subjective Person (Ps) is included in the objective Person 
(Po) and both exist within the subjective Environment (Es) and the objective Envi-
ronment (Eo). Therefore there are overlapping sets and subsets. Thus, if Po is the 
set and Ps is included in Po as a subset, then Ps⊆Po. However, based on analysis 
of how SA sub-elements interact during LOFT scenarios, and based on Probability 
Rules 4 and 5, there is evidence that each of the 22 sub-elements can interact as 
Ps⊆Po and Ps⊂Po within both Es and Eo. The subset included in the set and the 
proper subset of Ps within Po both exist together, and provide researchers with 
alternative ways to explain the interaction of the subjective and the objective 
Person or Environment. 
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For example, in Ps⊆Po a trainer can compare the overall ability of a student 
pilot on the basis of all training accomplished thus far. This qualitative view can be 
used to measure any single training event. Suppose a student pilot routinely per-
forms well. However, on one flight, she appears to be distracted by something 
other than the flight environment. The student’s overall performance (Po) is the 
set, and performance on a single flight is the subject part of the equation (Ps), or 
subset. Since performance on one flight is different from other flights, then ele-
ments of her overall performance record (Po) are not in the one flight (Ps). So, 
Ps⊂Po explains how the objective Person can contain elements of performance 
that do not appear in the subjective Person. 

Unions Prevent Inclusivity.
Look again at Figure 5. The figure provides one view of the intersections of 

22 events (sub-elements of SA). Is it just as likely that the figure could be adjusted 
to reflect Probability Rule 4? Theoretically yes, but in actual fact, situation aware-
ness is always an integration of sub-elements. The studies in this paper reveal SA 
as a series of “and” statements, such as A⋂B. Situation awareness is also some-
times A⋃B, even if other sub-elements are C⋂D, C⋂E, C⋂G, and so on. 

If Stress, one of the 22 items of SA, is not observed in actual flight or the 
simulator, there is a possibility that Stress will not influence SA in the same way 
as a different observable sub-element would. Thus Stress (abbreviated as St) 
forms a union with the other sub-elements (St⋃W, St⋃P, St⋃A, St⋃M), but is not 
shown to be integrated with the other elements, such as workload (W), perception 
(P), attention (A), and memory (M) might be shown to be (W⋂P⋂A⋂M) (Colle & 
Reid, 1997; Endsley & Garland, 2000). When even one element is shown to form 
a union rather than an intersection, then SA is not fully complete—it is not fully 
developed—because at some time in the future, the missing sub-element might 
become active again, thus changing the complexity of SA for that individual: the 
subjective Person. 

Free Association among Relationships. There is nothing in set theory to pre-
vent unions from becoming intersections and intersections from becoming unions. 
As the previous section on inclusivity demonstrated, when one sub-element forms 
a union rather than an intersection with other sub-elements, SA is incomplete, or 
not fully developed. However, as Endsley (2000) has shown in her dynamic model 
of SA, relationships among sub-elements are never static nor are they intended 
to be so even with the standardization of advanced pilot training (Endsley & Gar-
land, 2000; Endsley & Rodgers, 1994; Endsley & Rodgers, 1997) 

Again, selecting Stress as an example of a union rather than an intersection, 
it is quite possible that during easier phases of flight, such as cruise on a cloud-
less day, that Stress is not observed and it is not having an affect on the subjec-
tive Person in the subjective Environment. Flight conditions can change, and nor-
mally do. As the subjective Person begins the descent and landing phase, the air 
traffic controller announces that the weather is deteriorating with a thunderstorm 
in the vicinity. It is likely that Stress would emerge again and influence SA. There-
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fore, even though sub-elements are bound to intersect, they are also free to form 
unions for a period of time and then revert to an intersection relationship as flight 
conditions change. 

NTSB Accident Reporting: Discovering the Elements of Situation Awareness
As promised, what follows is a practical guide for determining the effects of 

individual elements of situation awareness on crew actions. Rather than suggest 
that SA was the culprit and leaving it at that, this guide shows how various ele-
ments played a part in resulting crew actions. If one were to use the accident 
referred to herein, it is likely that a simulator session (LOFT-like) could be created 
to examine the relevance of each element and how each element could be miti-
gated to preempt “loss of SA.” A preceding lesson on how to mitigate the effects of 
those situation awareness elements involved in an airplane accident will prepare 
the student for the simulator session. 

The accident of concern here involves American International 808, a Douglas 
DC-8-61, which crashed ¼ mile short of the runway at Leeward Point Airfield, 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba on August 18, 1993 at 1656 eastern daylight time (Dis-
mukes et al., 2007, p. 51). The following excerpt from the NTSB report appeared 
on page 51 of the text by Dismukes et al.

…the impaired judgment, decision-making, and flying abilities of the captain 
and flight crew due to the effects of fatigue; the captain’s failure to properly 
assess the conditions for landing and maintaining vigilant situational aware-
ness of the airplane while maneuvering onto final approach; his failure to 
prevent the loss of airspeed and avoid a stall while in the steep bank turn; 
and his failure to execute immediate action to recover from a stall.

Here is the list of deficiencies noted by the NTSB. When analyzing an acci-
dent, listing deficiencies is an important step, after reading the entire report from 
beginning to end.

Impaired 1. judgment [J]
Impaired 2. decision-making [DM]
Impaired 3. flying abilities [FA]
Improper 4. assessment of conditions [AC]
Ineffective vigilance in 5. SA [SA]
Failure to prevent 6. loss of airspeed resulting in a stalled                 
condition (basic aircraft control) [LA]
Failure to take action to 7. recover from stall [RS]

Looking for Latent Failures. The insinuation by the Board is that there is an 
intersection among all seven events, such that J ∩ DM ∩ FA ∩ AC ∩ SA ∩ LA ∩ 
RS. All elements are included, but associations between elements are not specifi-
cally explained. For example, are J and DM combined in some way to insinuate 
that J ∩ DM = J·DM? If J and DM are combined, then if J·DM were not impaired, 
would the outcome have been different? Intuitively one might say “yes.” From a 
James Reason point of view (1990), the sequence of events toward active failure 
could have been preempted by altering just one action. In NTSB reports, no one 
can accurately guess if judgment and decision-making were the only set of impair-
ments that could have averted an accident. 
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Reckoning Situation Awareness. “Failure to…maintain vigilant situation 
awareness” was cited as a precondition leading to the failures to maintain basis 
aircraft control and recover from the stall (p. 51). Based on what is known about 
situation awareness, this is the time to refer to the 22-element list (Dennehy & 
Deighton, 1997). While also considering the impairments and failures, examine 
the NTSB report to find specific impairments relative to the list.

Put a check mark next to the SA element that most resembles what hap-
pened just preceding the active failure (crash). Dismukes et al. (2007) have pro-
vided some help in this way by examining what happened and naming what hap-
pened. Starting on page 58, the authors examined the factors affecting crew 
performance. This examination was based on the NTSB report, but was not 
restricted by it. The authors mentioned workload specifically, but they also men-
tioned fatigue. Dismukes et al. said that fatigue was the main culprit in this acci-
dent. Fatigue could be blamed for poor workload management, and a general 
sense of being lost en route to the runway.

Table 3
Situation Awareness Checklist

1. Memory 12. Overall Awareness X

2. Decision making ability X 13. Perception X

3. Awareness of the environment X 14. Safe flying X

4. Present-state knowledge X 15. Knowledge of procedures X

5. Knowledge of goals 16. Air-performance awareness X

6. Knowledge of aircraft systems 17. Attention X

7. Spatial awareness X 18. Mental picture X

8. Workload X 19. Course training

9. Stress X 20. Future-state knowledge X

10. Time perception 21. Information processing X

11. Cockpit resource management X 22. Aircrew attitude

Although the NTSB report only listed 7 impairments or failures, after using the 
22-element checklist for situation awareness, not only are the 7 impairments or 
failures taken into account, but now there are additional elements. The 22-ele-
ment listing names some elements also found in the NTSB report. Decision 
making ability is double listed. Safe flying is double listed (safe flying and flying 
abilities). Present-state knowledge (SA elements) can be paired with assessment 
of conditions and awareness of environment (NTSB). Safe flying can also be tied 
to loss of airspeed and failure to recover from stall, as well as air-performance 
awareness and attention. 
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Other elements not accounted for in the NTSB report are spatial awareness (a 
brain-based awareness), workload, stress, cockpit resource management (which 
by itself is a host of other elements), overall awareness, perception, knowledge of 
procedures, mental picture, future-state knowledge, and information processing. 
Had our appraisal of the NTSB report ended with their 7 impairments or failures, 
we would have neglected to look at the remaining 10 elements. If we had stopped 
with the problem of maintaining vigilant situation awareness, we would have 
stopped with the term vigilance. However, vigilance is only a minor player in this 
story.

It is important to decide how the elements interrelate. Ask yourself this ques-
tion, “are any of the elements grouped together so that they are a set within another 
set?” You already know that SA has sub-elements, so all the marked elements in 
Table 3 can be considered to be a subset of SA. Thus, one can say that [each 
specific element] ⊆ [situation awareness]. In combination, all the marked elements 
= SA. This association (subset and set) is important when creating objectives for a 
lesson on SA, with a companion simulator session. 

All 22 elements were not involved in the lack of vigilant situation awareness. 
For example, memory, although a part of any cognitive process, was not singled 
out in the report and not insinuated in the additional report by Dismukes et al. 
(2007). One should be careful about including all elements in the accident analysis. 
It is recommended here that instructors confine their list to activities they can teach 
in the classroom or the simulator, or even the airplane. For example, aircrew atti-
tude shows up in the 22-element list, but unless it is a critical component to an 
accident, it is difficult to reproduce this event in the simulator in the same way it 
occurred on the day of the accident.

There is still a problem with cockpit resource management in this report. Like 
SA, CRM is a complex mixture of many elements: to include communication, stress 
management, workload management, team work, situation awareness, and risk 
management. Even these CRM elements can be further reduced. However, how 
this additional analysis should be conducted is material for future studies. For this 
study, it is enough to show that NTSB reports do not completely tell the whole 
story. NTSB reports need a second level of analysis.

To adequately perform an analysis of the 22 elements of SA, it helps to know 
something about cognitive psychology. Each SA element is in itself a constellation 
of other terms and descriptions. 

Creating Instructional Elements. Based on the quote from the NTSB report in 
the preceding section, it was possible to make the following assertion: J ∩ DM ∩ 
FA ∩ AC ∩ SA ∩ LA ∩ RS. However, after applying the SA checklist, it is also pos-
sible to make the following assertions:

[Present-state knowledge ∩ AC ∩ Awareness of Environment]; 
[Safe flying ∩ LA ∩ RS ∩ Air-performance ∩ Attention]. 

This implies that all events that intersect (∩) should be taught together. The 
instructor would have objectives like:

Probability and Set Theory to Examine Situation Awareness
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Objective 1: Given a flight from point A to destination B, determine the pilot’s 
present-state knowledge, assessment of conditions, and awareness of the envi-
ronment.  Or

Objective 2: Given a flight from point A to destination B, determine the pilot’s 
ability to fly safely, to maintain proper airspeed, to recover from unusual attitudes 
or stalls, to self-evaluate air –performance, and to pay attention.

By developing course objectives that congregate those elements of situation 
awareness that are most likely associative, the instructor will be able to assess 
these abilities in a more productive way. It is recommended that each instructor 
use the checklist in Table 3 when assessing simulator sessions or when devel-
oping testing instruments in class. 

If elements do not act together—they do not intersect—then it is important to 
keep elements apart to examine each element by itself. For example, neither the 
NTSB report nor the SA checklist listed memory as an impairment or failure. How-
ever, it is not possible to think without using memory. Memory is absolutely neces-
sary for pilots when in the act of piloting an airplane. However, if it is not con-
spicuous, it is better to treat memory as a separate function, where [all affected 
elements] ∪ [unaffected elements]. When developing scenarios, it is wise to make 
two lists: one for all affected elements of SA and another for all unaffected ele-
ments. The instructor should show the two lists to the students and confirm why 
the elements are segregated as they are. When determining what a pilot should 
do, it is wise to determine what a pilot should not do. Testing strategies should 
incorporate questions of inclusion and exclusion.

How Set Theory Affects Situation Awareness Training. As an instructor builds 
lesson plans on the topic of situation awareness, it is wise to keep in mind some 
of the ideas presented in this paper. It is also important to use Venn diagrams and 
set theory as illustrations of the abstractions that make up the construct known as 
situation awareness. When constructing enabling objectives, there are a number 
of points you need to make. First, let the class know that it is possible to name the 
sub-elements of SA. Refer to the study by Dennehy and Deighton (1997) as proof 
of some uniformed approach to investigating the elements of SA. Second, illus-
trate that it is possible to examine each sub-element, as though it were entirely 
separated from all other sub-elements. Use Probability Rules 1, 4, and 5 and 
propositions from set theory (Appendix A) to illustrate this point. Third, use set 
theory to show that sub-elements of SA can be included in a set called Actual SA 
or as the interactionists suggest (Dennehy & Deighton, 1997) sub-elements (sub-
jective Person) are included in the subjective Environment. Fourth, inform the 
class that it is possible for one or more sub-elements of SA to go missing, and that 
these elements resist being found even if an expert is observing a phase of flight. 
Stress can be part of SA at times and at other times it might not be an observable 
part of SA. This opens up a discussion on the nature of each sub-element: how 
each can be mitigated or outright controlled. Next, illustrate that unions between 
sub-elements can form freely, depending on the situation, and even transform 
into intersections as the flight scenario changes. Use Endsley’s (2000) dynamic 
model of SA to illustrate how relationships between and among sub-elements can 
change when the subjective Environment changes.
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Conclusion
Sometimes classroom instructors settle for illustrations of situation awareness 

that are handed down from one instructor to the next, or instructors use texts that 
present a narrow view of SA, which can be very misleading. If SA is not studied 
properly, then pilots will not be equipped with the tools to affect the nature of situ-
ation awareness in the flight environment (Hawkins, 1987) 

Students and instructors might shy away from discussions where philosophy, 
psychology, and statistics are used to present abstract constructs, such as situa-
tion awareness. Studies in philosophy help students form better arguments; psy-
chology helps students appreciate the processes ongoing in the brain; and statis-
tics do more than annoy undergraduates: a study of Venn diagrams and its 
underlying set theory provide illustrations of relationships between and among ele-
ments that play a vital role in pilot training. 

A good background in set theory will help students debunk illustrations that 
misinform, rather than inform. Even though Pew’s (2000) Venn diagram of situa-
tion awareness was an innocent portrayal of levels of SA, his illustration have been 
misleading. Even though models of SA present various perspectives on how SA is 
gained or lost (Bell & Lyon, 2000; Uhlarik & Comerford, 2002), none of the models 
present the intricacies of the interplay or intersection of sub-elements of SA as well 
as set theory. An understanding of the rules of probability and the propositions of 
set theory prevent disinformation about how SA works. It follows then that instruc-
tors would be less inclined to make confusing statements about SA, if the insides 
of SA were produced and studied, in the light of set theory and the powerful Venn 
illustration. 

The practical guide for determining sub-elements of SA, as shown in the NTSB 
report of American International 808, and the follow-on analysis of Dismukes et al. 
(2007), indicated that NTSB findings may fall short. When situation awareness 
was separated from the 7 impairments and failures, 10 additional elements (within 
SA) appeared. If a pilot would have stopped with the list of seven, he or she would 
have failed to understand how SA played in the accident. It is recommended here 
that professors and flight center staff read Limits of Expertise (Dismukes et al., 
2007) and use it to enhance flight training. Dismukes et al. showed how much 
more could be captured from an NTSB report by applying a second level of anal-
ysis. The SA checklist (Table 3) is just such a tool. Additional checklists should be 
developed for the concept of complacency and crew resource management.
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Figures

Figure 1. Relationships Between Events (Venn diagram)

Figure 2. Interrelationships of SA without Intersections 
(adapted from Pew, 2000, p. 36)

Figure 3. Interrelationships of SA with Intersections 
(adapted from Pew, 2000, p. 36)
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Figure 4. Interrelationships of SA Shown as Unions

Figure 5. 22-item view of SA

Figure 6. Mutually Exclusive Partitions of Space S
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Appendix A: Mathematical Symbols*

Set Theory
A a set, or event

A = {a,b,c,d} set A includes the following members: a set specified by listing

B⊆A the set B is included in the set A; B is a subset of A

B⊂A set B is a proper subset of A, so that some elements of A are not in B

Ø the empty set or “impossible” event; the null set

A∪B union of sets or events A or B

A∩B intersection of sets or events A and B

~A complement of set A: the event “not A”

A – B difference between sets A and B

A = B sets A and B are equal or equivalent

(a,b) ordered pair of elements, a from set A and b from set B

*Symbols and meanings were extracted from Hays, 1994, p. 1093
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Appendix B: Probability Rules**

Probability Rule 1

p(~A) = 1 – p(A)

Hays, 1994, pp. 22-23

Rationale

p(A∪~A) = p(A) + p(~A)
and
p(A∪~A) = p(S)
so that
p(A) + p(~A) = 1.00
and thus,
p(~A) = 1 – p(A)

Probability Rule 2

0 ≤ p(A) ≤ 1.00 for any event A

Hays, 1994, p. 23

Rationale

Only positive numbers that are ≥ 0 and ≤ 1 are within 
the probability range.

Probability Rule 3
p(Ø) = 0, for any S

Hays, 1994, p. 23

Rationale

Also known as the rule of the impossible event, we 
know that:
If
p(S) + p(~S) = 1.00
and since
~S = Ø
then
p(Ø) = 0

Probability Rule 4

For any two events A and B in S, 
p(A∪B) = p(A) + p(B) – p(A∩B)

Hays, 1994, p. 24

Rationale

When A and B are mutually exclusive, 
p(A∩B) = 0
So that 
p(A∪B) = p(A) + p(B)

Probability Rule 5

If the set of events A, …..,L con-
stitutes a partition of S, then 
p(A∪…….∪L) = p(A) + …..p(L) = 
1.00

Hays, 1994, p. 24

Rationale

When elements are mutually exclusive and exhaus-
tive, the sum of their probabilities must be equal to 
1.00.

** All probability rules and their rationale were taken from (Hays, 1994)
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Abstract

Applicants for air traffic control specialist (ATCS) positions have been assessed with the 16 
Personality Factor (16 PF) test since 1965, with progressively decreasing effectiveness.   
The purpose of the present study was to assess the viability of using of the Minnesota Mul-
tiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2) in lieu of the 16 PF. A sample of 1,014 ATCSs 
in training voluntarily completed the MMPI-2 as part of a research program, after being 
cleared with the 16 PF. Those data are used to estimate the number of future candidates 
that would be referred for follow-up psychological evaluations, given varying MMPI-2 scale 
cut scores (T scores of 65, 70, 75, and 80). A final algorithm of 70T or above on scales 1, 
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 as well as 75T on scale 9 is initially recommended. Initial cut scores are 
recommended that are mindful of the reality of a non-referred population and the needs of 
the operational air traffic control community.

Screening Air Traffic Control Specialist Applicants
Selecting applicants for safety-sensitive jobs such as air traffic control spe-

cialist (ATCS) from pools of promising individuals can be a difficult task because 
applicants and organizations usually have conflicting goals. Applicants are 
attempting to look their best to increase their chances of being hired and are likely 
to minimize any mental health issues. At the same time, organizations attempt to 
hire the most qualified and fit individuals, those who are most likely to success-
fully complete their training and become effective employees. Organizations face 
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two challenges when hiring. The first task is to “select in” those applicants who 
have the required positive attributes. Select-in methods determine who is best 
suited for completing the complex tasks associated with safe and efficient perfor-
mance. The second task is to “select out” those applicants with negative qualities 
that would pose a safety risk or otherwise make success difficult due to their lim-
ited adaptability. Neither approach alone is sufficient. Select-out criteria often elim-
inate applicants with a psychiatric diagnosis (as currently defined in the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder, DSM-IV TR, APA, 2000) suggesting a 
lack of fitness. The result is the identification of a small, probably impaired subset 
of the candidate pool who it is not wise to hire, at least not without additional 
assessment. Aviation occupations require the highest standards of psychological 
suitability and fitness to ensure the public safety. 

 
Due to the high stakes involved, Butcher (2002) issued a call for research into 

the mental health of commercial pilots and advocated the use of modern psycho-
metric instruments. He made no mention, however, of other vital members of the 
aviation team such as air traffic control specialists (ATCSs). To ensure aviation 
safety, personnel in both occupations need to be alert, attentive, and ready to 
respond immediately to critical events. Although the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) certifies the medical fitness of pilots and ATCSs, commercial aviators 
typically work for airlines or other private employers that bear the responsibility for 
selecting qualified applicants. The vast majority of ATCSs (commonly termed “air 
traffic controllers”) are employees of the FAA. Thus, the FAA is responsible for 
developing the appropriate selection tools and conducting the selection 
screening.

 
In an effort to ensure the emotional health (fitness) of the ATCS workforce, the 

FAA has used the 16 Personality Factor (16 PF) test since 1965 during the medical 
assessment (select-out) process. This procedure is part of the Controller Health 
Program, which was initiated by FAA Order 9430.2 and currently outlined in FAA 
Order 3930.3A (see Appendix A). Candidates took both Form A (187 items) and 
Form B (187 items) of the 16 PF and thus responded to 374 items on a three-point 
scale. A “case identifier” scale, composed mostly of anxiety items from the 
1967-1968 edition, has evolved over the years (Convey, 1984). The 38-item scale 
displays acceptable reliability. The 18 items from Form A had a Cronbach alpha of 
.71, and the 38-item full scale had a Cronbach alpha of .85 (King, Retzlaff, Detwiler, 
Schroeder, & Broach, 2003). Unfortunately, its clinical utility has been limited. His-
torically, only a very small percentage of job candidates have been identified by 
this scale (in 2007, 1 out of 2,010 applicants or .05%; in 2006, 3 out of 1,200 or 
.25%, and in 2005, 5 out of 843 or .59%). 

 
Dollar, Broach, and Schroeder (2003) indicated that the 16 PF is somewhat 

effective in predicting who will go on to retire on disability but posited that other 
factors must be at play in determining disability retirements. It is possible that 
some individuals who would have gone on to retire on disability were screened out 
with the 16 PF, leading to a potential restriction in range. 

 
There was interest in comparing the 16 PF with other psychological tests as 

early as 1971, when Smith gauged the item ambiguity (the degree to which an item 
elicits multiple interpretation) of the 16 PF to the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
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Inventory (MMPI). Smith found the items of the MMPI to be less ambiguous than 
those of the 16 PF. While both tests have been substantially revised since 1971, 
the FAA continues to use the 1967/1968 edition of the 16 PF. In 1996, Schwarz-
kopf, Buckley, and Pace urged replacement of the FAA’s 16 PF procedure due to 
declining scientific interest, its sole focus on anxiety symptoms, and its “fake-
ability.” In their paper, written under contract to the FAA, they urged consideration 
of the MMPI-2. Indeed, the point of the current paper is to explore the feasibility 
of using the MMPI-2 for this initial screening of ATCS candidates to better identify 
those harboring symptoms suggestive of emotional instability and requiring addi-
tional assessment.

Graham (1990) noted that the MMPI-2 has been used in two ways in selec-
tion. It can be used to screen for psychopathology, and it can be used to predict 
the quality of an applicant’s job performance by matching personal characteristics 
to job requirements. Graham wrote that police and nuclear power plant operators 
are best selected by eliminating persons with very elevated scores on one or 
more of the clinical scales, obviously following the former approach. Graham 
asserted that screening applicants for psychopathology is most justified when 
considering individuals for occupations involving susceptibility to stress, personal 
risk, and personal responsibility. He specifically delineated “air traffic controller” 
(p. 197) among such sensitive occupations. 

Lowman (1989) provides useful information regarding some of the difficulties 
and concerns when conducting pre-employment screening for psychopathology, 
focusing mainly on the occupation of nuclear power plant workers. Westefeld and 
Maples (1998) reported on matching applicants, mostly in police departments, to 
successful occupational incumbents based on the MMPI-2. Such an approach is 
more in line with a select-in approach rather than a select-out approach as it sug-
gests an optimal profile, rather than a need to meet minimal criteria (absence of 
psychopathology).

The major concerns about the future psychological functioning of ATCSs, 
who are relatively young at the time of entry into the workforce (by law, they must 
be less than 31 years of age), include mood disorders and other DSM-IV-TR 
(2000) Axis I disorders (termed “neurosis,” and “psychosis” in FAA Order 3930.3A; 
see Appendix A), in addition to personality disorders. Hammen (2001) summa-
rized the epidemiological research on depression and cited varying lifetime prev-
alence and concluded that prevalence estimates are influenced by demographic 
factors (with women and those with lower income and education levels having 
higher rates), as well as the method of assessment. McNally, Malcarne, and Han-
sdottir (2001) called for increased longitudinal research on the spectrum of anx-
iety disorders to better understand these conditions and their development during 
the course of a lifetime. Harvey (2001) explored the relatively rare prevalence 
(approximately 1% of the population) of schizophrenia and noted that it is particu-
larly deleterious to occupational success when it develops in late adolescence/
early adulthood. Finally, Geiger and Crick (2000) considered personality disor-
ders, by definition an enduring pattern of maladaptation, and found that the diag-
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nosis is typically not reliable; hence, prevalence estimates are problematic. Overall, 
the prevalence of psychopathology in the pool of candidates for ATCS positions is 
likely to be relatively low, particularly at the time the candidates are assessed, but 
the potential consequences cannot be discounted. There is therefore a growing 
interest in enhancing the FAA’s ability to identify those ATCS candidates who pos-
sess psychological symptoms that could compromise aviation safety.

This study only considers the select-out portion of selection. Readers who are 
interested in the process the FAA uses to select-in applicants (the process to 
assess aptitude) are referred to King, Manning, and Drechsler (2006). The current 
study was designed to explore the feasibility of utilizing the MMPI-2 to replace the 
16 PF as the initial (select-out) screen. Readers are first introduced to the MMPI-2 
and the concept of T scores and then the research method and results are 
described. Findings are then translated in terms of the operational needs of the 
FAA.  

The MMPI-2

Scales
There are numerous scales on the MMPI-2. The first scales to consider are 

“validity” scales and used to determine the test-taking “style” of the client. Ten main 
“clinical” scales focus on various psychopathologies. The scales have names, but 
these names are typically not used in the profession because they are quite 
archaic. Instead, clinical psychologists refer to the scales by their letters or number. 
Hence, a patient scoring high on the fourth scale would not be said to have scored 
high on “Psychopathic Deviate” but to have scored high on “PD” or “scale 4.” 

Validity Scales
L (“Lie”)
 Elevation reflects a deliberate attempt of the individual to present him/

herself in a positive light. There may be denial of minor flaws/weaknesses 
that most individuals would admit. Excessive elevations on this scale (rel-
atively rare) render the profile invalid and hence uninterpretable. 

F (“Fake Bad”)
 Used to detect atypical ways of responding. Test items are agreed to by 

few normal adults. High scores may reflect an invalid test profile due to 
malingering. Not expected in a job applicant; more likely in a person 
seeking the benefits of a patient (compensation, avoidance of jail).

K (“Fake Good”)
 A more subtle index of individuals who are trying to present themselves in 

a positive light. Tends to be elevated as education and socioeconomic 
status increases (and when used in an employment selection setting); 
denies psychopathology. Used to correct several of the clinical scales 
(Scales 1, 4, 7, 8, & 9) by adding various amounts of K to get a more accu-
rate reading of their functioning.

Clinical Scales
Scale 1 – Hypochondriasis
 High scores reflect individuals who have an excessive number of vague 

nonspecific complaints and body concerns (gastrointestinal distress, 
fatigue, pain, and general weakness).
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Scale 2 – Depression
 Individuals with high scores often reflect depressive symptoms 

(depressed, blue, unhappy) and are generally lacking in self-confi-
dence.

Scale 3 – Hysteria
 Symptoms involve two dimensions. One reflects a general denial of 

physical health and includes rather specific somatic complaints. The 
other group involves a general denial of psychological or emotional prob-
lems.

Scale 4 – Psychopathic Deviate
 High scores reflect difficulty in incorporating the values and standards of 

society; may involve asocial or antisocial behaviors, impulsiveness, and 
need for immediate gratification. May be a bit elevated in younger test 
takers as a normal function of late adolescence (Graham, 2006).

Scale 5 – Masculinity-Femininity
 A legacy bi-directional scale (in other words, both low and high scores 

have meaning) that is not considered a clinical scale. Reflects interest 
and not sexual orientation. As it does not indicate psychopathology, it is 
not suggested for use in the medical screening of ATCSs. 

Scale 6 – Paranoia
 High scores reflect individuals with disturbed thinking, ideas of reference, 

suspiciousness, hostility, and paranoia.
Scale 7 – Psychasthenia
 High scores reflect individuals experiencing a great deal of psychological 

turmoil and discomfort. They tend to be anxious, tense, and agitated. 
They are worrisome individuals that have difficulty concentrating.

Scale 8 – Schizophrenia
 High scores are reflective of bizarre mentation, delusions, and possible 

hallucinations. Confused thinking, poor judgment, and alienation are 
common.

 Scale 9 – Hypomania
 High scores are suggestive of overactivity, poor impulse control, irrita-

bility, and possible aggressive outbursts
Scale 0 – Social Introversion
 Not a clinical scale. Individuals with high scores tend to be introverted, 

while low scorers are extroverted. As it does not indicate psychopa-
thology, it is not suggested for use in the medical screening of ATCSs. 

T score conversion
The number of items endorsed in the keyed direction on each scale (the “raw 

score”) are converted to T scores by using the published norms. These are stan-
dard scores with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. Thus, a T score of 
70 means that the individual scored two standard deviations above the mean of 
the population on which the test was normed for the scale in question. An eleva-
tion of two standard deviations may be better understood as the 95th percentile, 
meaning higher than 95% of the population. So, the higher the T score values, the 
more items the person taking the test endorsed, suggesting a relatively greater 
presence of traits consistent with a psychiatric disorder. 
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Figure 1. T-scores and the normal distribution

Method
The MMPI-2 was administered to a cohort of recently hired ATCSs during their 

first days of training at the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, OK. These 794 male 
and 220 female fledgling air traffic controllers had all been hired as ATCSs and 
thus had been interviewed at an air traffic control facility and had passed a medical 
examination, which included passing the existing 16 PF case-identifier-procedure 
hurdle. All voluntarily agreed to participate in the present study. All participants had 
at least 12 years of education. Many participants had several years of college, as 
most were hired under the College Training Initiative program, which is hosted by 
13 four-year and community colleges throughout the United States. Indeed, 544 of 
the 1,014 participants indicated that they had more than 12 years of education.1

 
Non-gender norms were used, as this research is intended to support per-

sonnel selection and gender-specific norms are prohibited by the Civil Rights Act 
of 1991. A consideration of gender was also unnecessary due to the lack of inclu-
sion of scale 5 (Masculinity-Femininity), which specifically requires attention to the 
test taker’s gender. Non-K corrected Clinical Scales are also reported here, as K 
corrections tend to be elevated in applicant populations (due to the tendency for 
positive impression management – also known as “faking good”). 

Results
Table 1 (which presents K-corrected clinical scales to allow comparison to the 

data published by Butcher, 1994) provides the means and standard deviations for 
the K-corrected MMPI-2 scores for the 1,014 ATC applicants; Figure 2 presents 
this information graphically for ease of comparison. Again, T scores represent the 
norms, with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. As this sample’s data 
diverge from these, differences become apparent. In terms of validity scales, both 
L and K are about 7 points higher. This elevation is almost one standard deviation 
and approaches a significant elevation. It is apparent that both groups, ATCSs and 
pilot applicants, have placed themselves in a positive light and deny pathology. 

1. Due to a misunderstanding of the demographics portion of the data collection, participants did not 
consistently report their total years of education.
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Figure 2. K-corrected means and standard deviations for air traffic control 
specialist (research) and pilot (applicant) samples.

Nevertheless, the clinical scales are remarkably similar to the general popu-
lation normative group published in the MMPI-2 manual (Butcher, Graham, Ben-
Porath, Tellegen, Dahlstrom, & Kaemmer, 2001). Here, clinical scales do not vary 
as much as 3 points from the norm. It would be expected that the sample would 
minimize pathology in the clinical scales, but they do not. Minimization of these 
scales would entail means down around 40, not at the mean of 50. The additive 
K corrections, however (.5 for scale 1, .4 for scale 4, 1 for scale 7, 1 for scale 8 
and .2 for scale 9), may inflate some of the clinical scales to an extent. 

Table 1
K-corrected means and standard deviations for air traffic and pilot samples.

Air Traffic
Mean (Standard 

Deviation)

Pilots
Mean (Standard 

Deviation)

t p

Validity Scales
L 57.5 (11.7)   57.4 (11.7)   0.149 0.559
F 46.9 (9.4) 40.4 (3.1) 19.676 0.001
K 57.2 (9.3) 65.7 (6.4) 20.089 0.001

Clinical Scales
1 50.3 (7.5) 48.3 (4.5)   6.268 0.001
2 47.1 (7.6) 42.9 (9.9)   7.920 0.001
3 48.9 (7.5)   52.3 (10.1)   6.326 0.001
4 50.4 (7.9) 49.3 (6.0)   2.899 0.002
6 48.3 (8.7) 47.8 (5.7)   1.295 0.098
7 47.9 (8.0) 48.4 (4.7)   1.483 0.931
8 49.2 (8.4) 47.8 (4.6)   4.075 0.001
9 52.6 (9.5) 46.0 (5.5) 16.592 0.001
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 Table 1 also provides the means and standard deviations for the pilots from 
Butcher’s (1994) work. While the normative sample used to establish the T scores 
can serve as a reference group, Butcher’s pilots can be considered an aerospace-
specific control group of individuals of approximately the same age, although half 
a generation apart. This pilot sample data differs from that of ATCSs in other ways 
as well. While Butcher tested only men, the current sample is about 20% female. 
In addition, Butcher’s data were collected before applicants were offered employ-
ment. As such, the current comparison is less than ideal. That being noted, Butch-
er’s pilots scored at about the same level on the L validity scale as our sample. His 
pilots also scored about 16 points above the mean on the K scale (p<0.001). His 
sample appears to be more defensive than the ATCS sample. It is possible that the 
validity scales would be more similar if the groups were responding in more analo-
gous settings, rather than research participants (ATCSs) and job applicants 
(pilots). 

  
Looking at the clinical scales for ATCSs and pilots, there are more similarities 

than differences. Most scales are within a point or two across the samples. The 
only apparent differences are on 2 and 9, with both scales being higher in the 
ATCS sample (p<0.001).

 
Table 2 provides the means and standard deviations using non-K-corrected 

norms. Here it is noted that scales 7 and 8 are particularly lower than with K-cor-
rection, compared to the norms. This sample endorsed fewer items that reflect 
anxiety or disordered thinking than the general population normative group.

Table 2
Non-K-corrected means and standard deviations for ATCS sample.

Scale
Mean T (Standard 

Deviation)

1 45.7 (8.3)

2 47.1 (7.6)

3 48.9 (7.5)

4 47.5 (7.6)

6 48.3 (8.7)

7 43.0 (8.4)

8 44.1 (9.2)

9 50.8 (9.2)

 
In using the MMPI-2 as a screen for ATCS applicants, a practitioner’s interest 

would not be to compare the applicant directly to a group average. Rather, it would 
be to compare an applicant to established cut scores on the various clinical scales. 
Table 3, therefore, provides the percentage of participants scoring at or above 
potential cut scores of 65T, 70T, 75T, and 80T. At the 65T cut-score level, only 
about 2-3% of participants are elevated on a given scale. The exception was on 
scale 9, “Hypomania,” where about 9% fell at or above this cut score. These eleva-
tions are more likely indicative of this young sample’s generally high energy level 
than reflective of a high number of individuals with possible mood disorders. 
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Table 3
Non- K- corrected and non-gender norms: percentages above cut scores for 
ATCS sample.

Scale ≥ 65T (%) ≥ 70T (%) ≥ 75T (%) ≥ 80T (%)

1   1.0 0.4 0.2 0.1

2   1.7 0.4 0.2 0.1

3   2.0 0.8 0.3 0.1

4   1.7 0.7 0.3 0.1

6   3.4 2.0 1.0 0.3

7   1.8 0.8 0.3 0.1

8   2.7 2.0 0.8 0.6

9   9.3 4.2 1.6 1.1

1 or more 14.6 7.4 3.2 2.0

2 or more   3.7 2.0 1.0 0.4

Discussion
As a number of participants scored high on more than one scale, the per-

centage of participants identified by the test in general is not a simple total of the 
percentages for each scale. Summing across subjects with one or more scales at 
or above 65T, we identified about 15% of the participants. Participants with two or 
more elevated scales represented only about 4% of the sample. 

At a less stringent 70T cut-score level, only about half as many participants 
were identified. Indeed, less than 1% were at or above that level for most scales, 
with the particular exception of 9, which was at about 4%. About 7% had one or 
more scales elevated, and only 2% had two or more scales elevated.

The percentage above 75T continued to drop. Very few were identified by 
individual scales alone. About 3% had one or more high scales, and only 1% had 
two or more high scales. 

Using a cut score of 80T resulted in very few applicants being identified. Here 
only 2% had one or more scales highly elevated, and only 0.4% had two or more. 
Most individual scales were identifying only 0.1%. Differences across the various 
cut scores point to one of the concerns associated with use of a screening tool. 
With lower criteria, a clinician is likely to identify a higher percentage of individuals 
who, in fact, would not represent a risk. In turn, at higher cut scores, a clinician is 
going to miss a number of individuals who are likely to prove to be at increased 
risk.

The most relevant statistic here is the percentage of participants with one or 
more scales at or above the cut scores. If the 65T cut score is used, then the 
assumption is that some 15% of the ATCS applicants have significant psychopa-
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thology. This seems high for a relatively high functioning group. After all, this group 
has demonstrated a high degree of functioning by being hired, either by demon-
strated ability or by passing a rigorous examination. If the 70T cut-score is used, 
then a psychopathology prevalence rate of about 7% is suggested. This number 
seems far more consistent with the probable psychopathology rate of this group of 
people. A cut score of 75T results in about 3% being identified. Finally, a cut score 
of 80T appears to be so high that only 2% are identified. 

Many factors contribute to the establishment of cut scores. First, the best way 
to make decisions of this type is to collect research data before hand and compare 
them with actual multi-year outcomes. Unfortunately, this project has moved for-
ward more quickly than that. As such, a rigorous research program should be 
delineated very quickly to allow for cut score changes in the future that are based 
on data. 

In the meantime, there are probably two over-arching factors. The first is a 
practical issue and that is the number of applicants referred for follow-up, in-person 
evaluations. The second is the a priori probability of the presence of psychopa-
thology within this population.

If applicants are to be referred for follow-up evaluation, the number of referrals 
must be sufficient to warrant a program, yet low enough to avoid huge costs on the 
high end. It is probably not worth having a program if fewer than 30 applicants are 
referred each year. Conversely, at about $1000 per evaluation, things get expen-
sive and difficult to manage if there are more than 100 or so per year. If there are 
1500 applicants per year, this logic suggests that cut scores resulting in between 
2% and 7% would be a good target from a programmatic perspective.

The second approach is the epidemiological approach. Here an a priori esti-
mate of psychopathology in this group is approximated, and the cut scores are set 
to that level. Some groups have more pathology and some less. In an inpatient 
psychiatric facility, nearly 100% have some sort of significant pathology. In an out-
patient setting, many clients are seeking assistance for such things as marital 
problems and child problems, so the prevalence of significant psychopathology is 
probably quite low. In any case, individuals with severe psychopathology are not 
likely to pursue a career as an ATCS. 

The lifetime prevalence of mental disorders in adults aged 18 to 54 was 29.4% 
between 1990 and 1992 and 30.5% between 2001 and 2003, (Kessler et al., 2005). 
The question that remains unanswered is the likelihood of an employee devel-
oping mental illness over the course of adulthood; a question that can only be 
answered by longitudinal research (Reifler, 2006). Use of the MMPI-2, or any other 
selection instrument, cannot completely eliminate the risk of an employee devel-
oping a mental illness over the course of a career, but it can help identify who is 
currently suffering from psychiatric symptoms and is a big step to the longitudinal 
research envisioned by the Controller Workforce Plan (FAA, 1965).

In samples such as ATCS candidates, where there are several prior screening 
hurdles and a certain self-selection process, it is doubtful that the level of true psy-
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chopathology is much over 5%. At least 1%  probably experience some degree of 
psychological discomfort, but it is hard to believe that as many as one in 10 would 
meet the criteria for a “mental illness” diagnosis.

Both of these approaches converge on a cut score solution that is very sim-
ilar. A program should identify and refer between 2% and 7% of applicants. This 
cut point is programmatically and clinically logical and is likely to strike a balance 
of false positives and false negatives.

In deciding upon cut scores, there are two possible approaches. The first is 
to identify different cut scores for different scales. The second is to select a single 
cut score for all scales. The allure of choosing differing cut scores is that some of 
the anomalies in the table can be “smoothed out.” For example, Scale 9 seems to 
pick up more participants than would be clinically suggested. Alternatively, a 
single cut score for all scales would be the most parsimonious solution but the 
least sensitive. 

Then the question becomes, “What cut scores should be used?” Here the 
percentages in the “1 or more” row are the relevant data. If a cut score of 65 is 
used, 14.6% would be referred. This rate is probably too high. If a cut score of 80 
is used, only 2.0% would be referred. This rate seems too low.

So the discussion should center on the use of either 70 or 75 (or a combina-
tion). With 1500 applicants, a cut score of 70 would result in about 100 (7.4%) 
being sent for follow-up evaluations. This rate is reasonable. It also has the ben-
efit of resulting in enough follow-up evaluations for scale-specific outcome pur-
poses.

A cut score of 75 would result in 3.2%, or about 40 of 1500 applicants. This 
rate would be less costly and easier to manage initially.

It should be remembered that as the program matures and data are collected, 
the data might support future adjustments in the cut scores. As such, cut scores 
should not be “fixed in stone.” 

Cut Score Decision
MMPI-2 cut scores of 70 appear to meet the needs of the agency best, with 

the exception of scale 9 where a 75 is more reasonable. Hence, the decision 
model will use a cut score of 70 and above for scales 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8. Since 
scale 9 appears to “over classify” the controllers, that scale will use a cut score of 
75 and above. With these cut scores, any applicant with one or more scales 
above the cut score will be referred for second-tier psychological assessment.

This algorithm will identify 4.9% of applicants. This outcome is well within the 
parameters suggested. This number is low enough that second-tier costs will not 
become too great, the management of candidates will be efficient, and there will 
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be appropriate periods of time during which the medical status of candidates is 
undetermined. 

Applicant Level Reliability
The purpose of this paper was to model the behavior of the MMPI-2 in ATCS 

applicants for initial psychological test screening. The data suggest that the ATCS 
participants in this study were remarkably close to the published norms as well as 
similar to the pilots reported by Butcher (1994). Overall, the vast majority of the 
participants in this study rendered profiles solidly within normal limits, when com-
pared with the normative sample. It should also be noted that elevated MMPI-2 
scales do not necessarily indicate the presence of a disqualifying medical condi-
tion, as situational circumstances can result in the temporary elevation of clinical 
scales without a concomitant presence of a psychiatric condition. Sorting these 
matters out is the function of the second-tier assessment.

Recommendations
The MMPI-2 should be given serious consideration to replace the 16 PF in the 

psychological screening of ATCSs. Cut scores of 65, 70, 75, and 80 were applied 
to the dataset, and the resulting numbers of identified participants were examined 
for clinical consistency and programmatic need. Therefore, we recommend using 
initial cut scores of 70 and above for scales 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8, as well as a cut 
score of 75 and above for scale 9. These cut scores resulted in no more than 4.9% 
of the sample being identified as requiring further psychological evaluation. While 
an argument could be made to set the cut scores at 65 as that represents the tra-
ditional clinical cut point of the MMPI-2, readers must bear in mind that the research 
participants and the ATCS job candidates represent non-referred populations. The 
previous method was referring to considerably less than one percent. Any screening 
program must guard against having too many false positives and cut scores can 
be adjusted as the data accumulates. 

This approximately 5% appears to be relatively well represented across the 
eight MMPI-2 scales that are being used. Individual subject analysis suggests that 
some proportion of participants took the task less than seriously and responded 
randomly (King, Schroeder, Manning, Retzlaff, Williams, 2008). Actual ATCS appli-
cants, however, will likely be more responsive to the testing situation; thus, we 
expect an identification rate of about 4% to 4.5%. This rate seems acceptable from 
both a clinical and an administrative perspective.

With between 1200 and 2000 applicants being evaluated per year over the 
next 10 years, this rate should result in between 48 and 90 follow-up, second-tier 
evaluations per year. This flow should be sufficient to justify the program but not so 
great as to require large budgetary requirements and an unmanageable flow of 
candidates awaiting medical clearance.

A series of further research studies are needed to refine the cut score algo-
rithm as applicants go through the hiring and training process. Thus, we offer the 
following additional recommendations: 
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1) The applicant data, when the MMPI-2 is used with candidates with a 
tentative offer of employment, should be immediately analyzed to ensure 
the percentages above the cut scores are not vastly different from the 
research sample. If the “yields” begin to differ, then the cut scores should 
be reconsidered.

2) The MMPI-2 scales should be compared to the data from second-tier 
assessments and clinician recommendations as they become available. 
Differential cut scores could be used, for example, if it is shown that 
some scales tend to predict negative clinician recommendations better 
than others do.

3) The scores should also be compared with ATCS training outcomes. 
While there are many reasons for poor training outcomes, some amount 
of the outcome is certainly related to psychological functioning. 

4) The scores should be compared with dismissals and psychological 
problems that are reported to medical authorities, as well as other out-
come measures. While it will take several years to accumulate this type 
of data on individuals who have taken the MMPI-2, it will be instructive 
due to the very considerable costs that may be avoided in the future.

5) Future research should consider inclusion of other scales, to include 
content scales, particularly those dealing with alcohol and substance 
abuse. In the meantime, these conditions will be assessed during the 
candidates’ medical examinations. Results of these independent 
assessments will prove useful for future research.

6) Consideration should be given to conducting research on using the 
Restructured Clinical scales developed by Tellegen, Ben-Porath, 
McNulty, Arbisi, Graham, & Kaemmer (2003) and the 338-item Refor-
matted Form, which is about to be released .

Conclusion
The assessment of psychological symptoms is best conceptualized as a two-

tier process. The first step would be to test all candidates that have been tenta-
tively offered employment in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(1991). The first tier could use the MMPI-2 in lieu of the 16 PF. Those candidates 
that score above established cut scores would then be evaluated more thoroughly 
by a licensed psychologist. This approach would be consistent with FAA Order 
3930.3A, which specifically prohibits medical disqualification based on a single 
psychological test (FAA, 1980).
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Appendix A

Excerpt from FAA Order 3930.3A

CHAPTER 4. INITIAL HIRE

40. GENERAL. The medical standards for initial employment prescribed under the 
Physical Requirements section of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) 
Qualification Standards for the Air Traffic Control Series 2152 shall be applied to all 
applicants for initial ATCS employment.

41. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING. A comprehensive psychological test battery 
shall be administered to all ATCS applicants at the time of their pre-employment 
interview or during the interval between the interview and the medical examination. 
The administration of this test battery shall be the responsibility of local facility 
chiefs; test materials shall be provided by the Flight Surgeons. Completed answer 
sheets shall be sealed by the applicant, and transmitted by the facility to the Fed-
eral Air Surgeon: Attention AAM500. TEST RESULTS SHALL NOT BE THE SOLE 
BASIS FOR REJECTION OF AN ATCS APPLICANT. Personnel who conduct this 
testing shall instruct applicants to refrain from discussing the content of tests with 
other applicants.

42. SUPPLEMENTAL MEDICAL INFORMATION. The Flight Surgeon shall obtain 
and evaluate applicable military and Veterans Administration medical records 
through established regional procedures. If military medical records are not 
received within 120 days following request, the Flight Surgeon may grant condi-
tional medical clearance pending receipt and review of the additional medical

g. Psychiatric.
The applicant must have no established medical history or clinical diagnosis of any 
of the following:

(1) A psychosis;
(2) A neurosis;
(3) Any personality disorder or mental disorder that the Federal Air Surgeon 

determines clearly indicates a potential hazard to safety in the Air Traffic 
Control System. The determinations will be based on the medical case his-
tory (including past social, and occupational adjustment) supported by clin-
ical psychologists and board certified psychiatrists, including such psycho-
logical tests as may be required as a part of medical evaluation as the Federal 
Air Surgeon may prescribe.

h. Substance Dependency.
A history, review of all available records, clinical and laboratory examination will be 
utilized to determine the presence or absence or substance dependency, including 
alcohol, narcotic, and non-narcotic drugs. Wherever clinically indicated, the appli-
cant must demonstrate an absence of these on thorough psychiatric evaluation, 
including any clinical or psychological tests required as part of the medical evalu-
ation.
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Abstract

Studies have shown that spatial disorientation (SD) plays a significant role in both the 
number and outcome of rotary wing accidents. Recent work has confirmed this and high-
lighted the contribution of brownout conditions and aircrew fatigue in accident causation. 
Current standard Army aircraft cockpit displays do not provide drift information leaving the 
pilot guessing the direction and magnitude of the aircraft’s drift vector when close to the 
ground.  This information is critical to the safe landing of helicopters in brownout condi-
tions.  The few helicopters with instrumentation that provide drift information do so via 
visual displays which require the focus of an already visually-saturated pilot.  This effort 
tested a system that provides drift information through the tactile sense via a belt around 
the waist in a fatigued aviator model.  Analysis of the study data showed that the tactile belt 
significantly improved drift control during takeoff and reduced drift error during hover.  In 
fatigued pilots (awake for 31 continuous hours), all measures of drift were better with the 
belt versus without the belt.  Fatigued pilots reported a significant reduction in visual and 
physical workload with the belt. Results indicate that the belt significantly improved pilot 
perception of drift and situation awareness and reduced mental stress. 
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Previous studies have shown that spatial disorientation (SD) plays a signifi-
cant role in both the number and outcome of rotary wing class A-C accidents 
(Braithwaite, Groh, and Alvarez, 1997; Durnford, et al., 1995).  More recent work 
confirms this finding and also highlights the contribution of brownout conditions 
and aircrew fatigue in accident causation (Curry and McGhee, 2007).  In the years 
2003-2005 the U.S. military lost in excess of $500M and 90 lives due to SD mis-
haps.

Early work on tactile displays in the sixties by Bliss et al. (1970) concentrated 
on replacing the orientation information from lost vision in the blind with that pro-
vided by touch. This work showed that the tactile sense could provide at least as 
much orientation information as sight although the reaction to that information was 
slightly slower, being in the order of 200 ms as opposed to 75 ms (Van Erp and Van 
Den Dobbelsteen, 1998).  In a previous belt-area tactile display used in a tracking 
task (Schmid and Bekey, 1978), this translated to a response time of 0.25 seconds 
(s) versus 0.10 s for a visual response. The authors suggest this slight delay is due 
to the conduction velocity of the nerves concerned and is of no practical signifi-
cance in the application proposed in this study.

Normal balance and orientation on the ground are provided by correct visual, 
inner ear, and skin/muscle/joint sensations.  However, in aviation, the inner ear 
and skin/muscle/joint senses often provide false orientation cues.  Visual informa-
tion, the primary source of flight information, is usually reliable.  However, using 
vision for orientation is intermittent, since vision must also be used for mission 
related information inside the cockpit.  Understandably, the typical spatial disorien-
tation accident occurs when the visual system is temporarily distracted or in 
reduced visibility.

Current standard Army aircraft cockpit displays do not provide drift information 
leaving the pilot guessing the direction and magnitude of the aircraft’s drift vector 
when close to the ground.  This information is critical to the safe landing of helicop-
ters in brownout or whiteout conditions.  The few helicopters with instrumentation 
that provide drift information do so via visual displays requiring the focus of an 
already visually-saturated pilot.  To reduce the pilot’s reliance on visual information 
during complex flight operations, the tactile situation awareness system (TSAS) 
was developed to provide information via the under-utilized sense of touch 
(McGrath et al., 1998; 2004).  Providing tactile information allows the pilot to main-
tain orientation while looking away from the aircraft instrument panel.  The full 
TSAS array consists of a custom fit, upper-body covering suit, shoulder straps, 
and a seat.  All three components contain lines of tactors which respond to hard-
ware and software in the aircraft and provide information on the aircraft’s drift 
direction and magnitude. Unfortunately the system is bulky, hot, expensive, and 
difficult to maintain and, therefore, not a realistic option in the harsh field environ-
ments in which Army Aviation operates.  Proof of concept flights for the TSAS were 
conducted in a UH-60 helicopter and resulted in improved aircraft control, increased 
pilot situational awareness, and a reduction in pilot workload (Raj et al., 1998; 
McGrath et al., 2004).  Although successful, the expense of fitting each pilot with a 
custom TSAS vest remains prohibitive.  The purpose of the current study was to 
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test a smaller, omnifit tactile system (TSAS-Lite) that provides drift information via 
a belt (8 tactors placed every 45o) around the pilot’s waist.

The current study is different than previous studies in that it examined if tac-
tile inputs limited to the waist proved as effective in providing helicopter drift infor-
mation as the larger, more expensive TSAS.  We hypothesize that the combina-
tion of cockpit instrument visual information and tactile drift information will provide 
the participants with a more complete “situational picture” when hovering, taking 
off, or landing in areas of limited visibility.   This more complete “situational pic-
ture” will, in turn, reduce or eliminate inadvertent drift and the accidents that 
ensue.  A successful demonstration could have significant implications, namely, 
the drift information provided by the TSAS-Lite belt could be integrated into pilot 
take-off and landing training and procedures.  

Study Objective
The objective of this study was to assess whether tactile feedback delivered 

via a system worn around the waist could provide sufficient orientation informa-
tion for fatigued pilots to perform helicopter flight maneuvers near the ground in a 
degraded visual environment.  

Methods
The study was a within-subjects, repeated measures design and was con-

ducted by the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) personnel 
using the laboratory’s UH-60 helicopter.  Flight performance and subjective feed-
back provided TSAS performance and pilot perception metrics, while recurring 
cognitive tests established and confirmed levels of fatigue.  Eligible participants 
included both men and women (military and civilian) between the ages of 19-55 
years.  The upper age limit of participants was restricted to 55 years based on 
research showing that total sleep time and other sleep parameters change dra-
matically in middle-aged individuals.  Only healthy active duty, Reserve, National 
Guard, and Department of Defense civilian rotary wing pilots rated and current in 
the UH-60 helicopter were used in this study.  Any pilots with prior experience with 
TSAS were excluded from the study.  

The study consisted of four, two-day experimental periods (Table 1) during 
which two volunteers were randomly assigned per period. Hence, eight partici-
pants meeting the inclusion criteria participated. In order to assess the TSAS-Lite 
system in fatigued pilots, no sleep was permitted during the two-day experimental 
period resulting in 31 hours of continuous wakefulness. All volunteers were med-
ically screened prior to taking part in the study and were taken through a compre-
hensive informed consent process before any experimental procedures com-
menced.  Table 2 illustrates the diversity of the study’s sample population.
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Table 1
Testing Schedule (Two-day Experimental Period) 

Day 1 Day 2

00:00

In-Process
Cognitive testing

TSAS-Lite Simulator Training

Lunch
Test flight

Cognitive testing

Cognitive testing
Dinner

Cognitive testing

Cognitive testing
Shower

Breakfast

Cognitive testing

Lunch
Test Flight

Cognitive testing
Sleep

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

06:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

Table 2
Participant Demographics

N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Age 8 28 26 54 38 9.27362

UH60 Flight Hours 8 3026 54 3080 1219.875 1260.52035

Rotary wing Flight Hours 8 5855 145 6000 1984.875 2038.88313

Drift Cues from a Tactile Belt
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Prior to data collection, each volunteer was trained in the use and interpreta-
tion of cues from the TSAS-Lite belt (Figure 1). The training consisted of a one-
hour session in a UH-60 simulator on the first morning of the study.  The experi-
mental procedure consisted of two test flights with a safety pilot, the first on the 
afternoon of Day 1 and the second 24 hours later on the afternoon of Day 2 (Table 
1). Each test flight consisted of one hover, two takeoff and climb-outs, and two 
approach and landings (Table 3) in the JUH-60 Research Black Hawk heli-
copter.  

Figure 1. TSAS–Lite belt.

Table 3
Flight Maneuvers

Maneuver Maneuver Standards Perform

1 Stationary 
Hover

Maintain Heading, Altitude (10 feet 
above ground level), & Position

Once during flight

2 Takeoff & 
Climb-out

Maintain ground track, continuous 
acceleration to 80 knots indicated 
airspeed, climb to 200 feet above ground 
level for traffic pattern.

Twice during flight

3 Approach & 
Landing

Maintain ground track and continuous 
deceleration to terminate to the ground 
the designated landing point.

Twice during flight

Both subjects/pilots were onboard the aircraft during each test flight.  How-
ever, while one participant was flying, the other was seated in the passenger area 
unable to hear any comments regarding the flight and/or data collection.  Upon 
completion of the first pilot’s set of flight maneuvers, the pilots exchanged seats 
and the second pilot performed the flight maneuvers.  In order to simulate a 
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degraded visual environment, the helicopter’s chin bubble was occluded with 
bubble wrap and the flying subject/pilot wore a set of frosted goggles (Figure 2) 
which limited clear vision to the cockpit instruments. There were four test condi-
tions: rested with a fully-functioning belt; fatigued with a fully-functioning belt; 
rested with a nonfunctioning belt; and fatigued with a nonfunctioning belt.  All par-
ticipants experienced all of the conditions with the condition order balanced across 
the sample to avoid any order effects.  Psychometric testing was undertaken 
throughout the experimental period as per the schedule in Table 1.

Figure 2. Frosted goggles.

Description of the TSAS-Lite System
The prototype TSAS-Lite belt system uses the sense of touch to provide drift 

information to aircraft operators.  The TSAS-Lite system accepts data from the 
aircraft via the ASN-128D Doppler Global Navigation System to obtain the aircraft 
position, velocity, and vector.  Drift information is then displayed via the electro-
magnetic tactors located on the belt.  During the flight maneuvers, the location of 
the signaling tactor was used to indicate direction of helicopter horizontal drift 
motion, and the tactor pulse pattern (frequency) was used to indicate the velocity 
of the helicopter drift.

The system consists of a commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) PC-104 central 
processing unit (CPU) (Real Time Devices CMC6686GX233HR-128), a custom 
8-channel tactor driver board and eight electromechanical tactors (Engineering 
Acoustics, Inc.). The tactors provide a vibrating stimulus at 90Hz +/- 20% with 
three rates of firing depending on pre-set ground speeds (0-15 knots [kts]: 200 mil-
liseconds [ms], 15-30 kts: 600 ms, 30-45kts:1000ms).  The sensation is similar in 
intensity to a standard pager vibration.  The prototype belt is a flexible omnifit neo-
prene with Velcro fastenings and is worn sufficiently tight around the belt area to 
provide tactor contact while maintaining comfort.  The CPU and tactor drive elec-
tronics are housed in a water resistant sealed housing, with data, tactor and oper-
ator switch interfaces. For operational use, the system could interface to existing 
military GPS units or COTS sensors.  The system requires only digital data from 
position or direction sensors.

Drift Cues from a Tactile Belt
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Data Collection and Testing
The testing schedule is shown in Table 1. The cognitive testing refers to a 

battery of computer-based tests that have established normative data for com-
parison with our subjects and was useful in establishing fatigued states.  The 
tests consisted of the following: 

Evaluation of Risks Questionnaire (EVAR)
Impairments in judgment are often apparent in situations where an individual 

engages in behavior where the risks far outweigh the probable advantages.  The 
propensity to engage in or avoid risky behavior and situations was assessed by a 
brief 24-item paper and pencil questionnaire that has been used effectively to 
measure individual variability in risk assessment in previous research with Spe-
cial Operations Forces (Sicard et al., 2001).  Individuals mark a point along a 100 
millimeter (mm) bipolar visual analogue scale to indicate their preference for var-
ious types of risky activities.  Administration time was approximately 5 minutes.

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
The VAS consists of eight 100-mm lines centered over the adjectives ‘alert/

able to concentrate’, ‘anxious’, ‘energetic’, ‘feel confident’, ‘irritable’, ‘jittery/ner-
vous’, ‘sleepy’, and ‘talkative’ (Penetar et al., 1993).  The extremes of each line 
correspond to ratings of ‘not at all’ and ‘extremely.’  Scores consist of the distance 
of the participant’s mark from the left end of the line (in mm).  The task was pre-
sented via computer.

Profile of Mood States (POMS)
The POMS (McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, 1992) is a 65-item adjective check-

list that measures current mood states along six subscales: tension-anxiety, 
anger-hostility, depression-dejection, vigor-activity, fatigue-inertia, and confusion-
bewilderment.  Volunteers rated themselves from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely) for 
each mood-related adjective.

Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT)
Participants completed a 10-minute PVT.  A pushbutton response to the visual 

stimulus (presented with an inter-stimulus duration of 1-10 s) was required.  The 
PVT is a standard laboratory tool for the assessment of sustained performance 
and is methodologically reliable and relatively versatile (Loh et al., 2004).  The 
PVT data consists of reaction times from stimulus onset to response and includes 
the number of responses in excess of 500 ms.

Flight Data
The flight data were divided into three phases; hover, take-off, and approach 

to landing.   All data were gathered through the Aeromedical Instrumentation 
System (AIS).  This system is unique to the USAARL UH-60 and gathers data in 
six degrees of freedom allowing full analysis of the flight performance.  The take-
off and approach data of particular interest was in drift (unwanted lateral move-
ment from a horizontal azimuth).  The approach and take-off portions of the flights 
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were measured on lateral deviation (drift) from a direct flight-path to or from a des-
ignated point and both were expressed as integrations of the acceleration in meters 
per second (m/s).  In the landing phase, drift produces many dynamic rollover type 
accidents and is the parameter not represented in the information provided by the 
flight instruments of the majority of helicopters.  The hover data in lateral drift, 
heading and altitude represents an error from a set datum, and the final output is 
a root mean square error derived from a score produced automatically by the AIS. 
The hover portion was simply measured in meters from the datum.  In addition, 
altitude data (ft) was collected in all conditions.

Post-flight Questionnaire
After each flight the subjects completed a questionnaire asking them to detail 

their perception of drift, mental stress, cognitive demand, situation awareness, 
visual workload and physical workload.  The responses were made on a 100 mm 
Likert scale.

Results
All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS® 12.0 with significance set 

at an alpha level of .05 for all statistical tests.  There were two main areas of 
analysis: a) cognitive testing to establish a fatigue effect (using one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA) and b) flight data to assess performance effects (using two-
way repeated measures ANOVA).  

As expected, the cognitive assessments indicated a fatigued condition on Day 
2.  Across the sessions, the VAS sleepy and energetic scales revealed a significant 
fatigue effect (p<0.01 in both cases) over time (Figure 3).  

Figure 3. VAS sleepy and energetic measures.

The self confidence measure of the EVAR declined significantly (p=0.004) 
across the sessions (Figure 4), while the POMS achieved significance (p<0.05 in 
all cases) across the sessions indicating a decline in mood states (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. EVAR self confidence measure.
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Figure 5. POMS results.

The PVT results presented in Figure 6 imply a tendency toward slower reac-
tion times and a greater number of lapses greater than 500 ms over time.  The 
degree of performance decline was not significant, however, due to the great vari-
ance on Day 2.

Figure 6. PVT data.
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As for the flight performance data, analysis showed that the tactile belt sig-
nificantly improved drift control during takeoff (p=.046) by rested aviators, yet 
demonstrated no significant differences in drift rate during approach between any 
condition of belt activity or fatigue (Figure 7). Hover performance did show a sig-
nificant improvement in drift control with the belt active as opposed to inactive 
(p=0.027)(Figure 8).

Figure 7. Drift during take-off and landing in rested and fatigued pilots.
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Figure 8. Hover performance.

Analyzing the questionnaire data there were main effects for fatigue, visual 
workload (p=0.032) and physical workload (p=0.041).  In Figure 9, the post-flight 
questionnaire data for the belt condition main effects are summarized; all were 
statistically significant (p<0.01) in favor of the active belt.
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rested and then again when subjected to significant fatigue. The psychometric 
testing showed significant effects of fatigue with sleepiness and fatigue scores 
increased and measures of energy and vigor decreased over the course of the 
study.  The pilots’ emotional state also changed significantly, specifically as sleep 
deprivation increased, anger, tension and depression increased and self-confi-
dence decreased. The objective PVT data also showed consistent tendencies to 
a longer reaction time and more lapses with increased time awake although nei-
ther achieved statistical significance.  Despite this finding, the overwhelming 
impression is that these participants were significantly fatigued by the 31 hours of 
wakefulness they underwent, which relates directly to the current operational 
conditions military pilots are experiencing

In general, it is expected that poor performance will occur when situational 
awareness is incomplete or inaccurate (Endsley, 1995), and situational aware-
ness can be compromised when external visual references are poor.  Most pre-
vious attempts to ameliorate the effects of compromised visual conditions on flight 
performance have been exclusively based on giving the pilot a visual display with 
which to maintain his spatial awareness and orientation.  The results of the flight 
portion of the study show that a simple tactile system can provide enough orienta-
tion information to the pilot to enable a safe landing with no external reference.  In 
addition, the tactile sense and the interpretation of that sense does not seem to 
be significantly impaired by fatigue or the stress of the situation.  These results 
are significant for the hover (fatigued and rested) and for takeoff under rested 
conditions.  The results also demonstrate a strong positive impression for both 
the take-off phase under fatigued conditions and the approach phase of flight.  

An important area of the study was to gain the impressions of a selection of 
pilots with varying levels of experience and they consistently reported that the 
ability to spend more time visually on other displays while gaining drift information 
from the tactile instrument resulted in increased situational awareness and 
reduced workload and mental stress.       

Conclusions
The results indicate that modern aircraft instrumentation provides virtually all 

the pieces of the orientation puzzle with the exception of drift information. When 
that drift information is added via tactile feedback the limited-display TSAS-Lite 
can provide increased aircraft control and safety in the critical areas of low speed 
maneuver near the ground in degraded visual conditions.  In fatigued pilots, fol-
lowing 31 hours of sleep deprivation, the TSAS-Lite display helped augment tra-
ditional aircraft instruments in an intuitive, non-visual manner.  Analysis of the 
study data showed that the tactile belt significantly improved drift control during 
takeoff and reduced drift error during hover.  In fatigued pilots, all measures of 
drift were better with the belt versus without the belt.  In addition, fatigued pilots 
reported a significant reduction in visual and physical workload with the belt.  The 
system’s value was evident in the consistently positive pilots’ perceptions of the 
system during the course of the study  
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This study’s findings demonstrate the promise of tactile displays and support 
the continued development of future applications of tactile systems to better orient 
the aviator and possibly any vehicle operator to a world they cannot fully visu-
alize.

Disclaimer
The opinions, interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations are those of 

the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the U.S. Army and/or the Depart-
ment of Defense.
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Abstract

A previous study of general aviation pilots using advanced cockpit systems demonstrated 
a link between pilots’ attitudes and beliefs about advanced systems and their behavior and 
performance in the cockpit (Casner, 2005). To understand these attitudes and beliefs, a 
survey was administered to 134 general aviation pilots. The survey explored topics such 
as pilots’ general attitudes toward advanced cockpit systems, how pilots believe these 
systems affect workload and awareness, pilots’ preferences for cockpit systems, pilots’ 
perceptions of risk, long-term effects on pilot skill, and the effects of advanced cockpit 
systems on the number of errors pilots make as well as the overall safety record. The 
results show that general aviation pilots hold generally positive attitudes about advanced 
cockpit systems and exhibit a strong preference for using them. Pilots recognize poten-
tial pitfalls associated with advanced cockpit systems but are more likely to ascribe the 
problems to other pilots than they are to themselves. Overall, general aviation pilots’ atti-
tudes were mostly similar to those of airline pilots with a few notable exceptions. A number 
of contradictory attitudes point out the need for specific future studies to clarify the effect of 
attitudes and beliefs on pilot behavior and ultimate safety outcomes.

In a previous study, pilots who used GPS and moving map displays estimated 
their navigational awareness to be greater than that of pilots who navigated using 
a sectional chart and pilotage in a conventional cockpit (Casner, 2005). Believing 
their awareness to be superior in the presence of a GPS and moving map, these 
pilots appeared to assume a less active role in the navigation process. When put 
to a practical test of navigational awareness, these pilots in fact performed worse 
than pilots who used pilotage to navigate, and quickly lowered their awareness 
estimates. Pilots who navigated using a sectional chart and pilotage performed 
better than they expected, and subsequently raised their estimations of their own 
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awareness (Casner, 2005). These results suggest that pilots’ beliefs and attitudes 
about advanced cockpit systems can sometimes be powerful determinants of pilot 
behavior and performance in the cockpit.

The purpose of this study was to capture pilots’ beliefs and attitudes about 
advanced cockpit systems that are rapidly becoming commonplace in general 
aviation aircraft. The survey was designed with four goals in mind. 

A first goal of the survey was to measure pilots’ basic attitudes toward and 
beliefs about advanced cockpit systems. For example, would pilots rather fly an 
advanced cockpit aircraft than a conventional aircraft? Do advanced cockpit sys-
tems make pilots feel safer? If so, which systems most contribute to a feeling of 
greater safety? Do pilots believe they can navigate more accurately with GPS and 
lower their workload by using an autopilot? Do pilots believe that advanced cockpit 
systems will increase or decrease the number of errors that they make? Do pilots 
believe that advanced cockpit systems will result in an increase or decrease in the 
number of accidents?

A second goal was to discover if pilots view advanced cockpit systems as 
affecting themselves differently than the way they perceive the same systems 
affecting other pilots. It is well known that people sometimes inflate estimations of 
their own abilities (Kruger and Dunning, 1999; Sulheim, Ekeland, and Bahr, 2006), 
and believe that negative outcomes are less likely to happen to them then they are 
to others (Bodner et al, 2000; Burger and Burns, 1988; Greening and Dollinger, 
2005). 

A third goal of the survey was to discover any relationships between pilot expe-
rience and attitudes toward advanced cockpit systems. Does experience with 
using advanced cockpit systems change one’s attitudes toward them?

A fourth goal of the survey was to compare the attitudes and beliefs of general 
aviation pilots with those of airline pilots who operate advanced cockpit systems 
found in commercial jet transports. Three previous surveys done with airline pilots 
facilitate this comparison. Wiener (1985) surveyed pilots of an early-generation 
automated airplane (MD-80) equipped with a navigation computer and autopilot, 
but with standard flight and navigation instruments. BASI (1998) and Hutchins et al 
(1999) surveyed pilots of later generation airplanes that contained a full suite of 
glass-cockpit avionics.

Survey Methodology

Participants
One hundred thirty-four general aviation pilots were recruited on a volunteer 

basis from California Bay Area flight schools, fixed-based operators, and flight 
safety seminars. Criteria for inclusion were that each participating pilot held at 
least an FAA private pilot certificate with an airplane category and class rating. 
Student pilots were excluded from the sample, as were pilots who currently worked 
in Part 121 airline service.

Pilots’ Attitudes Toward Cockpit Systems
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Apparatus
A paper and pencil survey was used to collect the data. The survey contained 

four items that asked participants about their flight experience and certificates 
and ratings held, 52 attitude probes, and five multiple-choice or supply-type ques-
tions. Roughly, half of the attitude probes were worded in a positive tone while the 
other half were worded in a negative tone. Each attitude probe made a short 
statement about advanced cockpit systems and asked pilots to respond using a 
five-point Likert scale: (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Dis-
agree).

Procedure
Pilots were approached in person by the experimenter and asked to partici-

pate in the survey. All pilots that agreed to complete the survey did so at the same 
time they were recruited. There was no time limit for completing the survey and 
most pilots finished within approximately 15 minutes. Pilots were told that their 
survey responses would remain anonymous. Pilots received a NASA coffee mug 
as compensation for completing the survey.

Results
Pilot Demographics

Certificates Held
Table 1 shows the proportion of surveyed pilots who held each type of FAA 

certificate along with the proportions for all U.S. (non-student) pilots (AOPA, 
2007).

Table 1
Certificates and ratings held by survey participants and all active U.S. pilots.
Certificate/Ratings % of Sample % Active U.S. (2006)
Private and Private 
with Instrument Rating 66.4% 46.2%

Commercial 26.1% 25.5%
ATP 7.5% 28.3%
Flight Instructor 13.4% 14.5%

Note that the proportion of private pilots in our sample is roughly 20% larger 
than that of the population at large, and the proportion of airline transport pilots is 
roughly 20% smaller. Indeed, the goal was to exclude pilots who work in airline 
service from the sample. Note that certificates held is at best a correlate of which 
type of job any pilot presently holds. That is, holding an airline transport certificate 
does not guarantee that a pilot works in airline service, nor does working in airline 
service guarantee that a pilot holds an airline transport pilot certificate.

Flight Time
Pilots who completed the survey had a mean of 1,589 hours of total flight time 
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(SD = 2,841). The median total flight time was 650 hours. The minimum and max-
imum flight times were 76 hours and 19,309 hours.

Pilots had a mean of 496 hours (SD = 919) in airplanes that contained at least 
a panel-mounted GPS navigation computer. The median was 155 hours. The min-
imum and maximum were 0 and 5,000 hours. 

Pilots had a mean of 59 hours (SD = 370) in glass-cockpit airplanes: those that 
feature a GPS navigation computer, electronic flight instruments, moving map dis-
play, autopilot, etc. The minimum and maximum were 0 and 4,200. The median 
was 0, meaning that more than one-half of the pilots surveyed had no time logged 
in glass cockpits. Since this makes for a rather non-normal distribution, all correla-
tional comparisons made with this variable throughout the paper were performed 
using only those pilots who had at least one hour of flight experience in glass cock-
pits.

 
Responses to Survey Items

The following organizes the survey items and results into nine topic areas:

1. General Attitudes about Advanced Cockpit Systems
2. Workload
3. Awareness
4. Learning
5. Retention
6. Error
7. Safety
8. Preferences for In-Flight Use
9. Overall Preferences

Descriptive statistics are reported using the coding convention that a response 
of Strongly Agree is scored as 5, and a response of Strongly Disagree is scored as 
1. In the case that a survey item was left blank, no score was recorded.

1. General Attitudes about Advanced Cockpit Systems
Six survey items queried pilots about their general attitudes toward advanced 

cockpit systems. 

“I look forward to new kinds of advanced cockpit systems.”
Responses from general aviation pilots in this survey differed striking from the 
airline pilots surveyed in a previous study with regard to this statement. Note 
that two results are shown for the survey done by Wiener (1985). Wiener’s 
pilots were surveyed once after completing an initial training program on a jet 
transport equipped with early-generation cockpit automation (MD-80), and 
then again after acquiring some experience with the aircraft. A chi-square test 
revealed that GA pilots surveyed here were significantly more enthusiastic 
than Wiener’s airline pilots:  X2(8) = 86.79, p < .01, as shown in Figure 1 (M = 
4.17, SD = 0.67). Note that Wiener’s airline pilots had significantly more overall 
flight experience (M = 14,568, SD = 7,966) than the general aviation pilots 
surveyed here (M = 1,589, SD = 2,841).
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Figure 1. “I look forward to new kinds of advanced cockpit systems.”

“They’ve gone too far with advanced cockpit systems.”
Pilots in this study disagreed with this statement as shown in Figure 2 (M = 
2.14, SD = .80). Figure 2 shows this result along with the results of two ear-
lier surveys of airline pilots’ opinions (BASI, 1998; Wiener, 1985). Airline 
pilots in both of these studies disagreed with the statement to roughly the 
same extent as our general aviation pilots. 

Figure 2. “They’ve gone too far with advanced cockpit systems.”

“I sometimes feel more like a ‘button pusher’ than a pilot”
General aviation pilots were neutral and leaned toward disagreement with 
this attitude as shown in Figure 3 (M = 2.63, SD = .93). Disagreement with 
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this probe was significantly correlated with higher flight time in glass cock-
pits:  r(132) = -0.30, p < .05, and flight time in airplanes with at least a GPS:  
r(132) = -0.15, p < .05. This result is consistent with that obtained in Wiener’s 
survey of MD-80 pilots, and with that obtained in the Hutchins et al (1999) 
survey of pilots of later-generation automated airliners (B-757, A-320, etc.).

Figure 3. “In an advanced cockpit, I sometimes feel more like a “button pusher” 
than a pilot.”

Figure 4 shows the results for three additional survey items that probed pilots’ 
general attitudes toward advanced cockpit systems. There was a modest but sig-
nificant correlation between responses to the first probe and total flight time:  r(132) 
= .16, p < .05). Greater flight experience was associated with agreement with the 
attitude that advanced cockpit systems are becoming too complex. 

Figure 4.
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Summary. The results suggest that general aviation pilots hold generally pos-
itive attitudes toward advanced cockpit systems. The results further suggest that 
these attitudes might be tempered both by overall flight experience and by expe-
rience in advanced cockpit aircraft. Greater experience appears to be associated 
with greater concerns about the complexity of the systems. 

2. Workload 
Five survey items explored pilots’ attitudes toward the pros and cons of how 

advanced cockpit systems might affect pilot workload.

“Using the autopilot lowers my workload”
“Navigating using GPS lowers my workload” 
“I can better control my workload in an advanced cockpit” 

The strongest agreement with any item in the survey was seen in response 
to the statement that using an autopilot lowers workload, as shown in Fig-
ure 5 (M = 4.5, SD = .56). Agreement was significantly correlated with total 
flight time: r(132) = 0.15, p < .05, time in airplanes that contained at least 
a GPS: r(132) = 0.18, p < .05, and pilot certificate held: r(132) = 0.31, p < 
.01. Pilots also agreed that using GPS lowers workload (M = 3.98, SD = 
.73), and that they can better control workload in an advanced cockpit (M 
= 3.72, SD = .83). 

Figure 5. Three attitude probes about the effect of advanced cockpit systems on 
pilot workload.

“I sometimes spend more time setting up and monitoring the autopilot than I 
would just hand-flying the aircraft.” 

General aviation pilots were neutral and to some degree split with respect 
to this probe as shown in Figure 6 (M = 2.67, SD = 1.02). General avia-
tion pilots responded similarly to airline pilots surveyed in previous stud-
ies. Agreement was modestly correlated with time spent in glass cockpits:  
r(132) = 0.22, p < .05. 
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Figure 6. “I sometimes spend more time setting up and monitoring the autopilot 
than I would just hand-flying the aircraft.”

“There are too many alerts and warning noises in the advanced cockpit” 
Pilots responded neutrally to this statement (M = 2.86, SD = .87).

Summary. These findings suggest that pilots have a strong general belief that 
autopilots and navigation computers are effective tools for reducing pilot workload. 
Pilots responded neutrally to two probes that suggested potential disadvantages 
associated with two advanced cockpit systems with respect to pilot workload.

3. Awareness 
Eight survey items probed pilots’ attitudes toward the impact of advanced 

cockpit systems on pilot awareness.

“My situational awareness is better in an advanced cockpit” 
Eighty-five percent of all pilots surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with 

this statement (M = 4.15, SD = .82). Agreement with this statement was modestly 
correlated with time spent in airplanes that contained a GPS navigation computer:  
r(132) = .16, p < .05. 

“The pilot that uses pilotage (a sectional chart) is going to have better navigation-
al awareness than one who uses a GPS and moving map display”

Pilots were neutral but leaned toward disagreement with this statement (M = 
2.75, SD = 1.09). These attitudes are consistent with those found by Casner 
(2005): pilots felt that having a GPS and moving map was superior to having 
a paper chart.

“If you turn off my GPS and moving map during a flight, I might be lost” vs. “For 
some pilots, turn off their GPS and moving map during a flight, and they might be 
lost.”  

Figure 7 shows responses to these two survey items designed to compare 
pilots’ beliefs about the potential to become lost when their GPS and mov-
ing map display failed. The means for the two items were (M = 2.02, SD = 
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.88 and M = 3.79, SD = .70). A significant difference was found between 
what pilots believed about themselves and what they believe to be true of 
other pilots: t(132) = -18.13, p < .005. There is a sizeable literature on what 
psychologists have termed unique invulnerability, the perception that an in-
dividual is less vulnerable to negative events than others. Unique invulner-
ability has been demonstrated in a variety of situations including skydiving 
(Bodner et al, 2000), the decision to use birth control (Burger and Burns, 
1988), and preparing for natural disasters (Greening and Dollinger, 2005). 

Figure 7. “If you turn off my GPS and moving map during a flight, I might be lost 
vs. For some pilots, turn off their GPS and moving map during a flight, and they 
might be lost.”

“When I have a traffic alerting system on board, I look out the window less often” 
vs.

“Pilots who use traffic alerting systems have a tendency to look out the window 
less often.”  

Figure 8 shows the responses to the first of several pairs of statements 
aimed at comparing pilots’ beliefs about themselves and their beliefs about 
other pilots. Items such as these were distributed randomly throughout the 
survey to minimize the chances that participants would sense that such 
a comparison was being made. Again, there was a significant difference 
between the responses for these two probes (M = 2.68, SD = .86 and M = 
3.23, SD = .85) that queried pilots about a tendency to look out the window 
less often when a traffic alerting system is available: t(133) = -5.24, p < 
.005. Pilots more readily ascribed the problem of decreased vigilance to 
other pilots than they did to their own behavior. Interestingly, pilots who 
have spent more time in glass cockpit aircraft trended away from agree-
ment with these two statements:  r(132) = -0.40, p < .01 and :  r(132) = -.20, 
p < .05.
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Figure 8. “When I have a traffic alerting system on board, I look out the window 
less often.” vs. “Pilots who use traffic alerting systems have a tendency to look out 
the window less often.”

“I always know what mode the GPS and autopilot are in”
General aviation pilots agreed with this statement as shown in Figure 9 (M = 
3.56, SD = 1.03). Agreement with this attitude was correlated with time spent 
in airplanes that contained at least a GPS navigation computer:  r(132) = .16, 
p < .05. Figure 13 shows responses from the GA pilots as well as responses 
collected from airline pilots in three previous surveys. In an empirical study 
of pilots using advanced cockpit in flight, Casner (2004) demonstrated that 
lack of mode awareness is often a persistent problem for general aviation 
pilots who are learning to fly instrument procedures using GPS to navigate. 

Figure 9. “I always know what mode the GPS and autopilot are in.”
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“It worries me that the GPS, autopilot, or other system may be doing something 
that I don’t know about.”  

Pilots were neutral and leaned toward disagreement with this statement as 
shown in Figure 10 (M = 2.68, SD = 1.05). Figure 10 shows these respons-
es along with those from a previous survey of airline pilots (BASI, 1998).

Figure 10. “It worries me that the GPS, autopilot, or other system may be doing 
something that I don’t know about.”

Summary. Pilots have a strong general belief that advanced cockpit systems 
raise their level of awareness. This attitude seems to include not only navigational 
awareness, but also an awareness of the operating modes and other behaviors 
of advanced cockpit systems. Pilots seem to recognize an “out-of-the-loop” phe-
nomenon associated with the use of advanced cockpit systems but are more 
likely to ascribe the problem to other pilots than they are to themselves. Similarly, 
pilots acknowledge a tendency to look out the window less often when a traffic 
alerting system is available but are much more likely to ascribe the problem to 
other pilots.

4. Learning
Eleven survey items were designed to measure pilots’ attitudes about how 

advanced cockpit systems might affect the way pilots train and maintain profi-
ciency.

“There are still features of the advanced cockpit that I don’t understand” 
Pilots generally agreed with this statement as shown in Figure 20 (M = 
3.66, SD = .90). As expected, agreement with this probe was negatively 
correlated with time in glass cockpits:  r(132) = -.30, p < .01, and airplanes 
that contained at least a GPS navigation computer:  r(132) = -.23, p < .01. 
Figure 11 presents the responses to this probe along side the results of 
three previous surveys done with airline pilots. In contrast to the general 
aviation pilots, airline pilots leaned toward disagreement with this probe in 
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the three earlier surveys. Of particular interest are the responses of Wiener’s 
first group of airline pilots who were also relatively new to advanced cockpit 
systems (Wiener 1 in Figure 11). 

Figure 11. “There are still features of the advanced cockpit that I don’t understand.”

Figure 12 shows the results of four other attitude probes related to learning to 
use advanced cockpit systems. Of particular interest are the responses to the probe 
shown in Figure 12(a). Seventy percent of all pilots surveyed foresee a significant 
problem with versus using only advanced cockpit aircraft to train new pilots. There 
were no significant correlates between responses to these items and flight experi-
ence.

 
Figure 12.
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“I found everything I needed to know about advanced cockpit systems in the 
manufacturer’s technical manuals” 

General aviation pilots disagreed with this statement, as shown in Figure 
13 (M = 2.47, SD = .84), and agreement was correlated with time in glass 
cockpits r(132) = -.20, p < .05, and airplanes that contained at least a GPS 
navigation computer:  r(132) = -.16, p < .05. The results shown in Figure 13 
are presented with responses to similar probes collected from airline pilots 
in a previous study (BASI, 1998). Note that airline pilots were somewhat 
divided on this issue. 

Figure 13. “I found everything I needed to know about advanced cockpit systems 
in the manufacturer’s technical manuals.”

Figure 14 shows the results of five survey items that probed pilots’ attitudes 
toward the role of the FAA in training and certifying pilots who operate advanced 
cockpit aircraft. 
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Figure 14.

Interestingly, 58% of all pilots surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with 
the need for additional training and a logbook endorsement for pilots who wish to 
operate advanced cockpit aircraft.

Summary. Pilots seem to believe there are unique learning challenges posed 
by the advanced cockpit, and may believe that using advanced cockpit aircraft only 
to train new pilots may be inappropriate. Pilots trended toward feeling more knowl-
edgeable when experience using advanced cockpit systems was greater. Pilots 
generally feel that the FAA should assume a stronger role in the training and certi-
fication of pilots who operate advanced cockpit aircraft.

5. Retention
Four survey items probed pilots’ attitude toward retaining knowledge and skills 

related to advanced COckpit systems.

“I am concerned that I might become too dependent on GPS, autopilots, and other 
advanced cockpit systems.”  vs.  “I am concerned that today’s pilots may become 
too dependent on GPS, autopilots, and other advanced cockpit systems” 

Responses to these two attitude probes are shown in Figure 15 (M = 3.17, 
SD = 1.1 and M = 3.43, SD = 1.1). There was a small but significant differ-
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ence between what pilots believe about themselves and other pilots:  t(133) 
= -1.90, p < .05. 

Figure 15. “I am concerned that I might become too dependent on GPS, autopi-
lots, and other advanced cockpit systems.” vs. “I am concerned that today’s pilots 
may become too dependent on GPS, autopilots, and other advanced cockpit sys-
tems.”

“I am concerned that flying advanced cockpit aircraft will cause my basic flying 
skills to deteriorate” 

Pilots responded neutrally to this statement as shown in Figure 16 (M = 
2.79, SD = 1.08). A similar probe was used in previous surveys of airline 
pilots and the results are shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. “I am concerned that flying advanced cockpit aircraft will cause my 
basic flying skills to deteriorate.”
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“I need to fly more often to maintain proficiency in an advanced cockpit than I do in 
a conventional aircraft” 

Pilots were neutral but learned toward agreement with this statement (M = 
3.40, SD = .88). 

Summary. Roughly, half of the pilots surveyed felt that advanced cockpit systems 
require extra practice to maintain proficiency, although this attitude does not 
appear 

Figure 17.

“Incorrect data entered by mistake is easy to detect in the advanced cockpit”
Pilots were divided in their responses to this statement as shown in Figure 
18 (M = 2.86, SD = .81). Figure 18 shows these pilots’ responses along with 
the similar responses collected from airline pilots in a previous survey (BASI, 
1998). 
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Figure 18. “Incorrect data entered by mistake is easy to detect in the advanced 
cockpit.”

Summary. Pilots differ in their beliefs about how advanced cockpit systems 
will affect pilot error but do appear to generally believe that GPS will help elimi-
nate specific navigational errors. Some pilots believe that advanced cockpit sys-
tems help them discover mistaken entries more easily while other pilots do not. 

7. Safety
Seven probes explored pilots’ beliefs about how specific advanced cockpit 

systems would ultimately affect safety.

“I feel safer in an advanced cockpit aircraft than I do in a conventional aircraft” 
“I feel safer in any aircraft that has a parachute (ballistic recovery system) for 
the airframe”

Pilots responded neutrally to both of these statements as shown in Figure 
19 (M = 3.2, SD = .97 and M = 2.66, SD = 1.0). 
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Figure 19. Two survey items that probed pilots about perceived safety.

“Terrain displays in the cockpit are going to reduce the number of controlled flight 
into terrain (CFIT) accidents”
“Traffic alerting systems are going to reduce the number of mid-air collisions”
“Cockpit weather systems are going to reduce the number of weather-related 
accidents”
“GPS is going to reduce the number of accidents”

Pilots did agreed with the first three of these statements and were divided in 
their responses to the fourth statement as shown in Figure 20. The means for 
the responses for the three items were M = 3.80, SD = .85; M = 3.71, SD = 
.76; M = 3.49, SD = .91; and M = 3.08, SD = .96. 

Figure 20. Four survey items about the impact of specific advanced cockpit sys-
tems.
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Agreement with the first two statements was positively correlated with time in 
glass cockpits: r(132) = .24, p < .05 and r(132) = .25, p < .05. Agreement with the 
second two statements was positively correlated with time in airplanes having at 
least a GPS navigation computer: r(132) = .17, p < .05, and r(132) = .20, p < 
.05. 

“Some pilots will misuse advanced cockpit systems to stretch the boundaries of 
safety”

Pilots agreed with this cautionary statement (M = 3.88, SD = .63). 80% of 
pilots surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.

“How do you think advanced cockpit systems will affect the number of aircraft 
accidents?” 

Figure 21 shows pilots’ responses to this question. Overall, pilots agreed 
with the attitude that advanced cockpit systems will “somewhat decrease 
accidents.”

Figure 21. “How do you think advanced cockpit systems will affect the number of 
aircraft accidents?”

This statement yielded the largest number of significant correlations with 
other survey items. These correlations help provide insight into the reasons how 
and why pilots believe advanced cockpit systems will affect the safety record. 
Beliefs about how advanced cockpit systems will affect the accident rate corre-
lated with survey items that stated that advanced cockpit systems would result in 
increased navigational awareness: r(132) = .42, p < .01; increased mode aware-
ness: r(132) = .22, p < .05; fewer overall errors: r(132) = .36, p < .01; fewer navi-
gational errors: r(132) = .22, p < .05; and decreased pilot workload: r(132) = .38, 
p < .01. This same measure correlated with attitudes that GPS: r(132) = .23, p < 
.05; terrain displays: r(132) = .25, p < ); weather systems: r(132) = .26, p < .01; 
and parachute systems: r(132) = .26, p < .01 would lead to fewer accidents. This 
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same measure was negatively correlated with attitudes that advanced cockpit sys-
tems did not make good use of their basic piloting skills: r(132) = -.30, p < .01; that 
pilots were too dependent on advanced systems: r(132) = -.30, p < .01; that 
advanced systems could sometimes get pilots into trouble: r(132) = -.30, p < .01, 
and that some pilots would use systems to stretch the boundaries of safety: r(132) 
= -.20, p < .05. These data suggest that there are pilots who have a “positive 
mindset” toward advanced cockpit systems. 

Summary. Pilots were divided in the belief that they are safer in aircraft that 
contain advanced cockpit systems, 43% believed that advanced cockpit systems 
would reduce the number of accidents to some degree. Pilots associated specific 
factors (e.g., lower workload, fewer errors, increased awareness) and specific sys-
tems (e.g., terrain displays, traffic alerting systems, weather systems) with poten-
tial reductions in the number of accidents. Pilots acknowledged the potential for 
misusing advanced cockpit systems to do things they would not typically do without 
them. 

8. Preference for In-Flight Use
Six survey items explored pilots’ preferences for when to use advanced cockpit 

systems during flight. 

“I prefer to use the autopilot during periods of high workload”
“I prefer to hand-fly the aircraft (autopilot off) during periods of low workload.”

These two statements were designed to measure pilots’ overall attitudes 
toward autopilots and workload. Pilots responded in agreement with the first 
statement (M = 4.34, SD = .76) and neutrally to the second statement (M = 
3.38, SD = 1.02) as shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. Pilot preferences for using the autopilot during high and low workload 
periods.
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“I prefer to use the autopilot when flying en route”
“I prefer to use the autopilot when flying an instrument approach”
“I prefer to use the autopilot during a missed approach procedure”

Given that pilots claim to prefer to use the autopilot during high workload 
situations, these statements probe pilots’ preferences for specific phases of 
flight that have different workload characteristics. Interestingly, pilots’ agreed 
that they prefer to use the autopilot during the generally low-workload en 
route phase (M = 4.03, SD = .82), but responded neutrally to the statements 
about the two higher workload phases (M = 3.37, SD = 1.02; M = 2.98, SD 
= .96) as shown in Figure 23. These responses are contradictory to pilots’ 
responses to the two previous items. This result is similar to the findings of 
a simulator study done by Kirlik (1993) in which pilots exhibited a prefer-
ence for using the autopilot mostly during periods of lower workload.

Figure 23. Pilots’ preferences for using the autopilot during different phases of 
flight.

“I would rather use GPS than VORs to navigate” 
Pilots agreed with this statement (M = 4.28, SD = .77). 86% of all pilots 
surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.

9. Overall Preferences
“If you could have ONE advanced system in your cockpit, it would be a(n):”
“If you could add a SECOND advanced system to your cockpit, it would be 
a(n):”
“If you could add a THIRD advanced system to your cockpit, it would be a(n):”

These item asked pilots to choose, in order of decreasing preference, three 
advanced cockpit systems to have in their own aircraft. Pilots were pre-
sented with a list of six advanced cockpit systems to choose from: (GPS, 
autopilot, moving map, terrain warning, hazardous weather display, traffic-
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alerting system). The results, shown in Table 2, indicate that a GPS naviga-
tion computer was the first choice for most pilots, while an autopilot and 
moving map display were the second and third favorite choices, respec-
tively.

Table 2
Pilots’ preferences for advanced cockpit systems

Preferences
GPS Autopilot WX

Display
Moving

Map
Terrain
Display

TCAS

1st Choice 72 33 0 15 3 12

2nd Choice 37 44 15 23 2 14

3rd Choice 2 24 33 38 17 20

“If you could choose, what percentage of your flying time would you spend in ad-
vanced cockpit aircraft and what percentage in conventional cockpit aircraft?”  

The median response for advanced cockpit aircraft was 90% with a mean of 
74.1% (SD = 30.5), a minimum of 0, and a maximum of 100. The median 
response for conventional aircraft was 10% with a mean of 25.9% (SD = 
30.42), a minimum of 0, and a maximum of 100. 

Pilots’ preferences for advanced vs. conventional cockpits yielded significant 
correlations with many of the same attitude probes. Higher percentages of pre-
ferred time in advanced cockpit aircraft were correlated with the belief that advanced 
cockpit systems would increased navigational awareness: r(132) = .36, p < .01; 
increased mode awareness: r(132) = .21, p < .01; fewer overall errors: r(132) = .22, 
p < .01; and fewer navigational errors: r(132) = .23, p < .01. This same measure 
correlated with attitudes that terrain displays and parachute systems would lead to 
increased safety: r(132) = .26, p < .01, r(132) = .17, p < .05. This same measure 
was negatively correlated with attitudes that advanced cockpit systems did not 
make good use of their basic piloting skills: r(132) = -.22, p < .01; and that pilots 
were too dependent on advanced systems: r(132) = -.20, p < .05.

It comes as little surprise that responses to the two surveys items that queried 
pilots about the impact of advanced cockpit systems on the accident rate, and their 
preferences for using them instead of conventional systems were significantly cor-
related with one another: r(132) = 0.4, p < .01. 

Summary. Pilots expressed a clear preference to spend almost all of their time 
in aircraft that are equipped with advanced cockpit systems. Pilots exhibited a 
strong preference for using GPS to navigate and an autopilot to control the aircraft, 
and these two systems were pilots’ first choices for inclusion in their own cockpit. 
Pilots seem to hold the general belief that autopilots are an invaluable tool during 
times of high workload, but oddly do not prefer to use them in specific high-work-
load situations. Correlations among pilot preferences and attitudes toward the 
likely impact of advanced cockpit systems on safety suggest that pilots’ attitudes 
and preferences are consistent. 
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Summary and Conclusions
The results indicate that general aviation pilots hold generally positive atti-

tudes toward advanced cockpit systems. Pilots indicated that they preferred to fly 
a median of 90% of their time in advanced cockpits. Correlations between this 
stated preference and survey items that probed specific issues associated with 
advanced cockpit systems suggest that pilots’ general preferences are supported 
by specific reasons. Pilots seem to prefer to fly advanced cockpit aircraft because 
they believe advanced cockpit systems offer specific benefits such as lower work-
load and increased awareness. Pilots believe that the advanced cockpit will help 
decrease accidents, and that terrain, weather, and traffic systems are three sys-
tems that will help reduce the number of accidents. Responses to survey items 
about learning to use advanced cockpit systems suggest that pilots acknowledge 
learning challenges posed by these systems and are open to the idea of investing 
additional training time or requirements to master them.

Pilots acknowledge potential pitfalls of advanced cockpit systems but also 
seem to believe that they are less susceptible to these pitfalls than are other 
pilots. This result suggests that an important part of training pilots to use advanced 
cockpit systems should focus on helping pilots to understand potential traps asso-
ciated with advanced cockpit systems and to help pilots more accurately assess 
their own vulnerabilities.

Pilot experience modestly accounted for some of the variation in pilots’ 
responses, indicating that pilots’ attitudes likely do change as they accumulate 
experience with advanced cockpit systems. Pilots with greater experience with 
advanced cockpit systems feel less like “button pushers,” believe that they under-
stand the equipment better, and are less dissatisfied with manufacturers’ tech-
nical manuals. 

The comparison of general aviation pilots with the airline pilots tested in pre-
vious surveys showed a striking similarity in attitudes between these two groups. 
This result suggests a strong similarity between the issues that confront the pilots 
who operate these two types of aircraft. This is an important finding since there is 
already a trove of literature on pilot interaction with advanced cockpit systems 
found in the jet transport cockpit (Wiener and Nagel, 1988; Billings, 1997; Para-
suraman and Mouloua (1996). 

Comparing Beliefs and Attitudes with Performance and Behavior

The payoff for measuring pilots’ attitudes toward advanced cockpit systems 
comes when we are able to identify areas in which attitudes are misaligned with 
reality and lead to unexpected or undesirable behaviors and outcomes. In this 
study, we have only identified pilot attitudes. The responses to the survey items 
point out the need for studies that directly compare the attitudes measured here 
with pilot behavior and performance in the advanced cockpit. 
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Pilots’ contradictory attitudes toward the usefulness of autopilots are a first 
topic to explore. An empirical study of pilots operating through all phases of flight 
would help understand when and why pilots would invest the time required to con-
figure and engage the autopilot and when they would opt for manual control of the 
aircraft. 

The general aviation setting provides a unique opportunity to test pilots’ atti-
tudes toward skill atrophy because of extended use of advanced cockpit systems. 
Because of the highly scripted nature of airline flight operations, previous studies 
of airline pilots have been limited to surveys of airline pilots’ opinions about skill 
atrophy. A future study might attempt to document the extent to which general 
aviation pilots use automated systems, query pilots about their confidence in their 
own instrument flying skills, and then put those skills to a practical test. 

Another future study might document and compare the errors made by skilled 
general aviation pilots while flying in advanced vs. conventional cockpits. 

Yet another study might focus on pilots’ belief that traffic, weather, and terrain 
systems are likely to reduce the accident rate. If pilots feel that these systems pro-
vide an extra margin of safety, are pilots likely to accept additional risk (Wilde, 
2001)? Numerous other studies have demonstrated a close link between the likeli-
hood of accident involvement and risk perception (O’Hare, 1990) and other attitu-
dinal factors (Hunter, 2006). 

Studying the relationship between pilot experience with advanced cockpit sys-
tems and their attitudes toward them was naturally limited in that these systems 
are relatively new to the general aviation fleet. It would be interesting to measure 
how general aviation pilots’ attitudes change as they acquire significant amounts 
of experience with these new systems.
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Abstract

Emergencies and off-nominal situations will challenge the safe and efficient operation of 
NextGen.  This paper focuses on three issues: 1) defining the terms “emergency” and “off-
nominal,” 2) identifying the full-range of emergency and off-nominal situations and their 
effects on the functioning of human operators, technologies, procedures, and NextGen 
operations, and 3) determining performance capabilities, limitations and external pres-
sures affecting human response to these situations.

In the national airspace system (NAS) envisioned under the Next Generation 
Air Transportation System (NextGen)—one that will be gradually introduced over 
the next several years and fully in place by 2025—performance-based services 
will be provided to aircraft flying 4D trajectories from take-off to landing.1   Tightly 
spaced arrivals and departures, achieved through the use of new procedures and 
advanced technologies, will facilitate super-density operations at and around air-
ports, thereby increasing capacity.  Access to and use of enroute flow corridors by 
sufficiently equipped aircraft, as well as dynamically defined airspace, will also 
facilitate the orderly movement of the greatly increased number of aircraft 
expected to be flying in the future NAS.  This tightly-coupled system will work best 
when unperturbed by poor weather conditions, equipment failures, human errors, 
or emergencies.  But, of course, poor weather conditions, equipment failures, 
human errors, and emergencies occur in today’s NAS and will continue to occur 
after NextGen has been implemented.
1 “4D trajectory” refers to the precise navigation of an aircraft within 4 dimensions: along the x, y, and 
z axes at specific points in time.
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The Joint Program Development Office (JPDO) personnel and others who 
have been developing the NextGen Concept of Operation (JPDO, 2007) under-
stand these facts.  For example, the NextGen operating concepts and proposed 
research emphasize inclement weather, the nemesis of smooth and timely aviation 
operations, so that in the future, limitations due to poor weather conditions can be 
adapted to or overcome and will have less impact on operations.

In contrast, the NextGen Concept of Operations currently gives less treatment 
to emergency and off-nominal situations. (JPDO, 2007). Under NextGen, what is 
an “emergency”? What is an “off-nominal”? Are emergencies considered a subset 
of off-nominal situations or are the two categories separate and distinct?  Will (or 
should) response to off-nominals and emergencies differ because of how they are 
defined?  What factors need to be considered when developing procedures for 
responding to these situations?  These are just a few questions the aviation 
industry, operators, regulators, and researchers need to answer as they develop 
the technologies, concepts, and procedures necessary for the implementation of 
NextGen. 

This paper explores: 1) how emergencies and off-nominal situations are 
addressed within the NextGen Concept of Operations, 2) the need to consider the 
full range of emergency and off-nominal conditions that may occur and their poten-
tial effects and ripple effects on NextGen operations, 3) human response to high 
stress, workload, and emergencies, and 4) related research issues. This explora-
tion must begin with a definition of terms.

Emergency, Abnormal, and Off-nominal Situations
Clear definitions and a common understanding of what constitutes emergency 

and off-nominal situations are essential if NextGen technologies and procedures 
are to deal with them adequately.  The terms “off-nominal” and “emergency” are 
used throughout the NextGen Concept of Operations (JPDO, 2007), but they are 
neither defined nor appear in the document glossary.  Because both terms are 
often used together (i.e., “emergency and off-nominal situations”) it can be pre-
sumed that the authors of the NextGen Concept of Operations see these terms 
representing two distinct and separate categories of situations rather than one 
(emergencies) being a subset of the other (off-nominal). So, beginning with that 
dichotomy, we must determine what constitutes each category and how current 
situations, which are classified somewhat differently, would be categorized under 
NextGen.

The usage of “off-nominal” in the document could be interpreted to include any 
situation that is out of the idealized norm of NextGen operations, with the excep-
tion of emergencies.  Thus, an off-nominal situation might include such things as 
the performance of a missed approach or go-around by an aircraft, dispatching an 
aircraft with a piece of non-critical equipment (Minimum Equipment List [MEL’ed] 
2), delays in ground operations due to bad weather, or a backlog in approaches to 

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations

2 “MEL’ed” equipment aboard an aircraft is not working as intended and is typically disabled, if neces-
sary, until a certain time when repairs are required to be made. The Minimum Equipment List (MEL) 
states which equipment may be disabled in this way without affecting the dispatch status of the air-
craft. Equipment that has been “MEL’ed” has been determined to not adversely affect the airworthi-
ness of an aircraft or safety of flight.
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a particular runway (something that is not supposed to occur if NextGen is oper-
ating as envisioned). These off-nominal situations under NextGen are also con-
sidered off-nominal (but common) in today’s classification scheme.

Situations aboard aircraft, which have historically been classified as abnormal3 
by the industry, would generally be categorized as “off-nominal” under NextGen. 
These situations are important for the crew to detect and address, but are not 
time critical and do not pose a significant threat to life or the airworthiness of the 
aircraft. They typically involve the failure of technology or equipment that does not 
reach the level of an emergency, such as the overheating of an air conditioning 
pack. Thus, the NextGen off-nominal category includes not only the completion of 
atypical procedures (a missed approach/go-around, dispatching with MEL’ed), or 
the breakdown of operations (delays and backlogs), but also the malfunction of 
technologies and equipment.  

Consequently, NextGen off-nominal situations will differ along two important 
dimensions: “character” and regularity of occurrence.  In terms of character, some 
off-nominals will require significant attention and intervention and may have 
important implications for operations, such as the malfunction of some types of 
equipment or technologies.  However, other off-nominal conditions may be rela-
tively benign and may have few requirements for attention and intervention, such 
as dispatching an aircraft with some equipment MEL’ed.  Character is not a static 
trait and may vary as a function of other conditions. For example, dispatching an 
aircraft with an inoperative thrust reverser (i.e., thrust reverser is MEL’ed) will 
likely require more crew attention and planning when attempting a landing on a 
wet runway in a crosswind. Conversely, landing that same aircraft with a MEL’ed 
thrust reverser on a dry runway with winds straight down the runway may not be 
an issue.

With regard to the second dimension, some current off-nominal situations 
occur with a fair degree of regularity and may continue to be relatively common 
under NextGen, such as the previous example (see the “Common Off-Nominal 
but not Abnormal” portion of Figure 1). Other off-nominal situations should be far 
rarer under NextGen, such as delays in terminal operations, and should comprise 
the bulk of off-nominal NextGen situations.  

To summarize, under NextGen the label “off-nominal” could be applied to 
many conditions currently identified as abnormal, in addition to all types of situa-
tions that fall outside of the conception of nominal or idealized NextGen opera-
tions or procedures, but do not meet the criteria for an emergency (see Figure 
1).
3 Historically, aircraft situations that deviated from normal operation were termed either “abnormal” sit-
uations or “emergencies.” At least one US air carrier uses the term “irregular” rather than “abnormal,” 
and the Federal Aviation Administration sometimes uses the term “non-normal” in place of “abnormal.” 
Several years ago, Boeing adopted the term “non-normal” but uses this term to apply to what had 
previously been both abnormal and emergency conditions. Therefore, because the term “non-normal” 
has two different meanings within the industry, it is not used in this paper to avoid confusion (except 
in the section where Boeing’s adoption of the term is discussed).
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Off-nominals

Abnormal

Emergencies

Abnormal        Emergency

Common but not Abnormal

Abnormals

Common Off-nominal 
but not Abnormal

Common      
  Abnormal

Off-nominal      Emergency 

Off-nominal      Abnormal       Emergency 

Figure 1.  Emergency, Abnormal, and Off-nominal Situations under NextGen
(Common off-nominal conditions are those that occur quite frequently but are not,considered abnor-
mal, such as dispatching an aircraft with equipment MEL’ed. Off-nominal conditions can,  sometimes 
contribute to another situation becoming one that is abnormal or an emergency.)

Emergencies are generally understood to be situations with significant poten-
tial for injury, loss of life, and/or severe damage to aircraft, equipment, or infrastruc-
ture (Burian, Barshi, & Dismukes, 2005; Stokes & Kite, 1994). This conception is 
not likely to change under NextGen. Often emergencies are time-critical events 
and response must be immediate to avert catastrophe.

In the off-nominal discussion above, abnormal conditions were located within 
the realm of NextGen off-nominal situations. Unfortunately, the conception of how 
to classify today’s abnormal situations under NextGen is not so cut and dried.  
Some abnormal conditions may actually become emergencies if left unattended.  
Hence, in Figure 1, circles representing abnormal situations can be found within 
both the off-nominal and emergency categories, although only abnormal situations 
which evolve into emergencies belong in the emergency realm.  Thus, a situation 
may begin as an off-nominal under NextGen and jump the boundary to become an 
emergency  

Further complicating the classification of situations as either off-nominal or 
emergency is the same underlying condition might be considered either an 
abnormal (hence, an off-nominal condition) or an emergency depending upon the 
context and circumstances in which it occurs. For example, a fuel leak discovered 
while on approach to landing would most likely not be considered an emergency 
(but rather an abnormal, i.e., off-nominal situation) whereas the same fuel leak 
discovered at cruise altitude during flight over an ocean most likely would be con-
sidered an emergency. Thus, under NextGen the contextual factors surrounding a 
situation must be considered if for some reason it becomes important to categorize 
that situation as either off-nominal or an emergency.

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations
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The final complication in this discussion is that just as abnormal situations 
may become emergencies, some off-nominal conditions may contribute to other 
off-nominal situations becoming abnormal or emergencies (using today’s classifi-
cation scheme). For example, an aircraft might be dispatched with the interphone 
between the cabin and cockpit inoperative.  Because different patterns of chimes 
are often used for routine communication from the cockpit to the cabin, dispatching 
the aircraft this way might be considered simply off-nominal.  However, should the 
cabin crew hear an unusual noise or smell smoke, the lack of an easy way to 
communicate these observations to the flight deck crew turns these situations 
into ones that are abnormal or emergencies.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the realm of possible off-nominal conditions 
should be much larger than the realm of emergency conditions. This is in part 
because emergencies occur with far less frequency than off-nominal situations. 
Additionally, the off-nominal category includes not only most of the possible mal-
functions that may occur in equipment and advanced technologies but also most 
conceivable breakdowns in the operations upon which NextGen system is so 
dependent.

Although clarity in nomenclature regarding emergencies and off-nominals is 
required, making a distinction between emergencies and off-nominals may not be 
necessary or even desired when the events are unfolding. Several years ago, 
engineers at Boeing decided to use the term “non-normal” to refer to all situations 
historically characterized as either “emergencies” or “abnormals”  (D. Boorman, 
personal communication, January 19, 2001). They thought that the same situa-
tion could be either an emergency or an abnormal depending upon other contex-
tual factors, as described earlier. Additionally, collapsing these situations and the 
procedures for responding to them into one category—non-normal—eliminated 
the need for pilots to recall if a situation was categorized as an abnormal or an 
emergency by procedure developers when attempting to locate the procedure for 
responding to it. Similar considerations will need to be undertaken by NextGen 
developers—what is the best way of thinking about NextGen emergencies and 
off-nominals to ensure ease and speed of procedure location and response?

The NextGen Concept of Operations and Emergency and Off-nominal Situations
The current version of the NextGen Concept of Operations (JPDO, 2007) 

does not go into detail beyond the two high-level categories of emergencies and 
off-nominal situations.  This document specifies seven main areas in which 
NextGen technologies and operations must be responsive to emergencies and 
off-nominal situations, and these seven areas cut across the eight key capabili-
ties of NextGen:

Information Availability and Sharing:1. 
Network-Enabled Operationsa. 
Surveillance Information Servicesb. 
Flight Data Management Systemc. 

Net-Centric Infrastructure: Voice by Exception2. 
Flow Corridors3. 
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Flow Contingency Management4. 
Functional Task Allocation5. 
The Role and Training of Air Navigation Service Providers6. 
Response to Security Threats and Attacks7. 

The range of emergency and off-nominal conditions addressed within each of 
these seven areas, described below, includes one or more of the following:

emergency or off-nominal conditions aboard aircraft in the air or on the •	
ground
emergency or off-nominal conditions regarding the functioning of •	
the NextGen architecture (which includes the failure, malfunction, 
degradation, or errors of technologies and equipment, personnel, and 
operating procedures)
emergency conditions related to a security breach or threat•	

Information Availability and Sharing.
It is envisioned that airport operators, air navigation services, flight operators, 

and other stakeholders will be able to identify, monitor, and respond to emergency 
and off-nominal situations better through Network-Enabled Operations, Surveil-
lance Information Services, and alerts generated by Flight Data Management Ser-
vices. Communication regarding the situation, response, and needs will be “auto-
matically routed to the appropriate user groups” and made available to “adjacent 
jurisdictions and relevant regional and/or national entities” enabling them to “pro-
vide the most efficient support possible” (JPDO, 2007, p. 3-11).

Under NextGen, a level of required communications performance (RCP) for all 
types of data and voice communication will be mandated and contingency opera-
tions that will ensure continuity of operations for the air traffic system will be estab-
lished, which will include standardized responses to emergencies and all hazards. 
(JDPO, 2007).  

Net-Centric Infrastructure: Voice by Exception.
Although datalink will be the preferred method of communication between the 

flight deck and ground under NextGen, “voice will be used in cases of emergency 
such as [one affecting the] safety of flight (e.g., a situation where a conflict or 
midair collision is imminent and voice [communication] will preclude an incident)” 
(JDPO, 2007; p. 4-2).  

Flow Corridors
The NextGen Concept of Operations (JDPO, 2007) specifies that procedures 

will exist that allow aircraft with declared emergencies to safely exit the flow cor-
ridor, which is reserved for aircraft flying 4-D trajectory assignments. The unstated 
assumption is that aircraft with emergencies may no longer meet the equipment or 
performance requirements allowing use of the flow corridor and/or may need to 
alter their flight plans (i.e., divert) or require additional services from air navigation 
service providers.

Flow Contingency Management
Flow Contingency Management “is the process that identifies and resolves 

congestion or complexity resulting from blocked or constrained airspace or other 

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations
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off-nominal conditions” (JPDO, 2007; p. 2-16).  The process aims to affect as few 
flights as possible to deal with a constraint, and a variety of strategies may be 
used including “establishing multiple trajectories and/or flow corridors to reduce 
complexity, restructuring the airspace to provide more system capacity, or allo-
cating time-of-arrival and -departure slots to runways or airspace” (p. 2-16).

Functional Task Allocation
The NextGen ATM system will rely heavily on the use of technologies and 

automation both in the air and on the ground, and the NextGen Concept of Oper-
ations requires appropriate allocation of roles and tasks to humans and automa-
tion (JPDO, 2007).  Part of the decision about which tasks to fully automate will 
depend on ensuring “that service providers and flight operators perform well and 
can respond to off-nominal and emergency events when required” (JPDO, 2007, 
p. 2-11).  Under NextGen, fail-safe modes and back-up functions that do not fully 
depend upon human intervention are supposed to be in place to provide multiple 
“layers of protection to allow for graceful degradation of services in the event of 
automation failures” (p. 2-11).  

Additionally, an area identified for research in the Concept of Operations doc-
ument is the exploration of “which NextGen systems should be fully automated 
without relying on human intervention for off-nominal situations” (JPDO, 2007, p. 
C-4).  Thus, the use of automation should not impede human intervention in 
emergency and off-nominal situations.  Automation is identified as both a poten-
tial source of off-nominal situations and as a potential solver of off-nominal condi-
tions.

The Role and Training of Air Navigation Service Providers
It is expected that a significant portion of the training of air navigation service 

providers under NextGen will be devoted to the management of emergency and 
off-nominal operations using varying levels of automated support, including the 
possibility of no automation support (JPDO, 2007). 

Response to Security Threats and Attacks
The NextGen Concept of Operations includes consideration of some require-

ments for adequate identification and detection of security threats and attacks, 
including chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, high-yield explosives, and 
cyber attacks against the NextGen computer network and infrastructure. The 
document specifies that the emergency response to these types of situations 
must be “appropriately rehearsed to ensure that the responders are fully pre-
pared and informed for any contingency” (JPDO, 2007, p. 6-7).  The secure 
exchange of information is specified as a need during these events (JPDO, 2007) 
but is also required during normal operations.

What is Missing?
As discussed, the NextGen Concept of Operations (JPDO, 2007) specifies 

several objectives regarding how to manage emergency and off-nominal situa-
tions and their effects.  However, several of these objectives have not received 
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sufficient consideration. Other issues were not addressed at all. The remainder of 
this paper explores two of the areas that require further investigation: 1) the full 
range and effects of emergency and off-nominal situations, and 2) human responses 
to stress, workload, and emergencies.

Full Range and Impact of Emergency and Off-nominal Situations
One of the most significant issues requiring further attention is the need to 

explore, in-depth, the full range of potential emergency and off-nominal situations 
and the many ways in which these situations may affect NextGen operations. An 
emergency or off-nominal condition can originate in a human, a technology or 
equipment (software or hardware), or in a poorly designed operating procedure. 
The effects of these conditions may be constrained to one area or may be propa-
gated among several. A wide array of situations will occur, some more frequently 
than others will. For example, consider just a few situations that might occur 
involving a single aircraft: a general aviation aircraft is lost, an aircraft is caught 
unexpectedly in a microburst while on approach, an aircraft experiences a gear 
malfunction on take-off and must burn off fuel for several hours before returning to 
the departure airport to land (e.g., JetBlue 292), an aircraft experiences a time 
critical emergency while at cruise altitude (e.g., in-flight fire) and must divert to an 
unfamiliar airport (e.g., FedEx 1406), an aircraft lands with a passenger on-board 
who is suspected to have a highly contagious disease (e.g., Cathay Pacific 451), 
an aircraft crash lands at an airport, thereby closing one or more runways (e.g., 
Continental 1943).  Each of these situations varies in the degree that outside inter-
vention may be necessary and the types of effects each have on the functioning of 
the individual aircraft, as well as the functioning of the ATM system.

It is appropriate to develop procedures so aircraft experiencing an emergency 
or off-nominal condition can depart flow corridors. However, what about inade-
quately-equipped aircraft that need to enter into or disrupt the flow of other aircraft 
in a corridor, due to a time-critical emergency? On average, three aircraft divert 
every day due to smoke in the cockpit (Shaw, 2000); diversions will continue to be 
a reality under NextGen and procedures must be in place to accommodate them. 
It is also common for an aircraft to need a “piece of sky” to circle in a holding pat-
tern to allow time to figure out an on-board anomaly, complete checklists, or burn 
off fuel; this also is unlikely to change under NextGen. The concept of a “graceful 
degradation of services” has often been applied broadly to more than automation 
failures by those developing NextGen concepts, technologies, and procedures. 
Unfortunately, there is nothing graceful in the “degradation of services” at an air-
port when an accident suddenly closes down runways, or if, aircraft at multiple 
airports need to be quarantined. The NextGen Concept of Operations must foresee 
all these and other types of emergency and off-nominal conditions, and develop 
procedures to manage them.

Not all off-nominals will originate with aircraft. For example, an air navigation 
service provider who is severely fatigued will be vulnerable to confusion and loss 
of situation awareness. Initially, the origin and effect of the off-nominal condition, 
fatigue, are confined to the human operator.  However, because of this fatigue, the 
air navigation service provider could be delayed in responding to the needs of a 
particular flight or may not attend appropriately to a degradation in automation 
functioning, thereby adversely affecting the spacing of multiple aircraft departing a 

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations
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busy airport.  Thus, the operation of single aircraft or the operation of the system 
as a whole is affected.  Similarly, the malfunction of NextGen automated tech-
nologies will affect not only the functioning of ATM systems/operations, but also 
the responses required by individual aircraft and the human operators who must 
react and adjust.

It is essential to examine not only what is affected, but how these effects and 
potential ripple effects may be manifested. For example, imagine that Flight 123 
is at cruise altitude in a flow corridor on a flight from Airport A to Airport B when 
the pilots notice a slight decrease in cabin altitude, indicating an increase in cabin 
pressure. In keeping with the earlier definition of terms, this is an off-nominal situ-
ation and, at this point, involves only the single aircraft (the locus of both the 
occurrence of the off-nominal condition and its effect). The pilots observe that the 
cabin altitude is very slowly continuing to decrease and then a BLEED LEAK 
BODY message appears on the crew alerting display. About this same time, a 
potential conflict with another aircraft is alerted and a datalink message from their 
airline dispatcher is received.

The crew must manage multiple tasks concurrently, their workload and stress 
have increased – potential conflicts with other aircraft and problems with pres-
surization and bleed leaks are both attention grabbers. Thus, the crew’s perfor-
mance is affected as they fixate on one or two of these tasks to the exclusion of 
others, causing a ripple effect. 

The monitoring pilot accesses the electronic checklist for the bleed leak con-
dition and notes that the bleed air system should automatically isolate the leak. 
Both pilots continue to monitor the cabin altitude as the Engine Bleed Switch OFF 
lights and the Isolation Switch CLOSED lights on the overhead panel automati-
cally illuminate and extinguish. The flight attendants call to let them know that 
passengers are complaining of being too hot. While the monitoring pilot explains 
the situation to the flight attendants, the flying pilot attends to the potential conflict 
with another aircraft and the message from dispatch remains unread. The flight 
crew discusses other possible actions, such as starting the auxiliary power unit 
(APU) to supplement hydraulic power that may be lost, but using the APU neces-
sitates descent to a lower altitude. At this point, the crew is reluctant to declare an 
emergency – it is possible that the aircraft automation will stabilize the situation, 
and they do not want to drop to a lower altitude (out of the flow corridor) or divert 
unnecessarily. However, if their situation is not rapidly stabilized, they run the risk 
of air conditioning smoke or fire as hot bleed air continues to be vented into the 
cabin. This off-nominal condition will have transitioned to a time-critical emer-
gency, one likely demanding an immediate diversion.

Are procedures in place for the crew to use in the event that automated tech-
nology (isolation of the bleed leak) fails? What might be the consequences of the 
crew’s fixation and subsequent shedding of other tasks? How and when should 
air service navigation providers be informed and get involved? Will an air service 
navigation provider be available, if, for example, inclement weather requires 
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human involvement in adjusting flow corridors and the flights of other aircraft? How 
will diversions be handled and how will possible disruptions to the overall system 
be managed? If it is best that an emergency aircraft land at its intended airport of 
arrival, should it remain in the flow corridor, and if so, what should be done with 
other aircraft that precede it in the corridor?

What should become apparent through reading this brief scenario and the 
associated questions is that a great deal of thinking is required about the effects 
that off-nominal and emergency conditions have upon human performance, the 
use of and dependence upon automation, and the functioning of the overall system. 
Assumptions about available resources and the functioning of procedures must be 
made explicit and tested. Researchers and developers must iteratively ask, “Well, 
what if…?” to account for as many exigencies as possible. The capabilities and 
limitations of humans and automation to respond to emergencies and off-nominals 
must be considered (more on this in the next section) along with all of the tasks 
that must be completed, the demands that completion of these tasks place on 
humans, technology, and operational procedures, and how these demands should 
be accommodated and facilitated under NextGen.

Human Responses to Stress, Workload, and Emergencies 
Much has been learned through the study of aviation incidents, accidents, and 

human response to emergencies and other unexpected events, high workload and 
stress (e.g., Burian, 2005, 2006; Burian & Barshi, 2003; Kochan, Breiter, & Jentsch, 
2007; Staal, 2004, Stokes & Kite, 1994; Tremaud, 2002; Woods & Patterson, 
2001). This wealth of information should inform the development and design of 
NextGen technologies and procedures to ensure adequate and appropriate 
response to emergency and off-nominal situations. For example, in a recent anal-
ysis of 19 major accidents in the U.S. where pilot error was determined by the 
National Transportation Safety Board to be a contributory or causal factor (Dis-
mukes, Berman, & Loukopoulos, 2007), six clusters of errors were identified, four 
of which are relevant to emergency and off-nominal situations:

Inadequate execution of emergency procedures under challenging 1. 
conditions
Inadequate response to rare situations2. 
Judgment in ambiguous situations that hindsight proves wrong3. 
Deviation from explicit guidance or standard operating procedures4. 

Several cross-cutting issues that contributed to these accidents were noted, 
including the need to manage multiple tasks concurrently and deal with greatly 
increased workloads, emergency and off-nominal situations that required very 
rapid responses (this was the case for two-thirds of the 19 accidents analyzed), 
equipment failures and design flaws (also occurring in two-thirds of the accidents), 
and information cues that were absent or displayed in a misleading fashion to the 
flight crews (Dismukes, Berman, & Loukopoulos, 2007). NextGen technology and 
procedure developers will find the detailed analyses and countermeasures pro-
vided in Dismukes, et al. and similar resources to be quite informative. Anticipated 
advances in technologies and automation will not obviate the lessons to be learned 
in these studies and their relevance to dealing with emergency and off-nominal 
conditions under NextGen.

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations
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Although NextGen automation will manage many common off-nominal condi-
tions, or those that can be anticipated in advance by design engineers, situations 
that are uncommon, unanticipated, or ambiguous will still likely require human 
intervention. In fact, the ability to formulate and carry out a plan in the face of 
ambiguous or incomplete information is one of the areas in which humans far 
outshine the performance or abilities of automation. Even so, emergency and off-
nominal situations, unless frequently encountered or trained, tend to require 
effortful cognitive processing (Hendy, Farrell, & East, 2001), which increases the 
time needed for human response. This will be true for pilots responding to an 
emergency and for air service navigation providers who assist or respond to an 
off-nominal situation affecting the larger system.

Studies of human performance have found that under stress (common during 
emergencies and off-nominal situations) attention tends to narrow so that only the 
few cues perceived to be the most threatening or salient are attended to (e.g., 
Bundesen, 1990; Wickens, 1984). This tunneling of attention means that other 
cues relevant to the situation may go unnoticed. Working memory is also nega-
tively affected by stress (Baddeley, 1986), so humans experiencing high degrees 
of stress will likely have more difficulty pulling together disparate information from 
multiple sources and making sense of it – something often required in ambiguous 
or confusing emergency situations (Burian, Barshi, & Dismukes, 2005; Hendy, 
Farrell, & East, 2001).  

So what does this have to do with the NextGen Concept of Operations? Ear-
lier in this paper a case was made for examining the full range of emergency and 
off-nominal situations and their diverse effects. Degradation of human perfor-
mance capabilities under stress is one of those effects. “Too often, procedures to 
be followed in the event of emergencies are written as if the humans following 
them will be operating at 100% peak efficiency” (Capt. David Keeling, personal 
communication, August 10, 2001). A few concerns regarding human performance 
during off-nominal situations do appear in the NextGen Concept of Operations. 
For example, in a discussion about function allocation between automation and 
humans, the need to ensure human operators’ situation awareness in the event 
of automation failure is recognized. However, a much broader range of human 
capabilities and limitations when responding to emergency and off-nominal situa-
tions must be considered. Such consideration will allow appropriate countermea-
sures and mitigations to be developed, validated, and implemented in NextGen to 
accommodate and lessen the impact of these human limitations, and provide a 
foundation for developing strategies to take full advantage of unique human capa-
bilities to set priorities and solve problems.. 

So far, this discussion has focused largely on the cognitive performance of 
individuals when faced with stress. However, it should be remembered that the 
larger socio-cultural environment in which NextGen operations will take place, will 
also affect how emergency and off-nominal conditions are handled. For example, 
pilots are often reluctant to declare an emergency in today’s aviation environ-
ment. The reasons for this reluctance include fear of drawing the attention of 
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regulators, not wanting to have to complete lengthy reports, and possibly even 
ego--i.e., I don’t need any help; I can handle this! (Barshi & Kowalski, 2003). Simi-
larly, company and economic pressures affect the decisions pilots make about how 
to respond to some off-nominal conditions, such as bypassing alternate airports in 
order to divert to one where maintenance services are available (Burian & Barshi, 
2003).

We cannot know at this point what socio-cultural forces will come into play by 
the time NextGen ATM operations are implemented, and we cannot be certain how 
these forces will influence human responses to emergencies and off-nominal situ-
ations, subtly or not so subtly. Nonetheless, it is incumbent upon those developing 
technologies and procedures for emergency and off-nominal situations under 
NextGen to keep in mind that such pressures will exist and, to the extent possible, 
anticipate the consequences of these pressures and develop appropriate counter-
measures and mitigations.

Conclusion
Currently different populations within the aviation industry use different terms 

to describe the same situation (e.g., abnormal, irregular), the same term to describe 
different kinds of situations (e.g., non-normal = abnormal; non-normal = emer-
gency + abnormal), and terms pertaining to emergency or off-nominal situations 
that may not be commonly used or understood by others in the industry (e.g., 
urgency situation). The terms “emergency” and “off-nominal” used in the NextGen 
Concept of Operations (JPDO) are neither defined nor described. To ensure that 
responses to NextGen emergency and off-nominal situations are adequate and 
effective, researchers and developers need to adopt a common nomenclature and 
must be clear about what is meant when that nomenclature is used.  

What are the ranges of off-nominal and emergency situations that must be 
accommodated and what kinds of problems and ripple effects can be anticipated? 
What are the capabilities and limitations that human operators, technologies, and 
procedures bring to these situations and how might socio-cultural pressures play a 
role? This paper has only introduced the need to address these questions. Multiple 
techniques and approaches are available to assist researchers and developers in 
anticipating the effects of off-nominals and emergencies on NextGen operations 
such as cognitive walk-throughs (Wharton, Rieman, Lewis, & Polson, 1994), mod-
eling (Foyle & Hooey, 2008), formal methods (Clarke & Wing, 1996), and failure 
mode and effects analyses (FMEA; Stamatis, 2003). Other techniques that take a 
solely systemic view of hazard analysis, such as the Systems-Theoretic Accident 
Modeling and Process (STAMP) approach developed by Leveson (2003) and her 
colleagues, will also be needed for anticipating and assessing the effects of emer-
gencies and off-nominals on the entire NextGen ATM system.  

Through research, we have some knowledge about the effects of stress and 
workload on human performance (e.g., tunneling, reduced working memory 
capacity); however, much of this knowledge has been derived from carefully con-
trolled laboratory studies. These findings need to be extended and validated in the 
real world-operating environment. This knowledge must then be applied by 
NextGen researchers and developers when designing procedures and technolo-

Emergency and Off-Nominal Situations
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gies to accommodate human limitations and take maximal advantage of human 
capabilities when responding to the stress and high workload that will naturally 
accompany emergency and off-nominal situations under NextGen.

In the NextGen concept of Operations (JPDO, 2007) several important objec-
tives have been stated with regard to the functioning of the air traffic management 
system of the future; it is now necessary that all who are working on developing 
NextGen concepts, technologies, and procedures go much further in their consid-
eration of emergency and off-nominal situations and their effects.
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Abstract

The current study was conducted in order to determine if strategic team training at an air 
traffic control task would increase long-term performance compared to teams that received 
factual training. Half of the teams engaged in strategic training prior to longitudinal assess-
ment of performance in CTEAM (a simulated air traffic control task), whereas the other 
teams received factual training. Those teams that received strategic training consistently 
had lower delay times than the factually trained teams. Over the initial set of trials there 
was a speed-accuracy tradeoff, but this did not continue over subsequent trials; strategi-
cally trained teams continued to outperform factually trained teams on delay time, but 
performed similarly on accuracy for the remainder of the trials.  Strategies were aimed 
at reducing the time to complete the necessary components of the CTEAM task and the 
results reflect this training benefit.  Overall, these results imply that the strategic training 
method elicited positive long-term effects on performance in the dynamic decision environ-
ment.

Performance Assessment of Strategic Team 
Training in Simulated Air Traffic Control

Dwyer (1984) defines a team as two or more individuals who have a specific 
role and specialized skills or knowledge that are used in an interdependent way 
to accomplish a common task. Cooke, Salas, Cannon-Bowers, and Stout (2000) 
incorporate a division of labor into their definition, in which team members per-
form heterogeneous tasks. Therefore, a complete definition of a team utilizes 
heterogeneity of team membership and interdependency to accomplish a given 
task. 

mailto:cvowels@ksu.edu
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The interdependency of members illustrates the key difference between a 
group and a team. If  a group of people is given multiple tasks to complete and one 
group member fails at a given task, then it is necessary for another group member 
to compensate for this failure. In contrast, team members cannot compensate for 
another member’s poor performance. If one team member fails at a given task, the 
entire team performance suffers. This difference between a group and a team is 
important, as a group places emphasis on independent individual performance, 
while a team emphasizes individuals functioning as one cohesive unit.   

Controller Teamwork Evaluation Assessment Manual (CTEAM)
Edwards (1962) defined dynamic decision making by three factors. The first is 

that a series of actions must be made over time to achieve an overall goal. The 
second is that these actions are interdependent, such that later decision making 
depends on earlier actions. Third, the decision environment changes both sponta-
neously and as a consequence of earlier actions. 

Computer microworlds, such as CTEAM, reflect the three criteria proposed by 
Edwards. CTEAM (Bailey, Broach, Thompson, & Enos, 1999) is a dynamic air-
traffic-control microworld that contains four sectors, one for each participant to 
control. [See screen shot of C-TEAM in Figure 1.] Performance in each individual 
sector is dependent upon performance in adjoining sectors, and thus, CTEAM is a 
team task. 

Note: On the right is the command action control panel by which operators controlled 
heading, speed, and altitude. On the left are feedback indicators for each of the performance 
variables: number of errors, delay time, and percent of planes landed.  In the center, is the 
amount of visible airspace available to an operator.
Figure 1. Screen shot of CTEAM microworld simulation.
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The objective of CTEAM is to direct aircraft to their appropriate destination as 
efficiently and safely as possible. The current study utilized a four-sector (team) 
version of CTEAM with a single controller for each sector. CTEAM is especially 
appropriate for studying team performance because it allows for experimental 
control in creating scenarios. When using this microworld platform, the researcher 
is able to manipulate, a) how long the scenario lasts, b) how many aircraft will 
appear in each sector throughout the scenario, c) where each aircraft will appear, 
and d) the location of obstacles and airports within the sector. 

All the scenarios in the current study lasted 28 minutes, which has been dem-
onstrated to be adequate time to complete each scenario (Raacke, 2003). Each 
of the four sectors contains two airports and two gates to pass aircraft from one 
controller to another. Finally, all of the aircraft started in the same relative location 
within each sector, equidistant from their respective airports. CTEAM saves all 
scenarios in their entirety allowing an exact replay of events in real-time. 

 
The CTEAM controllers have the ability to direct aircraft by changing their 

direction (heading), speed, and altitude on a command toolbar. In addition, each 
operator receives feedback on their performance via a display of error bars for 
each of the three performance variables (time delay, operational errors, and per-
centage of aircraft landed). 

The first performance variable assessed is the time delay for each aircraft. 
The CTEAM program estimates the optimal enroute time for each aircraft to reach 
its respective airport. Deviations from this calculated optimal time route adds time 
delay to the team’s delay score, which has a cumulative negative impact on team 
performance. Thus, if the controllers do not hand off aircraft from one team 
member to another, if the aircraft encounters a barrier, or if the aircraft do not 
reach their respective airports in the optimal time, then there will be higher time 
delay. Likewise, if an aircraft crashes, then that aircraft is automatically assigned 
a time value at the total length of the scenario. Thus, time delay is also directly 
related to the number of crashes. 

The second performance variable is the number of operational errors that 
occurred. Operational errors are defined by a count of the number of aircraft that 
fly into restricted airspace, including separation errors. Separation errors are 
defined as when one aircraft gets too close to another aircraft at the same altitude 
or when an aircraft gets too close to barriers. Note that a separation error does 
not necessarily mean that the aircraft crash into each other. When a separation 
error is committed, the aircraft turns red, warning that a crash may occur. Both 
separation errors and crashes are considered operational errors; the more errors 
that are committed, the more deleterious the effect on the team’s overall perfor-
mance.  

 
The final performance variable is percentage of aircraft reaching their desti-

nation; the higher the score, the better the performance. CTEAM calculates the 
number of aircraft in each sector along with their destination sector. Once an air-
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craft reaches its airport, the team percentage increases for the landing of that air-
craft. This performance variable is inversely related to the number of aircraft 
crashes; therefore, as more aircraft crash, the team percentage of aircraft reaching 
their final destination is lower.  

 
Each aircraft had a data block next to it (Figure 1), which contained information 

about direction, speed, altitude, and the route that the aircraft was to follow; the 
controller could manipulate each of these components. The number of aircraft for 
each sector varied with the difficulty of the scenarios: the low-density scenarios 
contained 24 aircraft (6 for each sector), the medium-density contained 36 aircraft 
(9 for each sector), and the high-density scenarios contained 48 aircraft (12 for 
each sector). Practice scenarios incorporated portions of the low, medium, and 
high-density scenarios, such that these scenarios became increasingly difficult as 
time continued; however, these scenarios are not included in the analysis. 

 
At the team level, the task for participants is to activate their aircraft and hand 

them off to their teammates in order for the aircraft to reach their destination as 
quickly as possible, while making the fewest errors. Participants are able to view 
their airspace, and a portion of the airspace of two of their teammates. Since par-
ticipants only have control over their respective airspace and rely on their team-
mates to operate effectively within each of theirs, this makes for a true team task. 
That is, if a team member does not hand off their aircraft, or crashes aircraft, then 
the entire team score will be poor.

Training on CTEAM
 The purpose of training on any task is to improve performance. For 

instance, Gaeth and Shanteau (1984) were able to improve the accuracy of soil 
judges by training them to reduce the influence of irrelevant materials (e.g., excess 
moisture) on soil classification. Moreover, they found that hands-on “laboratory” 
training was more effective than formal “lecture” training.  

Training is different from practice. Practice effects result from repeated expo-
sure to the task. Training involves the accomplishment of certain performance out-
comes specifically targeted by instruction or other means. Of course, it is possible 
to observe both training and practice effects: the former from instruction and the 
latter through repetition. A relevant example of practice comes from Thomas, Wil-
lems, Shanteau, Raacke, and Friel’s (2001) study of air traffic controllers. Unfortu-
nately, there was no control group, making interpretability difficult. 

 
An example of a training study on individuals can be seen in Friel, Thomas, 

Raacke, and Shanteau (2002). In that study, half of the participants received stra-
tegic training on how to improve individual CTEAM performance and the other half 
received factual training. The strategic training involved showing participants strat-
egies that were gathered from expert air traffic controllers. One such strategy was 
to fly the aircraft in a diamond formation instead of a box formation, which helps 
aircraft reach their destination faster. Another strategy, called the “string of pearls,” 
involved lining up aircraft one right after the other, like a string of pearls. A third 
strategy, placed all aircraft at one particular altitude going counterclockwise with 
aircraft at a different altitude going clockwise. Overall, there were eight different 
strategies. 
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Results from Friel et al (2002) showed that individuals who received the stra-
tegic training made significantly fewer operational errors and performed better 
than those who received factual training.  

Overview of the current study
The purpose of the current study was to apply the individual training approach 

used by Friel, et al. (2002) to teams. In addition, the teams used in the current 
study will be compared to those from Raacke (2003) that used only factual training 
procedures for the participants, i.e., providing information on how to read the 
computer screen, how to issue directional commands, and how to manage the 
sector. Therefore, based on the past literature and the results from Raacke (2003), 
the following research questions were developed:

RQ1: Will strategic team training positively affect delay time, such 
that strategically trained teams will have lower delay time than 
factually trained teams?  

RQ2: Will strategic team training positively affect number of errors 
committed, such that strategically trained teams will commit 
fewer errors than factually trained teams?  

RQ3: Will strategic team training positively affect percentage of 
aircraft landed, such that strategically trained teams will land 
more aircraft than factually trained teams?  

Method

Participants 
Twenty participants from a large Midwestern University participated in the 

current study. All of the participants were undergraduates and received $10 per 
1.5 hours (one session) of their time. Five, four-person teams were created by 
matching participants on the availability of their schedules. Twelve of the partici-
pants were male, eight were female, and 95 percent were Caucasian. 

Materials
CTEAM, a real time air traffic control simulator, which has been used by the 

Federal Aviation Administration, was the computer program used. As in previous 
work using CTEAM, the objective of the participants was to use this dynamic 
microworld to command aircraft to reach their destination as quickly as possible 
while making the fewest operational errors.

Training Videos. Three training videos were viewed by strategically trained 
teams prior to the start of the measured trials. These videos were a combination 
of Microsoft Power Point presentations and various replay files, which depicted 
CTEAM scenarios of how to correctly and incorrectly complete various tasks 
(e.g., handing off aircraft). The first training video comprised the basics of CTEAM. 
Specifically, this video contained information on how to change the direction, 
speed, and altitude of an aircraft, how to activate an aircraft, and the definition of 
air traffic control; this was consistent with the initial information provided by 
Raacke (2003). 
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Unique to the current study, however, was the use of replay files that specifi-
cally demonstrated how to change the dynamics of the aircraft (i.e., changing 
direction, altitude, and so forth) and what separation errors look like. Participants 
were subsequently asked to demonstrate the previously viewed skill set. 

 
The second video consisted of individual CTEAM strategies on how to 

maneuver aircraft from one gate or location to another successfully. These strate-
gies were utilized by Friel et al. (2002), which included the diamond method 
(moving aircraft in a diamond shape instead of a box shape), string of pearls (lining 
up aircraft that are going in one direction), and the different altitude method. The 
replay files consisted of the correct way to control aircraft (diamond) and an incor-
rect way (square). 

 
The final video contained information on how to succeed in CTEAM as a team, 

rather than at the individual level (video two). This video illustrated the correct and 
incorrect way to make handoffs and to change the altitude of aircraft during hand-
offs so that they do not crash into each other at a gate (handoff location). The 
replay files consisted of the correct and incorrect way to complete the actions. 

Each video lasted approximately 30 minutes, and any questions asked by the 
participants were answered. In addition, after each video was viewed, the partici-
pants performed the CTEAM task either at an individual (after video 1 and 2) or a 
team (after video 3) level. Hence, these videos were interactive in the respect that 
after participants were shown how to perform a task in CTEAM, they were then 
asked to demonstrate compliance with each skill set.     

Procedure 
The overall design of the experiment followed the training protocol used by 

Raacke (2003), which used practice, low, medium, and high-density scenarios. 
The current training protocol utilized the same gradual increase in difficulty. After 
the three training videos and compliance trials, the teams engaged in two practice 
scenarios, then two low density, two medium density, and two high-density sce-
narios. The purpose of the two practice trials in the initial session was to familiarize 
the participants with working as a team on CTEAM. Each CTEAM session lasted 
28 minutes, and each team completed two sessions every time they came into the 
lab. Each session consisted of two scenarios of the same density (e.g., Low-Low, 
Medium-Medium, or High-High). 

 
Due to errors outside the control of the researcher, ie, participant cancella-

tions, only the first eight trials will be analyzed. Identical to Raacke (2003), low, 
medium, and high-density scenarios differed from one another in the number of 
aircraft presented throughout the scenarios. After the second session was com-
pleted for each day, the participants were thanked for their time, paid, and told to 
return for the next scheduled time. Upon completion of the entire experiment, the 
participants were thanked and fully debriefed.   

Behavioral Measures
The total delay time, number of operational errors, and percentage of aircraft 

that reached their destination were computed for each of the strategically trained 
and factually trained teams for the first eight trials. The total delay time was calcu-
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lated based on the amount of time it took the aircraft to reach their destination, 
with lower delay time indicative of better performance. The number of operational 
errors was computed by summing the number of times any given aircraft crashed 
into the barriers, other aircraft, airports, and/or the number of times the aircraft got 
too close to obstacles, with fewer errors being indicative of better performance. 
Finally, the percentage of aircraft to reach their destination was calculated based 
on the cumulative percentage of aircraft that landed in their respective airports 
within the time constraints of the scenarios, with a higher percentage being indic-
ative of better performance.

Results
In order to address the research questions, mean delay time, mean number 

of operational errors, and mean percentage of aircraft landed for the first eight 
trials were computed for the strategically trained and factually trained teams. As 
seen in Figure 2, mean delay times were consistently less for strategic training 
across all three densities. Indeed, a point-by-point comparison reveals nearly a 
500 msec reduction in delay times for strategic training.

Figure 2. Mean delay time for the strategically trained and factually trained 
teams for all sessions.
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In order to determine if training was beneficial for reducing time, an 8 (time) x 
2 (study) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with delay time as 
the within-subjects factor. Results showed that there was a significant main effect 
for time, F(7,56) = 14.26, p < .0001, partial η2 = .64, power = 1.00. There was not 
a significant main effect for study, nor a significant time x study interaction. Although 
not statistically significant, the results indicate that the strategically trained teams 
outperformed the factually trained teams on time delay for all experimental ses-
sions.  

The results for the number of operational errors appear in Figure 3. In the first 
session, those who were strategically trained had more errors than the factually 
trained group. However, there was little difference between the two training condi-
tions for sessions 2 and 3. A mixed Anova showed that there was a significant main 
effect for time, F(7,56) = 11.72, p < .0001, partial η2 = .59, power = 1.00. There was 
not a significant time x study interaction or a main effect for study. This result sug-
gests that training method had little effect on number of errors.

Figure 3. Mean number of operational errors for the strategically trained and 
factually trained teams across all sessions.
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main effect for study, nor a significant time x study interaction. These results sug-
gest the training did not affect the percentage of aircraft landed on time.     

Figure 4. Mean percentage of aircraft that reached their destination for the stra-
tegically trained and factually trained teams for all sessions. 

Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to compare two types of team training 

in air traffic control: strategic vs. factual training. The first research question asked 
whether strategic training would lead to lower delay times. The results showed 
that strategically trained teams consistently performed more quickly across all 
conditions in the experiment. For the second and third research questions, how-
ever, there were no significant differences of training on numbers of errors or on 
the percentage of aircraft landed. 

 
Given the content of the training, it should not be surprising that strategically 

trained operators worked more quickly. That is, strategies such as “Diamond in 
the Sky” are intended to achieve the quickest route to destination. In contrast, 
these strategies had little direct relation to the other dependent variables – number 
of errors and percent reaching destination. 
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Conclusions
It is important to determine the effect that training has on a team, especially 

when the poor performance of that team has serious consequences, as in an air 
traffic control team. Past research on individuals (Friel et al., 2002) demonstrated 
that strategic training significantly increased performance compared to factual. 
The current study extended these findings to teams. That is, strategically trained 
teams were superior on delay times compared to factually trained teams. 

 
Although the results from the current study show that strategically trained 

teams operated more quickly, there were no significant differences in the number 
of errors nor in the percentage of aircraft landed. Given the emphasis on efficient 
air traffic strategies in the training, this result is encouraging, as it suggests that 
team training can have a positive impact on aggregate behavior.

 
The results from the current studies have implications for the Federal Aviation 

Administration, especially within the context of team training for air traffic control-
lers. The current study provides evidence that strategic team training is effective 
under certain conditions. First, the strategies should correspond directly to the 
behavioral measure; in this study, minimum time strategies lead to reductions in 
delay time. Second, operators need to be shown how the strategies work; videos 
were used here. Third, the training needs to be phased in, so that the emphasis is 
first on individual performance and then on team performance.

 
However, it should be noted that the present training protocol did not incorpo-

rate traditional team training skills, such as teamwork building. Of course, it is pos-
sible to combine the present strategy-based approach with teamwork building or 
team cohesion exercise. 

 
Despite the positive training results from this study, the degree of generaliz-

ability is not guaranteed. In other words, future research is needed to determine if 
the present training approach is effective in operational air traffic control. 
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Abstract

This is the second in a series that examines the problem of runway incursions at Opera-
tional Evolution Plan-35 (OEP-35) U.S. towered airports. According to the FAA Runway 
Safety Report (2004), vehicle deviations accounted for 20% (291 events) of all runway 
incursions during the period of 2000 through 2003. The focus of this quantitative correla-
tional study examined if demographic characteristics are a significant factor in the airport 
driver training that employees receive at OEP-35 airports. Airport driver training officials 
were surveyed using a five-point Likert-type survey. The data suggested that demographic 
characteristics are significant factors in airport driver training and vary by geographic region. 
The data may assist airport operators in identifying significant demographic characteristics 
that affect the outcomes and the potential improvements that may enhance airport driver 
training programs in various geographic regions.   

This is the second in a series that examines the problem of runway incursions 
at the Operational Evolution Plan-35 (OEP-35) U.S. towered airports. The data 
from the first study suggested that a relationship existed between the methods 
used for airport driver training and the number of runway incursions at the largest 
U.S. towered airports. The American Association of Airport Executives’ (AAAE) 
interactive computer-based training program was found to be the most effective. 
The study supported the finding that both traditional and AAAE interactive com-
puter based training were effective in reducing the overall number of runway incur-
sions for all classes of incursions. This study examines the demographic data col-
lected but not analyzed in the first study to determine what demographic data were 
significant in driver training programs, if any. 
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Since the mid-1920s, commercial aviation in the United States has achieved 
a remarkable safety record. Within the National Airspace System (NAS), millions 
of operations are completed safely every year (Federal Aviation Administration, 
2005a). The combination of the pressure to reduce system delays, the complexity 
of airport operations, and the requirement for precise timing, make the airport 
movement areas unforgiving of errors by pilots, air traffic controllers, and vehicle 
drivers (FAA, 2002a).

According to Clarke (2002), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has 
developed several training programs for pilots and air traffic controllers to make 
each group more aware of runway incursion problems. In addition, the FAA insti-
tuted Standardized Taxi Routes (STRs) by FAA Order 7110.116, to assist pilots 
and air traffic controllers with surface movement of aircraft. Finally, air traffic con-
trollers are required to maintain a high level of runway incursion awareness 
through a monthly computer-based recurrent training program titled Preventing 
Runway Incursions.  

Rankin (1994) identified training of ground vehicle operators as the most 
effective FAA initiative to reduce runway incursions, however, ground vehicle 
operator training is conspicuously absent from mention in most literature; even 
though vehicle operators traverse airport movement areas on a daily basis. 

On June 21, 2002, FAA issued Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5210-20 to provide 
guidance to airport operators in developing training programs for vehicle ground 
operations. This was the first advisory circular providing airport operators with a 
list of training topics to include in a ground vehicle operator-training curriculum 
(FAA, 2002a). 

The FAA (2004b) defined runway incursions as, “Any occurrence at an airport 
involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a colli-
sion hazard or results in a loss of required separation with an aircraft taking off, 
landing, or intending to land” (p. 9). The NAS continues to experience approxi-
mately one runway incursion per week, which is classified as significant or a 
barely avoided collision (FAA 2004b).

 Runway incursions are divided into three classification types. These types 
include pilot deviations, operational deviations, and vehicle deviations. In the 
United States, pilot deviations account for approximately 57% of the total runway 
incursions, operational deviations account for 23%, and vehicle deviations 
account for 20% (FAA, 2004). After type, runway incursions are further stratified 
into four distinct categories by increasing severity, ranging from category D, the 
least severe, to category A, the most severe. Figure 1 illustrates the runway incur-
sion categories by severity.
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Increasing Severity

   Low_____________________________________________High

Figure1. Runway incursion categories by increasing severity. (FAA, 2004)

Statement of Problem and Purpose
The first study addressed the problem of runway incursions at the largest U.S. 

OEP-35 towered airports. The focus of this quantitative correlational study exam-
ined if demographics are a significant factor in the airport driver training that 
employees receive. Although vehicle deviations represent a smaller portion of the 
total U.S. runway incursions, the potential risk in the terms of loss of life is signifi-
cant. The most serious runway incursion to date (a pilot deviation) occurred in 
Tenerife, Canary Island on March 27, 1977, killing 583 people, and ranking as the 
worst disaster in aviation history (Clarke, 2002).

The purpose of this study was to identify those demographic characteristics, if 
any, which may be a significant factor in airport driver training. 

This study was significant in that no previous study has examined if demo-
graphic characteristics are a significant factor in the airport driver training that 
employees receive at OEP-35 towered airports.

 
Review of Literature

The FAA Runway Safety Blueprint 2002-2004
The goals of the FAA Runway Safety Blueprint (2002a) are consistent with 

those identified by Rankin (1994) for all airports and included the following:
Develop and distribute runway safety education and training 1. 
materials to controllers, pilots, and all other airport users.
Increase surface safety awareness throughout the aviation 2. 
community.
Assess and modify procedures to enhance runway safety.3. 
Improve runway safety data collection, analysis, and dissemination.4. 
Identify and implement enhancements to improve surface 5. 
communications.
Increase situational awareness on the airport surface.6. 
Support and deploy new technologies that reduce the potential for 7. 
collision.
Implement site-specific runway safety solutions in coordination with 8. 
local aviation communities. (p. 4)

Category D
Little or no chance
of collision but 
meets the definition 
of a runway 
incursion

Category C
Separation 
decreases but there 
is ample time and 
distance to avoid a 
potential collision

Category B
Separation 
decreases 
and there is a 
significant potential 
for collision

Category A
Separation 
decreases and 
participants take 
extreme action to 
narrowly avoid a 
collision, or there is 
a collision
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A Brief Current History on Training
Beldsoe (1999) pointed out that it was not until the 1950s that training litera-

ture began to mention the need to involve top management in training decisions. 
Training directors (that first appeared in the 1940s) became mid-to-high salaried 
positions in organizations.

 
In 1959, Kirkpatrick developed the first evaluation model that focused on 

training aspects or levels (Kirkpatrick, 1996). A popular topic at this time was 
organizational development, which led to the term human resource development 
by Leonard Nadler. Programmed training led to the popularity of teaching 
machines to deliver training (Bledsoe, 1999).

 
The 1970s and 1980s saw an increased emphasis on social issues in training. 

Popular topics included self-esteem training, quality circles for management, and 
diversity training (Bledsoe, 1999).

  
Bledsoe (1999) stated that with the election of President Bill Clinton, the 

1990s saw the establishment of the Office of Work Based Learning and a national 
endorsement of public sector training. Current training initiatives include diverse 
areas from global organizations, performance support teams, information sys-
tems, and interactive computer-based programs to help workers and employers 
achieve a balance among training, work, and family.

 
Since training has been historically linked to education, it is not surprising to 

see computer-based interactive training linked to distance education. Nanney 
(n.d.) stated distance learning could be interactive or non-interactive: 

Interactive learning can be synchronic or asynchronic, or a combination of the 
two. Synchronic learning is where the teacher and student perform interactively 
at the same time on the same subject and in every learning action they perform 
as in the traditional classroom. Non-interactive learning is mainly represented by 
the World Wide Web where the media transfers the knowledge to the learner. 
Distance education in its many forms is organized so that it is at some point 
between totally interactive and completely non-interactive learning. (Nanny, n.d., 
p. 1) 

 
According to Filipczak (1996), computer-based interactive training can be the 

most effective way to train. Almost every example of effective computer-based 
training is based on multimedia simulation or a simulated environment. Filipczak 
stated: 

The most powerful learning environments are simulators, but only when 
learning is designed into the environment. The point of multimedia training 
is not to create an interactive environment for its own sake, but to create a 
dynamic educational construct where people can learn. (p. 1) 

According to Rohland (1996), “Computerization is the trend in training. More 
companies are seeing that taking people into the classroom is not the answer” 
(p. 1).
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Past studies by Beckman (2000) and Ortiz (1993) concluded that computer-
based training devices were found to have positive skill transfer capabilities. In 
the study by Ortiz, the time to learn a new skill was reduced if computer-based 
training was used prior to traditional training. On the same subject, a study was 
conducted by Baharestanl (2005) to determine whether computer-based learners 
would do as well as rote learners if both received the same instruction and 
method. The study concluded that computer-based training, reaching diverse 
groups such as air traffic controllers, pilots, and physics students, must engage 
the learner at the rote levels to ensure that all levels of learning are achieved.

Training and Airports
According to Ragan (1997), the risk of misunderstanding ATC instructions 

communicated via the radio is high and can have deadly consequences. Cor-
rectly understanding ATC information provided by the controller is essential for 
safe airport surface operations and can only be learned through a comprehen-
sive driver-training program. For example, a paper by Ragan (1997) concluded 
with an anecdote about a student pilot with limited English proficiency who was 
asking the tower for permission to enter the traffic pattern to make a landing. The 
tower could not fully understand what he wanted, so the air traffic controller asked 
the student to state his intentions. The student responded by saying, “I intend to 
become a private pilot” (p. 34).

Finney (2000) pointed out that in a recent AAAE Airport Training Survey and 
Needs Assessment, over half of the U.S. airports still lack a specifically desig-
nated training manager, training remains primarily a decentralized function, 
funding continues to be a pressing concern, and there is a lack of consistency 
and comprehensiveness.

The FAA (2004) determined that the 35 busiest U.S. airports have twice the 
average number of reported runway incursions, and the problem continues to 
persist despite the best efforts of the industry. This is evidenced by the news 
articles in Table 1.

Table 1
Recent Newspaper Articles on Runway Incursions

“Airplane Fender-Bender At PHL Airport”
CBS 3 (Philadelphia) – Nov. 30, 2004 12:05 PM (ET)
There were some tense moments at Philadelphia International Airport on Tuesday morning when 
a small plane brushed a tractor towing an empty Delta passenger jet

“3 Hurt When Jet Brushes Airport Service Vehicle”
Chicago Tribune – Nov. 19, 2004 09:44 AM (ET)
Three people in an airport service van were injured Thursday when an airplane nearing a gate at 
O’Hara International Airport clipped the vehicle.

“2nd Runway Mix-Up AT LAX IS Investigated”
Los Angeles Times – Nov. 16, 2004 07:00 AM (ET)
A series of mistakes last week by a pilot and a controller caused a corporate jet to land on a 
runway at Los Angeles International Airport that two other aircraft had already been cleared to 
use, federal aviation authorities confirmed Monday.
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“Near-Miss At Airport Was Fifth This Year”
Cincinnati Enquirer – Nov. 11, 2004 07:23 AM (ET)
The most recent close call on the runways at the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International 
Airport was the fifth in 2004, setting a record for such “incursions” at the airport.

“Feds See Aviation Reporting Errors”
USA Today – Nov. 10, 2004 06:04 AM (ET)
The dramatic near collision of two jets carrying about 300 people in Los Angles last August 
highlights the failure of federal regulators to keep track of dangerous runway incidents, federal 
investigators charged Tuesday.

“Plane Collides With Airport Vehicle”
KYW-TV (Philadelphia) – Oct. 29, 2004 09:25 AM (ET)
A commercial airliner apparently collided Wednesday with an airport support vehicle while taxiing 
to a runway at Philadelphia International Airport.

“FAA Probes 2 Close Calls At O’Hara”
Chicago Tribune – Jul. 08, 2004 08:49 PM (ET)
Two city trucks strayed onto an active runway at O’Hara International Airport within minutes 
of each other last month, forcing two planes to abort their landings and prompting federal 
investigation.

“Airport Tells Its Tenants To Slow Down”
Denver Business Journal – May 18, 2004 12:30 PM (ET)
Complaints about speeding and failing to yield to airplanes prompted Denver International 
Airport security to send a warning letter last month to all airport tenants. Lori Beckman, director 
of security, reminded tenants that violations of the driving rules within the airport property could 
result in suspension.

Note. From: AAAE (2005)

Kirkpatrick’s Model
Kirkpatrick addressed the four aspects of training evaluation in Kirkpatrick’s 

model with respect to training effectiveness (p. 44). According to Tidler (1999), 
Kirkpatrick’s model is widely accepted by the American Association for Training 
Development, and there are four aspects of training in Kirkpatrick’s model with 
respect to training effectiveness (p. 44). These aspects include:

1. Reactions -- What trainees’ say about the value of the training.
2. Learning -- Objectives met, knowledge, and skills learned.
3. Behavior -- The skills acquired are implemented on-the-job.
4. Results -- Impacts on job performance. (Kirkpatrick, 1983, ¶ 6) 

In this study, Kirkpatrick’s model was selected as most appropriate for the 
development of a model for the study of airport driver training methods at the 
largest U.S. towered airports.
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A review of data from the U.S. Census Bureau data (2007) revealed the fol-
lowing U.S. population demographic characteristics for the US population:

Race – white 80.2%; black 12.8%; American Indian and native persons 1. 
1%; Asian persons 4.3%; native Hawaiian and other Pacific islander 0.2%; 
persons reporting two or more races 1.5%; persons of Hispanic or Latino 
origin 14.4%; white persons not Hispanic 66.9%. Language other than 
English spoken at home 17.9%
 Age – persons under 18 years old 24.8%; persons 65 years old and older 2. 
12.4%.
Education – high school graduates 80.4%; bachelor’s degree or higher 3. 
24.4%.
Income – median household income $44,334; per capita money income 4. 
$21,587; persons below poverty 12.7%.
Marital – N/A (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007)5. 

A review of data from the U.S. Census Bureau data (2007) revealed the fol-
lowing U.S. population demographic characteristics for South Florida:

Race – white 66.6%; black 22.3%; American Indian and native persons 1. 
0.2%; Asian persons 0.7%; native Hawaiian and other Pacific islander 0%; 
persons reporting two or more races 4.7%; persons of Hispanic or Latino 
origin 65.8%. Language other than English spoken at home 74.6%
Age – persons under 18 years old 21.7%; persons 65 years old and older 2. 
17%.
Education – high school graduates 52.7%; bachelor’s degree or higher 3. 
16.2%.
Income – median household income $23,483; per capita money income 4. 
$15,128; persons below poverty 28.5%.
Martial – N/A (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007)5. 

Highlights of Methodology
For the purposes of this study, a quantitative and limited qualitative method-

ology was used. A five point Likert-type survey instrument was used to collect the 
necessary data and qualitative responses to five end-of-survey questions (see 
Appendix A). The first study identified one independent variable method of training. 
The independent variable consisted of two airport driver-training methods – AAAE 
interactive computer-based airport driver training and traditional airport driver 
training. The study also identified four dependent variables runway incursion cat-
egories A through D (Figure 1).

In this study, five intermediary independent variables or demographics were 
analyzed. The demographic variables include (a) race, (b) age, (c) education, (d) 
income, (e) and marital status. The statistical analysis used in this study was mul-
tivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

Limitations of Study
According to Wells and Rodriques (2004), the National Plan of Integrated Air-

port Systems (NPIAS) contains a listing of more than 3,334 public funded airports 
in the United States. Of the 3,334 plus public funded airports listed in the NPIAS, 
only 490 airports have operating control towers, and only towered airports report 
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runway incursions (FAA, 2004). With respect to the towered airports, FAA (2004) 
stated commercial aviation aircraft operations at the OEP-35 airports are pre-
dominantly commercial aircraft and account for “the majority (87 percent) of cat-
egory A and category B runway incursions” (p. 36).

 
This study was limited to an analysis of vehicle deviations that cause runway 

incursions at the OEP-35 airports. According to the FAA (2004), “vehicle/pedes-
trian deviations represented 18 percent of the runway incursions at the OEP-35 
airports, which is in proportion to their national representation (20 percent)” (p. 
36).

 
There were several potential limitations with respect to the survey instrument. 

These included (a) the effective sample size of participants, (b) the accuracy of 
the data provided by the participants, and (c) the pitfall of correlation versus cau-
sation for forming conclusions. 

Statement of Hypotheses
In concert with the stated research question: Are demographics characteris-

tics significant factors in the airport driver training employees receive at OEP-35 
airports? There was one null and alternative hypotheses framed for this study. 
The hypotheses were formulated as follows:

H1. 01 : Demographics characteristics are not significant factors in the 
airport driver training that employees receive at OEP-35 airports. 
H2. 11 : Demographics characteristics are significant factors in the airport 
driver training that employees receive at OEP-35 airports. 

Selection of Participants
The population sampled for this study was comprised of employees that com-

pleted airport driver training from 18 of the OEP-35 airports responding to the 
survey. Targeted participants included 390 randomly selected employees who 
have successfully completed airport driver training and who are authorized to 
drive vehicles onto and within the airport movement areas. A scaled survey instru-
ment was used to gather the data on the demographic (see Appendix A). 

Discussion of Data Processing
Power analysis software obtained from the UCLA Department of Statistics 

was used to estimate the required number of completed surveys. The calcula-
tions showed that at least 194 completed surveys needed to be collected from 
participants at the OEP-35 airports to estimate the mean response values for 
questions 1 through 26 within a desired precision of .10 (University of California, 
2005).

FAA (2004) considers runway incursions rare events relative to total aircraft 
flights over finite periods of time (5.6 incursions per half million aircraft flights per 
year). According to Aczel and Sounderpandian (2002) “if we count the number of 
times a rare event occurs during a fixed interval, then that number would follow a 
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Poisson distribution” (p. 151). Using software obtained from the UCLA Department 
of Statistics webpage (University of California, 2005), a Poisson power analysis 
was used to estimate the number of years of runway incursion data needed from 
the 2004 FAA Runway Safety Report. 

 
The statistical analysis used in the study included multivariate analysis of vari-

ance (MANOVA). For MANOVA the independent variable was specified as method 
of training and the covariates were specified as demographics. The dependent 
variables were specified as runway incursions categories A through D.

Since more than one dependent variable was specified, the MANOVA using 
Pillai’s trace, Wilks’ lambda, Hotelling’s trace, and Roy’s largest root criterion with 
approximate F statistic was provided as well as any subsequently needed univar-
iate analysis of variance for each dependent variable (Norusis, 2003). 

Reliability of Survey Instrument
The first step was to determine the reliability of the survey instrument. According 

to Norusis (2003):

In classical theory, a subjects’ response to a particular item is the sum of two 
components: the true score and the error. The true score is the value of the under-
lying construct that is being measured; the error is the part of the response that is 
due to question-specific factors. The index most often used to quantify reliability is 
Cronbach’s Alpha. Good scales have values larger than 0.8. (pp. 437-438) 

In the case of this study, SPSS© software was used to calculate the Cron-
bach’s Alpha value of 0.864 shown in Table 2 for the 26 survey questions used to 
study driver training methods.

Table 2
Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Statistics

Cronbach’s
   Alpha

N of items

    .864
     
        26

      

Distribution of the Dependent Variables

The second step was to determine what distribution the dependent variables 
(runway incursion categories A through D) followed. As previously stated, FAA 
(2004) considers runway incursions rare events relative to total aircraft flights over 
finite periods of time (5.6 incursions per half million aircraft flights per year). 
According to Aczel and Sounderpandian (2002) “if we count the number of times a 
rare event occurs during a fixed interval, then that number would follow a Poisson 
distribution” (p. 151). 
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Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) Results
The third step was to examine if demographic characteristics are a significant 

factor in the airport driver training that employees receive at the Operational Evo-
lution Plan (OEP-35) US towered airports. 

MANOVA of the Effects of Demographic Characteristics for OEP-35 Airports.
The MANOVA analysis identified the effects of the covariates in the model for 

all OEP-35 airports. The variable race was not found to be statistically significant 
at the 0.228 level. This variable measured the participants’ races in the categories 
of white, African-American, Hispanic, Asia-Pacific Islander, and Native American. 
The variable age was found to be statistically significant at the 0.000 level. This 
variable measured the participants’ age in the categories of 18-25 years, 25-35 
years, 35-45 years, 45-55 years, and 55+ years. The variable education was 
found to be statistically significant at the 0.000 level. This variable measured the 
participants’ education in the categories of no high school, high school/GED, 
some college, two year college, four year college, Master Degree, Doctoral 
Degree, professional degree JD, MD. The variable income was found to be sta-
tistically significant at the 0.037 level. This variable measured the participants’ 
income in the categories of 20k or less, 20k – 30k, 30k – 40k, 40k – 50k, 50k +. 
Finally, the variable marital was not found to be statistically significant at the 0.316 
level. This variable measured the participants’ marital status in the categories of 
single, married, separated, divorced, widowed. See Appendix B for the results of 
the multivariate (MANOVA) analysis.

MANOVA Analysis of the Effects of Demographic Characteristics for South 
Florida OEP-35 Airports.

The MANOVA analysis identified the effects of the covariates in the model for 
South Florida OEP-35 airports. The variable race was the only variable found to 
be statistically significant at the 0.002 level (see Appendix C).   

Analysis and Evaluation of Findings
MANOVA analyses supported the alternative hypothesis that demographics 

characteristics are significant factors in the airport driver training that employees 
receive at OEP-35 airports. 

Qualitative Comments from Survey
Qualitative comments were grouped by common threads as follows:

The typical comments with regard to the most favorable aspects of 1. 
training centered on computer-based technology and the ability of the 
training to show the types of signs used in the airfield environment as 
follows: “The AAAE system is an excellent computer based training 
system that is user friendly.” and “The use of PowerPoint to show signs 
locations at MIA provides a clear understanding of what they mean” and 
“overheads used where great.”
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Typical comments with regard to the least valuable aspects of the training 2. 
centered on the lack of staffing, standardization, funding, and technology 
as follows: “We need full time trainers” and “Driver training programs are 
different for airports statewide including resources to maintain or increase 
operator knowledge. Staffing, training and technology are limited based 
on fiscal funding.” Finally, another common response was “We need 
more money allocated to driver training programs. Training programs 
have been historically cut in favor of construction programs.” 
Typical comments with regard to what improvements could be made 3. 
centered mostly on technology and regulation as follows: “More use of 
computer interactive software would make it much easier to provide a 
better environmental awareness than when listening to a trainer” and 
“movement area licenses should be regulated and monitored by the FAA 
to uniformly address incursions and compliance from a common FAA 
standard.” 
Typical comments with regard to obstacles that stand in the way of 4. 
knowledge and skills learned centered on diversity of the workforce 
issues at the South Florida airports as follows:  “We have a variety of 
different languages and English is the only language used in aviation; 
we should use Spanish as well.” and “English is my second language.” 
and “There is a vast diversity of the people that take the training, and for 
many English is their second language.” Finally, one common problem 
was “it is difficult to understand air traffic control instructions.”

Conclusions
The MANOVA analysis supported the alternative hypothesis that demographic 

characteristics are significant factors in the airport movement area driver training 
that employee receive at OEP-35 airports. 

FAA efforts to date have not focused on the study of demographic characteris-
tics associated with airport driver training. All the airports responding to the survey 
offer primary and recurrent training on a yearly basis. There are two fundamental 
precepts that are essential for a successful approach to airport driver training; (a) 
training is not a one-time event, and (b)  the most effective way to teach vehicle 
drivers safety on movement areas is to simulate the actual environment they work 
in on a reoccurring basis. Training at the OEP-35 airports satisfies these two fun-
damental precepts.

There was no surprise that education, age, and incomes were found to be 
statistically significant demographic characteristics at all OEP-35 US airports. 
Although many non-movement area employees change jobs frequently due to low 
wage rates, this is not typical for employees licensed to drive on the movement 
areas. Airport employees that operate ground vehicles in and onto the movement 
areas of airports typically have a professional certification or a college degree (i.e. 
electricians, firefighters, airport operations personnel, etc.). One explanation for 
these demographics characteristics being significant for movement area drivers is 
that the longer employees work in a given job the more annual recurrent driver 
training they receive. As the years past, the employee’s age and earnings increase. 
As a result, the three demographics of education, age, and income appear to be 
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interrelated and may support the conclusion that many of those employees autho-
rized to drive onto movement areas of airports have stable employment records 
and receive annual recurrent training on a regular basis. As expected, highly edu-
cated employees with movement area driving privileges are likely to hold higher 
positions within their respective company, are older, and earn more income. 

With regard to race being identified as the only significant variable at OEP-35 
airports in South Florida, lack of understanding ATC communications may prove 
to be the primary issue related to driver training deficiencies in this geographic 
region. This is highlighted by US Census Bureau data that 74.6% of the language 
spoken at home in South Florida is other than English, while the US norm is 
17.9% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007). From the airport driver training perspective, 
communication or the use of consistent terminology is a primary concern. 

This conclusion is supported by the qualitative responses, which indicated 
that English is a second language for many South Florida employees with airport 
movement area driving privileges. Since English is the industry adopted language 
for aviation operations worldwide, this finding is problematic. This is evidenced by 
Clarke (2002) who stated, “The use of consistent terminology (in ATC communi-
cation) is recommended for all involved” (p. 14).

Recommendations
Since the data suggested that there is potential to increase knowledge 

through annual recurrent training, all U. S. air carrier airports should be required 
to provide recurrent airfield movement driver training on an annual basis. As a 
minimum, FAA advisory Circular AC 150/5340-20 should be amended. Con-
cerning airport driver-training programs, the circular states “This curriculum should 
include initial, and may include recurrent and/or remedial, instruction of employees, 
tenants, contractors, and users who have access to the airside of the airport” 
(FAA, 2002a, ¶ 6). This sentence should be amended as follows: This curriculum 
should include initial and recurrent instruction of employees, tenants, contractors, 
and users who have access to the airside of the airport. 

Additionally, it is recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration 
should mandate that all U.S. air carrier airports be required to provide annual 
recurrent driver training for those employees licensed to operate vehicles into and 
onto movement areas. This initiative should also be added to the FAA Runway 
Safety Blueprint 2002-2004 and implemented through an amendment of Federal 
Aviation Regulation Part 139. Subsequent to the later action, an amendment to 
Federal Aviation Regulation Part 139 should require airport operators to address 
recurrent airport driver training in their Airport Certification Manual.  

Certain regions (like South Florida) have racial and ethnic differences, which 
leads to communications barriers that are not experienced in other regions of the 
United States. This may mean that educational materials need to be translated 
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into other languages in order for the materials to be delivered effectively, or that 
English competency test should be required by FAA regulation before any employee 
may seek airport movement area driving privileges.
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Appendix A

Driver Training Survey

Driver Training Effectiveness Survey
Name of Airport______________________Date_______ 

Guidelines: Read each of the following questions and circle the number that most 
appropriately represents your opinion. For the qualitative questions on the final page, 
please clearly print your responses in the space provided. N/A is not applicable. 

Learning Objectives Met Strongly  
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree

  N/A

 When you completed the Driver training, you 
were able to:   
1. Understand the meaning of 
runway/taxiway signs, surface 
markings and lighting

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

2. Understand ATC language, 
clearances, instructions, and light 
signals

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

3. Understand Notice to Airmen 
(NOTAMS)

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

4. Understand and use airport 
diagrams to navigate on the 
surface

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

5. Use of new surface navigation 
technologies 

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

6. Understand FAR Part 139 
and Advisory Circular Safety 
Regulations 

1 2 3 4  5 N/A

KnOwLedge increase None Basic Good Sound Expert
7. My average level of knowledge 
and skill on movement area 
driving before completing driver 
training was:

1 2 3 4 5

8. My average level of knowledge 
and skill on movement area 
driving after completing driver 
training was:

1 2 3 4 5

On-the-jOb cOnfidence Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A

After I completed the driver 
training, I was confident I would 
be able to:
9. Understand the meaning of 
runway/taxiway signs, surface 
markings and lighting

1 2 3 4 5 N/A
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10. Understand ATC language, 
clearances, instructions, and light 
signals

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

11. Understand Notice to Airmen 
(NOTAMS)

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

12. Understand and use airport 
diagrams to navigate on the 
surface

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

13. Use of new surface navigation 
technologies

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

14. Relate FAR Part 139 
and Advisory Circular Safety 
Regulations to driving on the 
airport surface

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

effectiveness Of MateriaLs & 
MethOds

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A

15. The driver-training program 
was clear and easy to follow.

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

16. The materials used provided 
enough information to facilitate the 
learning objectives

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

17. The overheads used are clear 
and easy to follow

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

18. The driver training video used 
is successful in illustrating the 
learning objectives

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

19. The exercises effectively cover 
the learning objectives

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Type of Training

20. This is traditional training (not computer interactive based training)  Yes  No  (Circle)
21. This is AAAE interactive computer-based training?        Yes    No (Circle)

Demographic Information
22. Race White – 1 African-American – 2 Hispanic – 3 Asian-Pacific Islander – 4   
Native American – 5 (Circle One)
23. Age 18yrs -25yrs – 1 25yrs – 35yrs – 2 35yrs – 45yrs – 3 45yrs – 55yrs – 4      
55+yrs – 5   (Circle One)
24. Education No High School – 1 High School/GED – 2 Some College – 3   
 2yr College Degree – 4 4yr College Degree – 5 Master Degree – 6     
 Doctoral Degree – 7 Professional Degree JD, MD – 8  (Circle One)   
25. Income 20k or less - 1 20k – 30k – 2 30k – 40k – 3 40k – 50k – 4  
 50k+ - 5 (Circle One)
26. Marital Single – 1 Married – 2 Separated – 3  Divorced – 4 Widowed – 5              
                                              (Circle One)
Comments

1. What did you find most valuable about your driver training program? Please indicate why.
2. What did you find least valuable about your driver program? Please indicate why.
3. What improvements could be made to make your driver training program more effective? 
4. The obstacles that stand in the way of the successful application of the knowledge and skills 

learned in this program are:
5. Overall Comments:
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Appendix B

Multivariate Analysis of Variance Results for Significance of 
Demographic Variables for all OEP-35 US Towered Airports

Effect  Value F Hypothesis df Error df Sig.
Race
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .024 1.421(a) 4.000 227.000 .228
Wilks’ Lambda .976 1.421(a) 4.000 227.000 .228
Hotelling’s Trace .025 1.421(a) 4.000 227.000 .228
Roy’s Largest Root .025 1.421(a) 4.000 227.000 .228

Age
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .095 5.965(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Wilks’ Lambda .905 5.965(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Hotelling’s Trace .105 5.965(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Roy’s Largest Root .105 5.965(a) 4.000 227.000 .000

Education
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .130 8.503(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Wilks’ Lambda .870 8.503(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Hotelling’s Trace .150 8.503(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Roy’s Largest Root .150 8.503(a) 4.000 227.000 .000

Income
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .044 2.594(a) 4.000 227.000 .037
Wilks’ Lambda .956 2.594(a) 4.000 227.000 .037
Hotelling’s Trace .046 2.594(a) 4.000 227.000 .037
Roy’s Largest Root .046 2.594(a) 4.000 227.000 .037

Marital
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .021 1.191(a) 4.000 227.000 .316
Wilks’ Lambda .979 1.191(a) 4.000 227.000 .316
Hotelling’s Trace .021 1.191(a) 4.000 227.000 .316
Roy’s Largest Root .021 1.191(a) 4.000 227.000 .316

Method
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .243 18.206(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Wilks’ Lambda .757 18.206(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Hotelling’s Trace .321 18.206(a) 4.000 227.000 .000
Roy’s Largest Root .321 18.206(a) 4.000 227.000 .000

a  Exact statistic
b  Design: Intercept+Race+Age+Education+Income+Martial+Method
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Appendix C

Multivariate Analysis of Variance Results for Significance of Demographic 
Variables for South Florida OEP-35 US Towered Airports

Effect  Value F Hypothesis df Error df Sig.

Race
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .159 10.436(a) 1.000 55.000 .002

Wilks’ Lambda .841 10.436(a) 1.000 55.000 .002

Hotelling’s Trace .190 10.436(a) 1.000 55.000 .002

Roy’s Largest Root .190 10.436(a) 1.000 55.000 .002

Age
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .024 1.356(a) 1.000 55.000 .249

Wilks’ Lambda .976 1.356(a) 1.000 55.000 .249

Hotelling’s Trace .025 1.356(a) 1.000 55.000 .249

Roy’s Largest Root .025 1.356(a) 1.000 55.000 .249

Education
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .015 .836(a) 1.000 55.000 .365

Wilks’ Lambda .985 .836(a) 1.000 55.000 .365

Hotelling’s Trace .015 .836(a) 1.000 55.000 .365

Roy’s Largest Root .015 .836(a) 1.000 55.000 .365

Income
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .027 1.518(a) 1.000 55.000 .223

Wilks’ Lambda .973 1.518(a) 1.000 55.000 .223

Hotelling’s Trace .028 1.518(a) 1.000 55.000 .223

Roy’s Largest Root .028 1.518(a) 1.000 55.000 .223

Marital
 
 
 

Pillai’s Trace .011 .608(a) 1.000 55.000 .439

Wilks’ Lambda .989 .608(a) 1.000 55.000 .439

Hotelling’s Trace .011 .608(a) 1.000 55.000 .439

Roy’s Largest Root .011 .608(a) 1.000 55.000 .439
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Abstract

This research studied pilots’ perceptions about the use of a ballistic parachute with 1,003 
valid survey respondents.  Overall, pilots felt that an aircraft equipped with a parachute 
was safer than one without; however, flight experience affected pilot opinions.  Flight in-
structors certificated for less then 2 years imagined the parachute would lower them gently 
to the ground. Research determined that new pilots might favor flight schools providing 
parachutes on training aircraft. However, without training-scenarios to teach aeronautical 
decision-making regarding deployment, flight instructors may use the parachute indiscrim-
inately. The study revealed that pilots made decisions differently when considering flights 
in a parachute equipped aircraft during four scenarios. Research included factors that may 
influence pilot opinions, the Risk Homeostasis Theory (RHT), and recommendations.  

 
In 1998, the Cirrus Design Corporation added a whole-airplane, ballistic para-

chute system to their SR20 airplane (Cirrus, 2007). Then, in 2004, the FAA 
approved the Light Sport Aircraft Rule (FAA, 2004),1 inaugurating the new Light 
Sport Aircraft Category.2 Many Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) manufacturers offer a 
ballistic parachute system as an option on new aircraft. The parachute concept 
continues to gain popularity and traditional aircraft such as the Cessna 152/172/182 
now offer retrofit options (BRS FAQs). 

Currently there is little information on pilots’ opinions of the safety and useful-
ness of the ballistic parachute. Do pilots perceive an aircraft equipped with a 
parachute as being safer than one without? Are these pilots willing to invest time 
and money to learn to use the equipment? Will pilots make decisions differently 
when flying an aircraft with a ballistic parachute?

As with any new technology, understanding how the ballistic parachute 
system works is instrumental to understanding how the pilot interfaces with it and 
its limitations.  The parachute system uses a three-point harness and Kevlar web-
bing, which connects the parachute to the airplane (POH, 2000 p7-68). The pilot 
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deploys the system by pulling a red activation handle, launching a rocket. In about 
two seconds, the parachute inflates with a canopy of about 2,400 SF (Goyer, 
2004). The effect of deceleration on the pilot and passengers is about 3 G’s. 
Descent under the parachute is about 1,800 feet per minute (POH, 2000). Once 
the parachute is deployed, the pilot has no control and no steering. The pilot is 
required to shut down the engine, even if it is operational. “Once the red handle is 
pulled, everybody onboard is along for the ride” (Goyer, 2004, p.  44). Touchdown 
is not particularly gentle – as much as 15Gs, nearly all of which are vertical (Wal-
lace 1994).

The system has two important limitations for successful deployment: (1) alti-
tude/attitude/airspeed and (2) the pilot’s decision-making process. The recom-
mended deployment altitude is 2,000’ AGL or higher with wings level and a min-
imum possible airspeed. The maximum demonstrated deployment speed is 133 
KIAS (POH, 2000, p. 10-3). Pilot judgment is important. The pilot must decide 
when to activate and under what conditions to deploy the system (POH, 2000 
p10-3).

Literature Review
A literature review revealed little data on the use of the ballistic parachute 

system. Information was not found in Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advi-
sory Circulars, Aviation Regulations, or in the Aeronautical Information Manual 
(AIM). Primary sources of information are the aircraft Pilot Operating Handbook or 
the Approved Flight Manual (POH) of those airplanes having a parachute system 
installed and the information provided from parachute system manufacturers. 
NTSB reports may be the best available source of information on when pilots 
chose to deploy the ballistic parachute during emergencies and the results of those 
deployments.  

Research Objective
Due to the lack of practical information regarding the ballistic parachute system, 

the survey was an effort to obtain information from pilots about their opinions 
regarding the equipment. The primary objective of the survey was to address:

• How do pilots perceive the ballistic parachute system’s use and 
utility?

• Given an opportunity to fly an aircraft with a ballistic parachute 
system, would pilots perceive that they would make in-flight 
decisions differently?” 

• Does pilot experience influence their opinions about having a ballistic 
parachute system?

Method

The Survey
Survey questions assessed pilot opinions regarding the ballistic parachute, 

provided scenarios when the pilot might deploy the parachute and collected the 
respondent demographics. Each survey question was first administered to in-
house flight instructors and customers, testing for clarity and understanding before 
survey distribution. Then the survey was published and made available via the 
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Internet. The survey contained 13, 5-point Likert-scale multiple-choice questions 
in determining pilot opinions and demographics, two yes/no questions, plus an 
area for respondents to provide comments (See Appendix A1). Survey data was 
extracted into categories according to pilot age, experience, and certificate level. 
Data was further classified based on whether the respondents owned a para-
chute-equipped aircraft. Data was cross-sectioned to look for overall trends and 
statistical differences among the groups. The responses were managed on the 
secure server of the online survey tool, which provided reports and statistical 
analysis. Survey results were interpreted using QuestionPro.com® statistical 
analysis software.

Survey Recruitment
Recruiting participants into the survey consisted of four main avenues. First, 

in an attempt to reach the average pilot presently flying at General Aviation flight 
schools, the researcher sent e-mails to flight school managers announcing the 
survey. These schools were identified from BE A PILOTTM, a national effort, whose 
purpose is to match names and contact information of prospective pilots to par-
ticipating flight schools. These schools encouraged their instructors and students 
to participate in the study. In addition to the flight schools at BE A PILOTTM, the 
researcher also sent emails to prospective pilots from BE A PILOTTM. It was hoped 
that this group would provide insight into the type of equipment that prospective 
flight training customers might expect on aircraft. Third, Ballistic Recovery Sys-
tems, Inc. (BRS3) a parachute system manufacturer, invited owners of aircraft 
equipped with their system to participate. This group was expected to provide 
viewpoint and insight into the technology and its use. The survey tool was able to 
segment this group from the general results. Fourth, the Aircraft Owners and 
Pilot’s Association (AOPA) invited their general membership into the survey in an 
e-mail newsletter. 

Results

Respondents
During the seven days that the online survey was available, 1,010 partici-

pants started the survey and 995 completed it. The analysis included data only 
from those respondents who completed all or better than 80% of the survey ques-
tions (n=1,003). The survey was discontinued after seven days because of the 
unexpected large amount of data collected during that period.  The average time 
required for respondents to complete the survey was 6 minutes 38 seconds.  

The participation rate from flight schools was nearly 100%, while participation 
from prospective pilots was less than 10%. Another 13% of the respondents 
(n=117) were owners of aircraft equipped with a parachute system (it is unknown 
how many owners were invited by BRS to participate). Approximately 46% of 
respondents originated from the AOPA general membership. 

Survey respondents represented each of the 50 U.S. states, all providences 
of Canada, and 32 other countries. Table 1 identifies the respondents by age 
group.
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Table 1
Respondents by Age Group

Age %

Less than 35 years old 30%

35 - 50 years old 37%

51 - 65 years old 28%

66 years and older 4%

About 13% (n=117) of respondents owned an aircraft with a parachute system 
and about 24% (n=234) of respondents reported having a close acquaintance that 
had been injured while flying.  Table 2 summarizes the number included in the 
research data by pilot certificate. 

Table 2
Proportion of Respondents in each Category

Number of 
Respondents

As a Percent of Total 
Respondents

Not yet a pilot, but plan to start pilot 
training soon. (Not-Yet) 37 3.71%

Student Pilot (Student) 202 19.02%
Sport Pilot (Sport) 13 1.39%

Private Pilot (Private) 438 41.10%

Commercial without Instructor (Com) 73 7.42%
Airline Transport Pilot (ATP) 22 5.57%

Certificated Flight Instructor (CFI) 229 21.43%
Passenger Only (PAX) 4 0.37%

Total 1062 100.00%
Note: The total 1,062 includes 67 responders having multiple certificates. Primarily these included 
Airline Transport Pilot with Certificated Flight Instructor and Private Pilot or Sport Pilot with Flight 
Instructor. (Under the new FAA Sport Pilot Rule, an instrument rating and commercial pilot certificate 
are not prerequisite for a flight instructor certificate.)

Perspectives on Parachute Safety
Overall, nearly 77% (n=698) of all respondents indicated their opinion that an 

airplane with a parachute is safer than an airplane without. 
 
Across all pilot certification categories, the majority of respondents strongly 

disagreed that they were more likely to fly into marginal conditions with a para-
chute system. Flight instructors certificated for less than two years indicated the 
highest responses at 80.8% (n=117).  Additionally, the majority of respondents 
indicated they would not make in-flight aeronautical decisions differently if flying an 
aircraft equipped with a parachute system. However, when offered four specific, 
uncomfortable, but survivable scenarios, many pilots indicated they would deploy 
the parachute instead of using pilot skill: (See Appendix A2.)

In Scenario #1: Given an engine failure, 67% (n=672) of respondents agreed 
or strongly agreed to activate the parachute rather than to attempt an emergency 
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landing in hostile terrain. The survey did not attempt to define “hostile” terrain, 
choosing instead to allow each pilot to define it for him/herself.

In Scenario #2: Given a complete electrical failure at night, 50 miles away 
from an airport, 35% (n=353) of respondents agreed or strongly agreed to acti-
vate the parachute rather than to land at the nearest airport. In most general 
aviation airplanes, the time required to fly 50 miles is about 20 minutes.

In Scenario #3: Given the structural failure of an aileron, 62% (N=618) agreed 
or strongly agreed to activate the parachute rather than attempting a landing at 
the nearest airport. An aileron-failure limits the controllability of flying the airplane, 
specifically in making turns, but the airplane would normally be controllable to a 
suitable landing destination.  

In Scenario #4: Given an unintentional spin at 1,500 AGL, 55% (n=547) indi-
cated activating the parachute rather than attempting a recovery. This altitude 
represents the outer limit that allows time for the parachute to open fully. It also 
represents a marginal altitude, given average pilot-skill that would probably be 
successful in recovering from an unintentional spin.

In fact, some respondents strongly agreed to pull the parachute on all four 
scenarios. Those with flight instructor certificates offered an interesting polarity: 
1% of flight instructors, being certificated for more than five years, (n=106) indi-
cated pulling the parachute on all four scenarios. Alternately, 100% of the flight 
instructors certificated for less than two years (n=117) indicated pulling the para-
chute on all four scenarios. At the same time, the vast majority of flight instructors 
certificated for less than two years rated themselves as normal to very confident 
in routine flight skills.

Flight instructors offered enough disparity so that new-instructors, those with 
less than two years experience, were segregated from the more experienced and 
compared.  The majority of new-instructors were from Florida (n=46), Kentucky, 
(n=27) Ohio (n=24), Oklahoma (n= 12) and California (n=6).  Looking closer at 
this group, none indicated owning a parachute system.  None reported a close 
acquaintance ever being hurt while flying an aircraft.

Delivered Gently to the Ground. Of particular importance to a pilot’s perspec-
tive regarding the use of a parachute system is the pilot’s expectation of para-
chute performance. The survey attempted to test the expectation of parachute 
performance by having respondents choose between four possible outcomes 
after the parachute was pulled. The survey choices suggested the parachute 
would (1) “Deliver me gently to the ground,” (2) “Deliver me safely to the ground,” 
(3) “Deliver me safely to the ground although the airplane may be destroyed,” or 
(4) “Likely seriously injure occupants and destroy the airplane.”    Of the 157 
respondents who indicated that the parachute would “deliver me gently to the 
ground,” 137 also chose to pull the parachute on all four scenarios. None of the 
respondents in the “gently” group owned a parachute system. Three reported 
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having an acquaintance hurt while flying an aircraft.  In the “gently” group, 138 
respondents had been certificated for less than two years while six were not a pilot 
and five experienced pilots had been certificated for more than ten years.  One 
held an airline transport pilot certificate.  The vast majority of pilots in the “gently” 
group were from Florida (n=122).  All flight instructors certificated for less than two 
years (n=117) indicated that the parachute would deliver them “gently.”  

Interestingly, while pilots did not see themselves making decisions differently 
while flying with a parachute, the majority felt that other pilots would.  Overall, 
58.61% (n=585) of total respondents indicated that other pilot were more likely to 
fly into marginal conditions with a parachute system.

Will Pilots Pay To Have a Parachute? The research tested the willingness of 
respondents to pay an additional $5 per hour to rent a parachute-equipped air-
plane. The survey question was not to suggest that a flight school would or should 
increase rental rates by $5 to pay for the parachute. Rather, at the researcher’s 
flight school, aircraft rental insurance is available to pilots at the rate of $5 per hour. 
The question tested if pilots would invest an equal amount to have a parachute, as 
they presently invest to have renter’s insurance.  The majority of the Not-Yet group 
indicated a willingness to pay the higher price; certificated sport pilots were evenly 
divided between willing to pay a higher price and not.  However, overall, pilots 
strongly disagreed to pay a higher price for a parachute-equipped airplane.  
According to Respondent #439, “I don’t think the parachute should cost $5 bucks 
more. Its safety gear ” #552 commented, “I’m not paying $1 extra to have it and I’m 
not spending 1 hour to learn to use it.” However, #816 disagreed, “I would pay 
extra to have one in a heartbeat. When you run out of options, you’ll wish you had 
one.”

The research tested if pilots would spend five hours learning to use the para-
chute system. Most flight schools require a “checkout” wherein pilots are asked to 
demonstrate or to learn the skills needed to operate the airplane and/or its installed 
equipment. The question was not to suggest that five hours would be required to 
learn the system. Rather it was to test if respondents were willing to invest the 
same amount of time learning this equipment as they would spend to learn other 
new aircraft technologies, as one example, the Garmin 1000 glass cockpit. A slight 
majority of respondents across all categories agreed to spend the time in training 
to use the parachute with the exception of new flight instructors. New flight instruc-
tors did not follow the trend with 94.78% considered training on the system as 
unnecessary.

Several owners of parachute-equipped aircraft commented on the need for 
standardized training and recommendations for deployment. Respondent #820 
wrote, “I believe there should be formal FAA recommendations and maybe an 
Advisory Circular. This would encourage flight schools to utilize standardized pro-
cedures during training.” Respondent #642 agreed, “I don’t think you can train a 
pilot on the BRS by reading something, scenario training puts the pilot in a situa-
tion where he can actually imagine how scary it would be to use it.”
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The research examined customer appreciation for the parachute by prefer-
ring to rent at a flight school offering such equipment. The Not-Yet-A-Pilot cate-
gory and CFI’s-certificated- less-than-2-years were overwhelmingly in favor of 
schools offering this equipment.  Those in the Student category only mildly favored 
these flight schools.   While responders holding a Private pilot certificate did not.

Pertaining To Passengers
Research showed that passengers are an important consideration in choosing 

to fly an airplane with a parachute. Overall, 49% (n=593) of total respondents 
indicated that their first consideration for renting an airplane with a parachute was 
more concerning the safety of family or passengers than for the pilot’s personal 
safety. 

Survey Respondent #107 shares, “…My main interest would be the ability of 
my passengers to survive…”  #246 agreed, “…The passenger confidence is a big 
part having a parachute on board, however when I asked my wife which would 
you give up weather on board or parachute her response was, ” that’s a tough 
one.”

However, #414 disagreed, “I prefer to take my chances with my skill than to 
be a passenger along for the ride on a descent to hell. Why anyone would pay for 
this is beyond me. They should be outlawed on airplanes. I know they save lives 
on ultralights but those guys are crazy anyway.” #538 said, “Why would I make 
decisions based on the safety of my passengers. If I am safe then my passengers 
will be safe. I make decisions based on what’s safe for me and therefore my pas-
sengers will reap the rewards.”

Hostile Terrain
The researcher considered the possibility that terrain may affect the opinion 

of respondents. The survey tool provided a physical location of each respondent, 
usually city, state, and nation. Analysis divided the U.S. into either hostile terrain 
or non-hostile terrain, to segregate the respondents and compare data. 

Most states have a combination of terrain, and any terrain could be consid-
ered hostile in the deepfreeze of winter or during summer’s high noon. Still, the 
research attempted to segregate those having the majority of terrain with limited, 
survivable, off-airport landing sites in the event of an emergency. States consid-
ered in the hostile terrain category were AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, 
SD, UT, WA, WV, and WY, resulting in 212 respondents. All other states were 
included in non-hostile terrain, and resulted in 680 respondents. Comparing hos-
tile and non-hostile terrain respondents yielded no significant differences. 

From Parachute Owners
Information pertaining to use of the parachute in this research stemmed 

largely from those respondents invited into the survey from BRS. Those who own 
a BRS system are primarily Cirrus aircraft owners. The Cirrus Owners and Pilot’s 
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Association (COPA) employs a formal training program to educate its owners. A 
large segment of this training is dedicated to educating owners on the limitations 
of the parachute and proper scenarios for deployment. The opinions of BRS-owner 
respondents (n=107) differed from the general respondent-population in that 
75.70% strongly agreed that an airplane equipped with a parachute is safer than 
one without.  The majority, (59.8%) would give preference to a flight school offering 
an airplane with a parachute, and 58.8% would pay an additional $5 per hour to 
rent an aircraft with a parachute. The vast majority of BRS owners were neutral in 
deciding if other pilots are more likely to fly into marginal but legal conditions with 
a parachute system.

Survey comments from BRS owners reflected insights from their training and 
several pilots saw the need for a “parachute simulator” allowing pilots insight as to 
what to anticipate after pulling the parachute.  Survey Responder #39 indicated, 
“Whole parachute systems are perceived by many as a safety panacea. The reality 
is that a majority of accidents occurs due to poor pilot decision-making. Training in 
aviation risk management is one of the keys to reducing GA accidents.” Respon-
dent #390 said, “The plane does not make a safe flight, the pilot’s decisions do.” 
According to Respondent #966, “… you don’t need 5 hours time to learn how to 
operate the system.  However, you could easily spend 1,005 hours studying critical 
decision making, related to the chute.”  Respondent #823 offers, “Don’t feel as 
comfortable any more when flying airplanes or riding in airplanes that don’t have a 
parachute system. You get spoiled pretty quickly.  I just feel better knowing it’s 
there.” According to #417, “I have not spent good money just to take a parachute 
ride. I would rather be in control. I would rather control my destiny. If anyone tells 
me to pull the chord, I’ll stop flying... Every photo should have a DON’T TRY THIS 
AT HOME disclaimer. What about the survivors with broken spinal chords and 
long-term foot and leg mangelments? ...”   #665 comments, “…Some have called 
the red handle of the parachute system a Transfer of Ownership Device. If I were 
to attempt an off airport landing I would almost for sure do at least $5,000 worth of 
damage. This is my insurance deductible. I would also quite possibly sustain some 
injury. For the same cost I can total the airplane in a parachute landing almost for 
sure receive no injury and still owe only $5,000!” 

Discussion
Respondent # 932 reflects on CHUTE HAPPENS. It’s a playful colloquialism 

and marketing slogan, playing on the notion that bad-things do happen and that 
having a parachute would assure a happy landing.  Reflecting on the number of 
respondents with an expectation of the parachute to deliver them safely or gently 
to the ground, it’s not surprising that the majority would consider an aircraft 
equipped with a parachute to be safer than one without.  

Media Influence on Pilot Opinions
Pilots with first hand knowledge of a ballistic parachute system may be edu-

cated on its performance; however, pilots without direct exposure may have their 
opinions affected by marketing and media. Mainstream information regarding the 
parachute system is at times misleading. This may give readers a false sense of 
parachute performance expectations that may carry over into the cockpit and the 
pilot’s opinion on use of the parachute.  As an example:  From Mechanical Engi-
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neering Magazine, “Every year about 1,000 people die in GA accidents and BRS 
claims that 60 percent of them could be saved using whole-aircraft parachute 
recovery systems” (Ashley, 1996). In Omni, “even when deployed from altitudes 
as low as 300 feet, the nose gear generally suffers the only damage” (Nobble, 
1994). Time Magazine reported, “When the engine conks, a new system lets 
pilots and passengers stay aboard and float to safety... The plane drifts to earth 
for a safe, if still somewhat bumpy landing” (Gorman, 1993). Similarly, New Sci-
entist Magazine reported, “This month five more people owe their lives to rocket-
assisted rescue parachutes”(Byrne, 2004).  This research considered “years” of 
pilot flying experience in lieu of pilot flight-hours because years may reflect the 
length of time that a pilot’s opinion could be influenced by the general media.

Risk Homeostasis Theory
A subset of the survey questions tested pilots’ possible decisions and actions 

while flying with a parachute system. The majority of respondents indicated that 
they would not fly into marginal conditions or make decisions differently when 
flying an aircraft equipped with a parachute system, but that other pilots would. 

 
“Give me a ladder that is twice as stable, and I will climb it twice as high.” This 

quote from Gerald Wilde (Wilde, 2001, p. 158) illustrates his Risk Homeostasis 
Theory (RHT). It is just a theory, but it portrays how people may change behavior 
in response to the addition of an added safety device (Wilde, 2001). Consider the 
possibility that the presence of a parachute system may encourage pilots to make 
decisions or to operate an airplane in a riskier manner than they would without 
having the parachute. The RHT theory says that people naturally have a level of 
risk they accept, tolerate, desire, or choose. Given additional safety equipment to 
make a task safer, people will engage in riskier behavior, so that, overall their 
level of risk remains constant. 

Respondent #627 says, “I know pilots that have a false sense of security that 
lends the tendency to fly into conditions that they should not fly into.  This ‘security 
blanket’ historically has shown that while they have saved lives, they have also 
gotten people out of situations they should have never gotten themselves into.  
Additionally, the insurance companies recognize this...compare rates on a para-
chute equipped Cirrus and a non-parachuted Columbia.  You’ll see, despite the 
parachute, the rates are higher on a Cirrus.” 

Respondent # 358 adds, “…the best safety system can be defeated by a 
motivated idiot.  Pilots who fly into IMC with a parachute equipped plane are no 
better than drivers who speed through icy mountain passes, confident that antilock 
brakes will protect them from their foolishness.”

Respondent #364 agrees, “On board parachutes would detract from normal 
necessary training time, add unnecessary expense to the airplane, and I think it 
would give a false sense or bravado to certain pilots.  I have two friends with 
parachute-planes.  They fly in the ice and other weather that no “good” pilot would.  
They depend on their parachute rather than train and prepare for the possible 
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aircraft emergency...Anyone worried about the uncontrolled falling of the airplane 
should use the 100% sure and much less expensive method of protection by simply 
staying on the ground and not flying at all.  Get real, train realistic pilots and leave 
the others on the ground so we all can be safer.”

If the RHT Theory is proven, then the fear of pilots operating aircraft haphaz-
ardly as a result of having a parachute could affect the parachute’s utility and 
overall aviation safety.

About Flight Instructors
Of particular concern is the finding that 100% of flight instructor respondents 

less than 35 years old and having less than two years experience (n=117) expected 
an airplane equipped with a parachute to deliver the plane and its occupants gently 
to the ground. This group also indicated pulling the parachute on all four scenarios.  
This is alarming, given that the flight instructors have such a large influence on the 
general pilot populations’ decisions and practices.  

Four generalizations came to mind, which would require additional study: (1)  
Having invested in their aviation education, new-instructors now expect compen-
sation to fly rather than paying to fly. Thus spending their time or money to learn 
the system was not their mindset. (2) New-instructors invested in an aviation edu-
cation to become an airline pilot and do not have a desire to teach or to fly in air-
craft normally used in training. (3) The instructor may have had a personal experi-
ence with flight training in an airplane in disrepair or questionable airworthiness. 
Thus, the instructor may feel a parachute would benefit that particular airplane. (4) 
A new instructor does not yet trust his or her skills and has not had the time to 
develop the experience needed to confidently handle an abnormal situation.  

The following small sampling of comments is from the new-instructor group: 
“I’m a new CFI - it’s comforting to know that either I or the student •	
could have the option to pull the canopy if either of us gets afraid or 
uncomfortable.” 
“I’m a new CFI and I don’t mind saying that it scares me to fly with •	
students. I don’t like it. C-152s are death traps. They should all be fitted 
out with a parachute.”  
“Lots of CFIs get killed while instructing. Parachutes would save lives.” •	
“What do we really know about how to react when the student makes a •	
mistake?” 
“Students do stupid things. Give me a chute and I’ll fly for you.” •	
“I am a small female and feel very confident in my abilities to fly the •	
airplane. But what if I get a big man in the left seat and I can’t get control 
of the plane back from him when he’s screwed up a stall recovery? It 
would be nice to know that I have a parachute that I can pull and regain 
control.”
“If I had a parachute I would pull it in a heartbeat - when a student does •	
something crazy, when the plane is doing something that I don’t like, 
when a piece of equipment becomes inop (engine, vacuum, electric, 
anything!) Why should I take a chance on my skills if I have a chute? 
That’s what it’s there for.” 
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“If I MUST endure these little rust-buckets the least my flight school can •	
do is to put a parachute on it so that I won’t get hurt. … But I think it 
should be standard equipment and not something that I should have to 
pay extra for it – like seat belts. I also can’t imagine spending 5 hours 
learning how to pull the handle. Duh. Just pull the handle – if you’re not 
smart enough to do that then you shouldn’t be flying anyway.”
“Six months ago my CFI was a student pilot. Now I am a CFI teaching •	
students. Who knows how long this blind-leading-the-blind thing has 
been going on. But if it’s to continue then stack the odds in everyone’s 
best interest and spend the bucks to equip the airplane with safety 
equipment like a parachute. Why should someone get hurt while being 
paid very little, earning the privilege to work for the airlines? Spend the 
money. Buy the chute.”
“Flight instructors spend 10 to 12 hours in the plane every day. …Yes, •	
have a chute and be ready to pull it!” 
“Some flight instructors are not very good with their new skills. Some •	
have even fewer skills in supervising student actions and recovering 
from students upsets. It would be a good idea on flight training planes 
to help the instructor get control of the plane.”
“Flight training sucks. This is not why I got into aviation. Spending •	
my days with people who just want to fly around is very different than 
spending my days with people who have goals, career aspirations 
and are motivated to get to the airlines. Down here at this level yes 
you positively need parachutes. Unfortunately, people at this level of 
aviation are so unintelligent that they probably won’t pull the chute, 
anyway.”

New-instructors indicated an unwillingness to invest five hours in training on 
the parachute system. Perhaps they did not feel five hours were necessary to 
learn the system and therefore indicated their lack of willingness to invest what 
they felt was an inordinate amount of time/money. According to Respondent #303, 
“A new flight instructor should not be without a parachute. But I don’t think there 
is any training involved with it. Certainly not five hours. It’s a simple system from 
what I understand.” Respondent #770 agrees, “I currently rent a SR20. I think one 
or two hours training is enough.”

Limitations
Asking pilots for their opinions through an Internet survey was a cost effective 

method that helped to address the research objectives.  While a large sampling 
of opinions was gathered from pilots, the hope is that the respondent group is an 
accurate sample of the total pilot population. Most respondents did not have direct 
exposure to a parachute system, relying instead on magazine articles and adver-
tising as a basis for forming their opinions.  

Given the significant differences between experienced flight instructors and 
new-instructors, further research would be valuable in learning why the differ-
ences exist. What opportunities are in place to bring these groups together to 
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share information? Why are some pilots willing to give up their command to ride 
beneath the canopy on routine failures? Is additional training needed in specifically 
newly minted flight instructors? Does accelerated pilot training contribute to the 
pilot’s opinions? One disturbing fact uncovered was that flight instructors were 
unwilling to spend five hours learning to properly use the system. Future studies 
should allow instructors to quantify precisely how much time they would invest.

An important but unanswered question concerns the effectiveness of the para-
chute in saving lives. The research was initially planned to include an analysis of 
NTSB accident/incident reports where the ballistic parachute system was involved.  
However, searching the NTSB database for keywords such as “BRS” or “para-
chute” revealed a small sampling of reports and nearly 1/3 of those omitted whether 
or not the parachute had been deployed. Thus, NTSB data was not included in the 
research as the sampling was not statistically relevant and the results inconclu-
sive.

Recommendations

NTSB accident investigators should continue to report the status of the 1. 
parachute activation lever and deployment on accident/incident reports so 
that future research can quantify the reliability of the system. In this way, 
pilots may form an opinion about the parachute system based on operational 
effectiveness.
FAA and industry safety initiatives should promote deployment scenarios 2. 
training and materials to pilots flying with parachutes. (i.e., is pulling the 
parachute the best way to deal with an emergency when the plane is 2,000 
feet above the ground, with wings level, flying at less than 133 knots?)
FAA policy and regulatory authors must not consider the parachute system as 3. 
bon-a-fide safety gear until further study can prove it as such. 
The design of training systems should consider the RHT theory so that future 4. 
training includes pilot strategies in how to develop low-risk behaviors in addition 
to managing risks. 
A solution for more accurate public expectations regarding the parachute 5. 
must be communicated. Care must be used in marketing materials to more 
accurately reflect the typical result of the parachute pull. Perhaps a statement 
similar to that on weight loss advertisement, “Results not typical” should be 
included on parachute advertisements.
Owners of aircraft with ballistic parachutes should be on high alert during 6. 
flight training, as it appears that owners and their flight instructors may not 
share like opinions in the pull/no-pull decisions. Owners should consider that 
the instructor hired to teach in their aircraft may not have been trained in the 
parachute and that the instructor may not make in-flight emergency decisions 
consistent with those of the owner. 
A briefing in handling parachute-emergencies, similar to positive-transfer-of-7. 
controls, should be included in pre-takeoff briefings between pilots/instructors 
when flying parachute-equipped aircraft.  
Flight schools choosing to train in parachute-equipped aircraft should invest 8. 
in comprehensive training for staff instructors to redefine their expectations of 
the parachute and appropriate scenarios for its deployment. Following the lead 
of the Cirrus Owners and Pilot’s Association, the syllabus should be steeped 
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in scenario training, aeronautical decision making, and risk management.  It 
must also train instructors in how to pass this information to their students.

Conclusions
The research identified several key aspects of operating an aircraft equipped 

with a parachute.  For example, airplanes equipped with ballistic parachutes will 
be operated differently if for no other reason than pilots now have a choice:  pull 
the parachute or fly the plane. However, the parachute itself becomes an addi-
tional element for the pilot to consider while dealing with an already stressful situ-
ation. In addition, RHT suggests that pilots may engage in riskier flight conditions 
because of the sense of security that may accompany having a parachute.

Respondents in general view an aircraft equipped with a parachute as being 
safer than one without. While the pilot’s perceived value of a parachute is high, 
some pilots will need convincing to pay higher rental rates that may be needed to 
pay for the system, and new-instructors will need convincing to invest time in 
training on the system.  

Comments from respondents were passionate and at times lengthy, demon-
strating the strong feelings – sometimes for and other times against – the para-
chute concept. In reading the comments, one can sense the quality of new flight 
instructors and their take on our industry - versus more seasoned pilots.  Future 
research can be built around ways to bring new instructors and their seasoned 
counterparts closer together in viewpoint.
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Footnotes

1The FAA created a new rule for the manufacture, certification, operation, 
and maintenance of light-sport aircraft. This action recognized advances in sport 
and recreational aviation technology and mended the lack of appropriate regulations 
for existing aircraft. The effect of this rule was to promote the manufacture of safe 
and economical certificated aircraft and to allow operation of these aircraft by 
certificated pilots for sport and recreation. A sport pilot is required to receive at 
least 20 hours of flight training to be eligible for certification.  A sport pilot is limited 
to flying a Light Sport Aircraft (LSA), during day, below 10,000 MSL, carrying a 
maximum of one passenger.  A sport pilot does not fly in furtherance of business or 
for hire.  A sport pilot is not required to hold a FAA medical certificate.

2A Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) is partly defined as having: a maximum 
takeoff weight of not more than 1,320 pounds for aircraft not intended for operation 
on water; a maximum airspeed in level flight with maximum continuous power 
(VH) of not more than 120 KCAS; a maximum never-exceed speed (VNE) of not 
more than 120 KCAS; a maximum stalling speed of not more than 45 KCAS; 
seating for the pilot plus a maximum of one passenger; fixed landing gear; and a 
single, reciprocating engine. A LSA may be an airplane, glider, balloon, powered 
parachute, weight-shift-control aircraft, or gyroplane.

3Many pilots refer to any aircraft ballistic parachute system as a “BRS.” 
Since care must be taken in defining terms, in this research, BRS refers to the 
company, Ballistic Recovery Systems, Inc.
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Appendix A1 – Overall Survey Results

1.  An airplane equipped with a whole-airplane parachute is safer than an 
airplane without. 

Strongly Agree 384 38.48%
Somewhat Agree 314 31.46%
Neutral 133 13.33%
Somewhat Disagree 99 9.92%
Strongly Disagree 68 6.81%

Mean 2.15
Standard Dev. 1.23
Variance 1.51
Mean Percentile 76.97%

2.  When flying an airplane with a parachute system, training on the system is 
necessary.       

Strongly Agree 742 74.13%
Somewhat Agree 89 8.89%
Neutral 13 1.30%
Somewhat Disagree 15 1.50%
Strongly Disagree 142 14.19%

Mean 1.73
Standard Dev. 1.42
Variance 2.02
Mean Percentile 85.45%

3.  I would invest an additional 5 hours of training to learn how and under what 
conditions to operate the parachute.

Strongly Agree 380 38.23%
Somewhat Agree 227 22.84%
Neutral 93 9.36%
Somewhat Disagree 103 10.36%
Strongly Disagree 191 19.22%

Mean 2.49
Standard Dev. 1.54
Variance 2.38
Mean Percentile 70.10%

4.  I would give preference to a flight school offering training / rental of an 
airplane with a parachute system.

Strongly Agree 290 29.06%
Somewhat Agree 209 20.94%
Neutral 209 20.94%
Somewhat Disagree 150 15.03%
Strongly Disagree 140 14.03%
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Mean 2.64
Standard Dev. 1.40
Variance 1.96
Mean Percentile 67.19%

5. I would pay an additional $5 per hour to rent an aircraft with a parachute 
system.

Strongly Agree 234 23.49%
Somewhat Agree 183 18.37%
Neutral 147 14.76%
Somewhat Disagree 156 15.66%
Strongly Disagree 276 27.71%

Mean 3.06
Standard Dev. 1.55
Variance 2.39
Mean Percentile 58.86%

6.  My first consideration for renting an airplane with a parachute is more 
concerning the safety of my family/passengers than for my personal safety.

Strongly Agree 212 21.20%
Somewhat Agree 281 28.10%
Neutral 261 26.10%
Somewhat Disagree 141 14.10%
Strongly Disagree 105 10.50%

Mean 2.65
Standard Dev. 1.25
Variance 1.57
Mean Percentile 67.08%

7.  I would make in-flight aeronautical decisions differently if flying an aircraft with 
a parachute system.             

Strongly Agree 51 5.12%
Somewhat Agree 105 10.53%
Neutral 116 11.63%
Somewhat Disagree 264 26.48%
Strongly Disagree 461 46.24%

Mean 3.98
Standard Dev. 1.21
Variance 1.46
Mean Percentile 40.36%

8.  I would be more likely to fly into marginal, but legal conditions with a full 
airplane parachute system.             

Strongly Agree 28 2.80%
Somewhat Agree 54 5.41%
Neutral 70 7.01%
Somewhat Disagree 181 18.12%
Strongly Disagree 666 66.67%
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Mean 4.40
Standard Dev. 1.02
Variance 1.04
Mean Percentile 31.91%

9.  Others are more likely to fly into marginal, but legal conditions with a full 
airplane parachute system.             

Strongly Agree 272 27.25%
Somewhat Agree 313 31.36%
Neutral 223 22.34%
Somewhat Disagree 127 12.73%
Strongly Disagree 63 6.31%

Mean 2.39
Standard Dev. 1.19
Variance 1.42
Mean Percentile 72.10%

10.  Given an engine failure, I would prefer to activate a full airplane parachute 
system than attempt an emergency landing in hostile terrain.             

Strongly Agree 436 43.60%
Somewhat Agree 236 23.60%
Neutral 124 12.40%
Somewhat Disagree 108 10.80%
Strongly Disagree 96 9.60%

Mean 2.19
Standard Dev. 1.35
Variance 1.82
Mean Percentile 76.16%

11.  Given a complete electrical failure on a night, cross-country flight, 50 
miles from any airport, I would feel more comfortable activating a full airplane 
parachute system than attempting a landing at the nearest airport.             

Strongly Agree 224 22.44%
Somewhat Agree 129 12.93%
Neutral 138 13.83%
Somewhat Disagree 223 22.34%
Strongly Disagree 284 28.46%

Mean 3.21
Standard Dev. 1.53
Variance 2.35
Mean Percentile 55.71%
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12.  Given the structural failure of an aileron, I would feel more comfortable 
activating a full airplane parachute system than attempting a landing at the 
nearest airport.             

Strongly Agree 352 35.27%
Somewhat Agree 266 26.65%
Neutral 161 16.13%
Somewhat Disagree 140 14.03%
Strongly Disagree 79 7.92%

Mean 2.33
Standard Dev. 1.30
Variance 1.68
Mean Percentile 73.47%

13.  Given an unintentional spin at 1,500 AGL, I would feel more comfortable 
activating a full airplane parachute system than attempting a recovery. 

Strongly Agree 370 37.07%
Somewhat Agree 177 17.74%
Neutral 146 14.63%
Somewhat Disagree 157 15.73%
Strongly Disagree 148 14.83%

Mean 2.54
Standard Dev. 1.48
Variance 2.20
Mean Percentile 69.30%

14.  In an emergency, a whole airplane parachute will:
Deliver me gently to the ground. 156 15.81%
Deliver me safely to the ground. 112 11.35%
Deliver me safely to the ground although 
the airplane may be destroyed 588 59.57%
Likely seriously injure occupants and 
destroy the airplane. 131 13.27%

Mean 2.70
Standard Dev. 0.89
Variance 0.79
Mean Percentile 57.42%

15.  What is your age? 
Younger than 35 years old      301 30.34%
35 to 50 years old        369 37.20%
51 to 65 years old     281 28.33%
66 or older 41 4.13%

16.  How long have you been flying?
Less than 2 years  389 39.25%
2 to 5 years           173 17.46%

Pilot Perceptions on Ballistic Parachutes
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6 to 10 years       78 7.87%
More than 10 years 318 32.09%
Not a pilot; not a student-pilot 33 3.33%

17.  Rate your confidence in your flying abilities:
Somewhat Confident   144 14.71%
Normally Confident   475 48.52%
Very Confident    314 32.07%
Exceedingly Confident 46 4.70%

18.  Do you own a parachute system?
Yes 107   13.08%
No 711   86.92%

19. Have you or a close acquaintance ever been injured while flying?
Yes 234   23.68%
No 754   76.32%

Note: Questions adapted from Srkal, Milota K. (2005) The Marketability of New Rules and Technologies 
in General Aviation. Florida State University, D-Scholarship Repository. 
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Appendix A2: Comparing the percentage of pilots who chose to pull the 
parachute on each scenario based on age, certificate level, 

and years of flying experience.

Scenario

Years of Age By Certificate Level Years of Flying

Less 
than 35 
yrs old

N=301

More 
than 35 
yrs old

N=691

Sport

N=13

Private

N=250

COM1

N=73

ATP2

N=22

CFI less 
than
 2 yrs

 
N=117

CFI 
more 
than
 5 yrs

N=103

Less 
than 2 

yrs

N=389

More 
than 

10 yrs

N=317

Not a 
pilot

N=37

 
Given an unintentional spin at 1,500 AGL, I would feel more comfortable activating a full airplane parachute system 
than attempting a recovery.

strongly agree 59.47 27.33 30.77 29.30 24.66 22.73 98.26 16.50 48.84 22.33 40.54

agree 11.63 20.49 7.69 20.31 23.29 22.73 1.74 12.62 13.95 18.24 16.22

neutral 13.29 15.12 15.38 16.02 16.44 4.55 - 18.45 15.76 14.47 18.92

disagree 9.30 18.75 30.77 17.58 17.81 22.73 - 19.42 13.70 18.87 13.51

strongly disagree 6.31 18.31 15.38 14.06 17.81 27.27 - 33.01 7.75 26.10 10.81

 
Given the structural failure of an aileron, I would feel more comfortable activating a full airplane parachute system 
than attempting a landing at the nearest airport.  

strongly agree 57.48 25.76 38.46 20.48 28.77 31.82 100.00 15.53 46.65 23.66 37.84

agree 16.94 30.86 - 36.14 27.40 22.73 - 27.18 23.45 29.34 24.32

neutral 14.62 16.89 - 21.69 20.55 9.09 - 10.68 13.40 13.88 24.32

disagree 8.64 16.16 38.46 14.86 13.70 9.09 - 26.21 11.60 18.61 8.11

strongly disagree 2.33 10.33 23.08 6.83 9.59 27.27 - 20.39 4.90 14.51 5.41

 
Given a complete electrical failure on a night, cross country flight, 50 miles from any airport, I would feel more 
comfortable activating a full airplane parachute system than attempting a landing at the nearest airport.   

strongly agree 45.33 12.48 15.38 8.40 12.33 13.64 99.12 4.85 39.18 11.08 27.03

agree 10.33 14.08 30.77 14.80 9.59 13.64 0.88 4.85 13.40 9.18 18.92

neutral 9.00 16.11 15.38 14.80 5.48 9.09 - 14.56 12.89 12.03 21.62

disagree 17.67 24.38 7.69 30.80 28.77 9.09 - 23.30 17.78 23.73 24.32

strongly disagree 17.67 32.95 30.77 31.20 43.84 54.55 - 52.43 16.75 43.99 8.11

 
Given an engine failure, I would prefer to activate a full airplane parachute system than attempt an emergency 
landing in hostile terrain.             

strongly agree 61.33 36.18 15.38 31.60 35.62 40.91 99.13 28.16 52.84 35.53 43.24

agree 14.00 27.64 23.08 30.00 35.62 22.73 0.87 26.21 20.36 24.84 27.03

neutral 10.33 13.31 38.46 12.80 6.85 13.64 - 10.68 12.37 13.84 13.51

disagree 8.33 11.87 23.08 13.20 13.70 13.64 - 15.53 8.25 11.95 13.51

strongly disagree 6.00 11.00 - 12.40 8.22 9.09 - 19.42 6.19 13.84 2.70

Notes: 
1 COM means commercial pilot without flight instructor certificate
2 ATP means airline transport pilot
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Critical Incident Stress Management in Aviation
Edited by Jörg Leonhardt and Joachim Vogt

Book Review

Todd P. Hubbard

There are at least two ways to view a critical incident in aviation: from the first 
responder perspective; and from the perspective of those who care for victims of 
critical incident stress long after the event has occurred. This point is emphatically 
made by Mitchell in an interesting text on Critical Incident Stress Management 
(CISM), compiled by editors Jörg Leonhardt and Joachim Vogt. The primary goal 
of the text is to expose the reader to the nuts of bolts of CISM: how it is con-
structed, made readied for use, and how it is deployed in the field by CISM teams. 
Although an endorsement by Richard Levenson Jr., on the book cover, suggested 
that researchers might be interested in this information, the contents are more 
narrowly focused and are more applicable to other groups: first responders who 
affect the victims of critical incidents, managers who have a responsibility for 
personnel who might be affected by critical incidents, persons who wish to join a 
CISM team, as well as newly licensed psychotherapists and physicians who have 
been assigned as staff psychologists or medical examiners with an air carrier. 
This rather short work, if used as a supplement to a course text, will do nicely in 
courses on Human Factors, Aviation Psychology, and Aviation Mental Health. It’s 
a quick read and undergraduate or graduate students will find it helpfully pithy. 

There are a few reasons why this book should be required reading for all 
those wishing to know more about CISM. Perhaps the chief reason for placing 
this book on your reading list is its attention to the details of what CISM is designed 
to be. Mitchell did a good job in Chapter 3 of setting the boundaries for the effec-
tiveness of this type of stress management. Leonhardt and Vogt, in Chapter 4, 
provided additional neurobiological rationale for these boundaries, and Leonhardt 
(see Chapter 5) described the cognitive and affective aspects of each basic ele-
ment of CISM by use of a U-shaped curve. 

The book is designed for the skim reader. Within each chapter the reader will 
find references to other chapters in the text. Furthermore, much of the information 
is repeated in each chapter, so that if something were missed early on, it will be 
available in subsequent chapters. To accelerate the skimming process, the 
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authors have inserted subtitles, preceded by a list of those subtitles. These lists act 
as internal tables of contents, and they provide an advanced organizer of what is 
to come. As an added benefit, two appendices, just after the 170 pages of he 
12-chapter narrative, provided a view of the core curriculum needed for CISM 
training and a listing of the certifications that are available as a result of this 
training. 

Another reason to pay attention to this book is its cast of authors: almost 
entirely non-U.S. It is important to note that Ashgate Publishing, whose home office 
is in England, attracts authors from Europe; and, because they have an office in 
Vermont, they also attract authors from the United States, where most of their vol-
umes are sold. Many of the European authors write in their native language and 
these papers are largely unavailable to U.S. readers because of the language bar-
rier. However, Ashgate, under the guidance of a very clever and resourceful Guy 
Loft, produces texts in English that include material translated from other lan-
guages. Ashgate is a window into endeavors and fields often overlooked by 
scholars of limited reach who pursue works only in their native language. For this 
accommodation we should sincerely thank Ashgate. Where else would one find an 
interpreted review of the accident over Lake Constance (see Chapter 10), ably 
portrayed and presented by Leonhardt, Minder, Zimmermann, Mersmann, and 
Schultz? 

The third reason why you should read this book is that it is one of a very few 
texts that expose the critical incident stress issues of persons in air traffic control: 
a career field that resists observation by outsiders. Much more is said about CISM 
and air traffic controllers than any other group, even more than airline pilots or 
flight attendants. We see here a description of stress related issues of air traffic 
controllers from EUROCONTROL, not controllers from the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration. These descriptions came from insiders, such as Riedle (see Chapter 2), 
Leonhardt (see Chapter 7), and Gaber and Drozd (see Chapter 9). 

Reasons to buy this text outweigh reasons not to buy this text, but I must list at 
least two shortcomings in the book that cannot be overlooked. First, the editors 
have relied too heavily on Jeffrey Mitchell and the CISM program he developed. 
Those familiar with CISM and the literature that attacks Mitchell’s claims that CISM 
really works and that it makes a difference will see the dependence on Mitchell to 
carry the book as a weakness. Second, the authors have unnecessarily confined 
their referential support to only those in the inner circle of CISM proponents, and in 
doing so have kept from the reader’s eyes any counter opinion. One gets the 
feeling the all that is credible about CISM is adequately described by Mitchell and 
those who have co-authored with Mitchell. CISM is also prized more highly than 
other methods that have served to mitigate the affect of critical incident stress; 
because CISM, if one were to infer a meaning based on Mitchell’s telling of the 
history of crisis intervention support services, is the outgrowth of earlier attempts 
to help victims of critical incident stress (see Chapter 6) and is therefore the 
enhancement of or the improvement of those earlier attempts. Rather than carry 
on a critique of the literature, I invite the discriminating reader to perform his or her 
own study of the literature in this text, and if the contents of this book show that 
CISM is a superior methodology to any other approach, then the contents of this 
book vindicate the authors. 
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In closing, I leave the reader with a word of caution. Some of the information 
in the book requires some understanding of stress related mental and emotional 
disorders. The authors do a fairly good job describing and defining these disor-
ders, particularly Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), but mental disorders are 
clearly beyond the scope of the book and any information about these disorders, 
their diagnosis, and the characteristics observable by trained psychologists or 
psychiatrists are more clearly described and handled in another book by Ashgate, 
Aviation Mental Health (2006). Aviation Mental Health gives the clinician’s view of 
many of the same issues expressed in Critical Incident Stress Management in 
Aviation. Reading this text and Aviation Mental Health together will provide the 
reader with a more complete picture of mental health issues: those pertaining to 
psychological first aid; and, those pertaining to long-term psychological care. 
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Aviation English for ICAO Compliance.
By Henry Emery and Andy Roberts 

with Ruth Goodman and Louis Harrison.

Cleared for Takeoff: English for Pilots, Books 1 & 2.
By Liz Mariner

English for Aviation.
By Sue Ellis and Terence Gerighty

Book Reviews

Graham Elliott and Theresa White
FAA Academy

For those responsible for arranging compliance with the new International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) English proficiency standards required as of 
March 2008, more help has arrived.

After a hiatus of more than two decades with no commercially produced avia-
tion English course books widely available, no less than three new courses are 
reaching the market to address English language proficiency requirements. This 
timely trio joins three new on-line Aviation English courses and hopefully signals 
a full focus on the installation of successful training and the end of a 5-year period 
where the industry has grappled with what and how to test. 

These aviation English courses appear now due to widening recognition that 
faulty communication from weak English proficiency has contributed to catas-
trophe in the past. This realization is thanks in large part to an ICAO study group 
that produced the key Document 9835: Manual on the Implementation of ICAO 
Language Proficiency Requirements in 2004 and groups of dedicated contribu-
tors before and since.
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The new courses, two from the U.K. and one published in the U.S.A., all with 
audio files, commendable content, and many pedagogical qualities, are not aimed 
at the same audiences. Learner needs vary a good deal, and so users of these 
courses will need to be clear who they are aiming to serve: trainee controllers, ab 
initio pilot trainees, or experienced controllers or pilots. The courses vary in pur-
pose, length, and approach. How to decide which of these courses, if any, to 
adopt?

Three aspects that combine to address and solve English language proficiency 
issues are training, testing, and administration. We are pleased to see these three 
new aviation English courses address mainly the training side of the triangle—
those with responsibility for programming for compliance will have to manufacture 
their administrator support and find other sources for testing for ICAO compliance, 
most likely from supplementary providers.

Twenty-five years in aviation English has shown that cognition is embodied in 
action—pilots and controllers will learn their target English most readily if they work 
and interact in many job-related tasks. For this, the ICAO Doc 9835 asks for 
assessment of proficiency in six elements of language: Pronunciation, Structure, 
Vocabulary, Fluency, Comprehension, and Interactions over six levels of which 
Operational Level 4 (L 4) is the target. It seems logical then that these courses will 
(a) support learners in acquiring specific aviation vocabulary, (b) embrace use of 
radiotelephony between pilots and controllers so that learners improve their profi-
ciency in the English used in ATC, and (c) allow them to build skills in plain English 
so they can interact in non-standard aviation situations. 

These course books are intended to be part of the solution—training materials 
for English language development for civil authorities and airlines. What do they 
contain, and how good are they?  

Aviation English for ICAO Compliance 
By Henry Emery and Andy Roberts. Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
One book of 12 units for 120 hours, with CDs for classroom use or self-study.
Stated target audience: Intermediate level English for Specific Purposes (ESP) 

The principal authors are experienced aviation English teachers. The 127 
pages hold 12 units, either as self-study or for classroom use. They claim to teach 
communication skills for pilots and air traffic controllers, helping them to achieve 
and maintain ICAO Operational Level 4.

Each colorfully illustrated unit begins with a reading on an aviation theme, and 
is followed by listening and speaking activities presented with professionally pro-
duced video and/or audio recordings.  Following suggestions from ICAO Doc 9835,  
the units are organized by aviation topics such as aerodrome layout, runway incur-
sions, fly by wire, electrical failure, engine failure, bird strike, hydraulic failure, on-
board fire, gear/braking problems, decompression.  Despite a lack of empirical 
evidence to support inclusion, this seems like a rich collection of industry topics 
that will be of interest and benefit to aviation personnel. The accompanying record-
ings, delivered for the classroom at an appropriately slower rate than in the real 
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world, use a wide range of accented Englishes, which gives Aviation English a 
solid international footprint.  

Systematically organized among these topics are exercises that address fea-
tures of pronunciation and English grammatical structure. These exercises also 
include a focus on word and sentence stress, intonation and pausing, diphthongs, 
question forms, and past tense endings, which are all issues probably beyond the 
knowledge of flight personnel to organize and tackle. Each unit contains a series 
of functions of language that include asking for clarification, explaining how some-
thing works, stating intentions, announcing decisions, expressing non-under-
standing, and so on. Each of four sections in the units contain vocabulary exer-
cises, and the back of the book has a pair work section and listening scripts. 

The accompanying Teacher’s Book (which we did not see for this review) 
should help less well trained aviation instructors to operate the contents.

Because Aviation English is designed in the tradition of English teaching texts, 
its color and interesting graphic design may, perversely, cause it not to be taken as 
seriously as it warrants by the aviation community. Even in the hands of minimally 
qualified language instructors, this well-conceived English training product can 
play a central role in an English for Aviation program, which is targeting L 4.

Cleared for Takeoff: English for Pilots Books 1 & 2. 
By Liz Mariner. AELink Publications Inc.
Two books each with 60 hours, with audio CDs. Includes a glossary and abbreviations.  
Stated target audience: Intermediate level

The principal author is a flight instructor experienced in working with non-
native English speakers in flight training. This two-book course also provides activ-
ities in an accompanying DVD. Publicity says it was designed for use in flight 
schools, international airline training, and English for aviation in language schools, 
either as an individual workbook or with classroom groups. 

In essence, this is a simplified flight training manual made to be a starting 
point for flight training. As such, it will find favor with flight instructors who are 
working to build a language foundation with their non- English speaking trainees. 
The course targets standard procedures at the start of pilot training, with trainees 
at Pre-Operational L 3.  

Developed before the ICAO proficiency standards were published, this course 
does not systematically address the ICAO requirements. There is no coverage of 
the functions of language recommended in ICAO Doc 9835, and no explicit inclu-
sion of plain language elements, for example, for handling of emergencies, this 
course by itself cannot lead users to meet ICAO L 4.

The twelve units include many excellent descriptive graphics with suitably 
slower-paced audio recordings in U.S. accented English, often reaching above 
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delivery of a single word into appropriate chunks of language. The first six units 
focus on primary flight training principally in a U.S.-flavored setting.  It continues 
with vocabulary associated with small aircraft, air traffic control communications; 
student and instructor communications; airport features and traffic pattern; aircraft 
features, ATIS; and the basics of flight.  The units in Book 2 are pattern work; air-
craft checklists; weather and weather reports; VFR navigation; and operating in 
controlled airspace. 

As demanded by flight training, there is a heavy vocabulary load across both 
books, including, for example, thoughtful terms for instructors and students to work 
together, and navigational features on charts. However, there appears to be no 
explicit means of supporting learners to understand, acquire, and remember them. 
In Unit 2 alone, new vocabulary could total over a hundred items on airports, haz-
ards, abbreviations, and surface features. While the useful 36-page glossary for 
both books holds over 500 items, and a list of useful abbreviations adds nearly 90 
more, there are hundreds more items appearing in the texts which are not included 
in the glossary, such as VOR (Book 1, page 8) and in the vicinity of (Book 1, page 
72) which will require explanations.  

…a well structured vocabulary program needs a balanced approach that 
includes explicit teaching (as demanded in this course) together with activi-
ties providing appropriate contexts for incidental learning.

       J.S.Decarrio

Everything is shown in a clear context, and there are useful collocations’ such 
as “The ramp is sometimes called the tarmac or the apron.” However, presenta-
tions are generally well-contextualized lists that a tireless instructor will have to 
explain, one by one. While the recognition, understanding, and use of this vocabu-
lary is clearly necessary, unless it is delivered in structured and logical patterns, 
and surrounded by grammatical context, learners will struggle to correctly recall, 
apply, and practice before applying the terms fluently.

A mistake common among those who are not aware of the need for compre-
hensible input for English learners occurs frequently—that of using teaching lan-
guage above a learner’s ability to comprehend:  

“...repeat the numbers after the speaker. Stressed syllables are shown 
with CAPITAL letters. zero, one, two, ....”   (Book 1, page 2.)

If learners know what a stressed syllable is, we likely will not need to worry 
about how they pronounce one. 

For English for Specific Purposes training to proceed efficiently and effectively, 
in prior pre-intermediate English as a Second Language (ESL) programming we 
first have to establish in learners a basic facility in manipulating English grammar, 
a basis of common vocabulary with intelligible pronunciation and some fluency, 
until the learner can handle the demands of English for Aviation.  
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This course is a shadow flight training manual with an excess of Q & A meth-
odology for English learners. In the hands of a flight instructor who is sensitive to 
learner needs, it can work (and apparently has worked for the author), but the 
technical content is probably above the capacity of an uninformed English 
instructor (“What’s a VOR?”) to deliver. 

The course needs fewer touch-and-go language learning activities such as 
Choose the correct definition…; Complete the table…; Draw lines to match…; Fill 
in the missing words… (Book 2, Unit 7). The course should provide more explicit 
opportunities for learners to repeatedly prepare and deliver the specific language 
they will need on the job, such as Ask for permission to…; Conduct the checklist 
for…; Practice approaches to…; Describe when…; Explain why…, so they will 
gain guided experience in creating and manipulating English to say what they 
want to say.

To solve this, the course will benefit from a teacher guide (currently in prepa-
ration) where more activities will lead to practice and fuller exploitation of the 
many excellent recordings, photos, diagrams, and tables.

English for Aviation for Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers
By Sue Ellis and Terence Gerighty. Oxford University Press (OUP), Express series
One book of 8 units for 30 hours self study, with audio CD, and CD-ROM with interactive 
material.  Stated target audience: Intermediate level, short intensive course for pilots.

Written by two authors with extensive experience in aviation English and 
aligned to ICAO guidelines, this 69-page pre-intermediate course book leads 
sequentially from pre-flight checks, through the flight path, to switching off the 
engines. The gate-to-gate syllabus is closest of the three to work realities in avia-
tion. 

Part of the OUP Express series that offer “short courses in specialist English,” 
it is approximately half the length of the other two courses; it contains up to 30 
hours of work in eight units. We consider that with suitable instructor guidance, it 
could provide a basis for more than 60 classroom hours. It includes an audio CD, 
recorded with varied foreign English accents in interactive exercises for each unit. 
These provide interactions and listening comprehension of realistic pilot and air 
traffic controller interchanges, grammar uses, and applied vocabulary for both 
standard radiotelephony and non-standard plain English. It includes a list of all 
key words in the book.

The book is attractively designed and laid out and uses clear photographs, 
informative graphics, illustrations, and signs in support of unit topics. The first unit 
introduces air communications and aims to include learner experience of familiar 
routes and airports. It is followed by aerodrome information, leading to pre-flight 
checks, clearances, and handling delays and problems. Unit 3 includes ground 
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movements from start up and push back, to taxi and take off. And this is the tight 
sequence the course follows: unit 4 is departure, reports in climbing and cruising 
and includes traffic and weather; unit 5 contains en route events and leads to 
descent; unit 6 contains VFR and IFR contacts and approaches with radar vec-
toring; unit 7 deals with aspects of landing clearances, missed approaches, runway 
conditions, and ground movement; and finally, unit 8 includes exercises on dealing 
with authorities.

The experienced flight and controller personnel we showed this book to saw 
that it covered all phases, and they approved of the handling of the technical topics. 
This course will meet the approval of many other learners in aviation because its 
structure follows the world they know.  

Because of its brevity, however, users might find that by itself the course does 
not go deep enough or is long enough to truly affect their English performance. 
This can be remedied in part by informed training design and tight benchmarking 
by each organizational user and by additional activities on a students’ website 
being prepared by the publisher.  

These courses each contribute solid English content at appropriate levels for 
various trainee targets, and those responsible for English compliance have three 
new tools from which to select.

It is clear that there will always be situations, usually non-routine, for which 
phraseologies do not exist; therefore, only continuous and sustained commitment 
from organizations across the industry will raise English standards and produce 
safer communications in English. We would like to see organizations recognize the 
need for their pilots and/or controllers to become familiar with the language required 
to be safe in the regions and airports in which they are training and working, unlike 
the generic language necessarily included in all these courses. 
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